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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Fouling and cleaning processes impact industrial production, in terms of economics, 
product quality, product safety, and plant efficiency. Therefore, optimisation of fouling 
and cleaning processes is a significant issue, and needs a good understanding of fouling 
and cleaning kinetics. Ideal monitors should determine the right time when a process run 
should stop and when a plant will be clean in order to improve the process efficiency. 
This thesis investigated the fouling and cleaning behaviour of dairy fluids in a plate heat 
exchanger (PHE) and bench scale fouling rig, using whey protein concentrate (WPC) and 
WPCm (with added minerals) as fluid models. Fouling and cleaning monitoring methods 
were also investigated as new ways to operate and control the processes. Experiments 
displayed that fouling increased with increasing protein concentration up to a limit of 
approx. β-Lg 0.3 wt. %. Increasing the flow rate from 100 to 150 l/h decreased the Δ(ΔP) 
fouling rate for β-Lg concentrations of 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5wt.% by 34, 70 and 72.7%, 
respectively, due to the increasing of shear stresses at the heat transfer surface. Adding 
minerals to WPC has lowered the temperature at which β-Lg begins to denature. The 
differences in fouling behaviour of WPC and WPCm had an effect on cleaning behaviour. 
Increasing the mineral content in WPC deposits leads to cleaning behaviour which differs 
completely from that of proteinaceous deposit as no pressure peak is observed.  
Experiments have been conducted in a bench scale fouling rig and PHE to compare the 
deposit generated by both and also to investigate the effect of bulk temperatures of 70, 80 
and 90°C and surface temperatures of 80, 89 and 98°C on fouling behaviour of the two 
model solutions WPC and WPCm in terms of deposit thickness, weight and morphology. 
In general, the total amount of WPC deposition increased with increasing bulk and surface 
temperature. In contrast, for WPCm, the increasing of deposit amount with temperature 
limited up ca.85°C, where the amount of deposit decreased afterwards. The bench scale 
fouling rig is able to follow the development of fouling in PHE quite closely. The 
morphology studies showed that the size of clumps increased with increasing 
concentration and temperature. In contrast, WPCm deposit displayed a very fine structure 
with much smaller particulates compared to the WPC deposit. 
Two novel monitoring devices have been developed to evaluate the cleaning process:       
a particle count technique and Peltier effect. The particle count technique was used to 
evaluate the removal of various whey protein deposits from the PHE, while the Peltier 
effect was used to measure the responsiveness of the device during the cleaning of two 
deposits: toothpaste and golden syrup. The particle count technique is a very sensitive 
tool. The removal of deposit could be detected by the Peltier effect the availability of 
images taken during the cleaning process providing useful information about the 
sensitivity of the Peltier device. 
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1 CHAPTER 1:  INTRODUCTION 
 
 
Fouling results from the accumulation of undesirable material on a surface, which is 
formed through the contact between the surfaces with fluid. The nature of these deposits is 
quite different, depending on fluid composition and operational conditions, and can be 
particulate, crystalline, corrosion, biological or a result of chemical reactions with the 
surface. In industry, the formation of deposits on surfaces is especially problematic in the 
heat transfer equipment due to the changes imposed on fluid temperature, thus, affecting 
the product quality and safety.  
1.1 Fouling problem 
Food fouling deposits on a heat transfer surface are formed as a result of the thermal 
instability of certain components in the products. The impact of fouling causes a severe 
problem in food industry that costs billions of pounds every year. For instance, in the 
dairy industry alone, fouling accounts for about 80% of the total production costs involved 
(Bansal and Chen, 2006). This high influence on the total operating costs may require 
minimising or delaying the fouling process of the equipment surface which consequently 
helps conserve energy and extend the operation of the equipment (Jun and Irudayaraj, 
2009). According to  Fryer et al. (1996), the study of fouling helps to understand the basic 
mechanisms. This understanding can lead to a more optimal potential to the development 
of new types of heat exchange that minimise fouling. Consequently, the costs of fouling 
effects could be reduced. Quality issues are equally important. As a matter of fact, many 
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times a shutdown is vital not only because of poor performance of a heat exchanger, but 
also due to a lot of concerns of product quality and/or contamination.  
There are many effects of fouling which have a negative impact on production. Some of 
the key problems are listed below: 
i. Additional heating – due to the fouling layer behaving as a form of thermal 
insulation, maintaining the required temperature of the product needs greater 
heating as costs increase. 
ii. Additional pumping – the fouling layer narrows the channels and can also increase 
surface roughness, both of which increase the pressure drop in the process, 
whereby leading to greater pumping costs. 
iii. Shorter residence times – the narrowing of the channels increases average 
velocity; therefore, the product has on average a shorter residence time and, thus, 
does not gain as much heat treatment, which can impact product safety. 
iv. Reduced production rate – to combat (ii) and (iii), the production rate could be 
dropped; however, this will exacerbate the problems in (i) and have an economic 
impact as not as much product will be produced. 
1.2 Dairy fouling  
Milk must be microbiologically stable for safe human consumption. To ensure milk is free 
from potentially harmful microbes, it is thermally treated. Depending on the type of milk 
produced, it can be heated to pasteurisation temperature: 72°C or ultra-high temperature 
(UHT): 135 –142°C. Pasteurised and UHT milk are heat-treated before being dispensed 
into the container. Milk is composed of a number of thermally unstable components, such 
as proteins, fat, and minerals and, this complicates the study of dairy fouling.  
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Dairy fouling is a rapid process forcing the heat exchanger in the dairy to clean at least 
once a day to maintain production efficiency and keep the strict hygiene standards 
required in food processing. The deposits formed can be classified into two major types: 
type A formed at lower temperatures, consisting predominantly of denatured and unfolded 
aggregates of whey proteins and type B found at higher temperatures and containing 
noticeably more mineral salts, especially calcium phosphates (Burton, 1968, Changani et 
al., 1997, Bansal and Chen, 2006). The composition and structure of these deposits are 
very different; it which would be expected that the cleaning of these deposits might also 
varies. A better understanding of the fouling mechanism of these deposits could be useful 
in reducing operation down-time and improving cleaning processes. 
1.3 Cleaning fouled surface 
Cleaning can be defined as the removal of physical materials to return a system to the 
same pre-fouling conditions. Cleaning the deposit is also a time- and energy- consuming 
process of a substantial amount of water and chemicals. A typical dairy plant handling 
75,000 gallons of milk per day could use up to 110 million gallons of water per year 
(Rausch and Powell, 1997). Rebello et al. (1988) estimates that water (23.9%) and 
cleaning chemicals (7.5%) were the highest contributors towards the cleaning expenses 
gained during deposit removal. Once the cleaning process is completed, the effluent needs 
to be processed or treated before reuse or disposals further add to the cost of production. 
Cleaning is necessary both to remove fouled deposit and to control product quality and 
safety. It is necessary to understand the nature of the deposit that is to be removed in order 
to apply a suitable cleaning regime. Therefore, it is natural that cleaning has received 
considerable attention in the food sector, partly because of the frequent use of                    
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a multi-purpose plant which uses the same equipment to process different materials; also, 
food deposits are quite likely to form and adhere firmly on the equipment surface. 
Cleaning dairy deposits, which contain both proteins and minerals, is a complex process 
that involves interactions between surface, deposit and detergent. It is a multistage 
process, having many steps that may be controlled by shear stress, mass transfer, and 
chemical reaction. These cleaning stages could be described as follows:           
- Diffusion of the cleaning solution from the bulk into deposit 
- Chemical reactions start and the deposited materials are broken 
- Dispersion of the deposit material into the cleaning solution by the shear action 
The usual procedure for cleaning heat-treatment equipment in the dairy industry is the 
Cleaning in Place (CIP) system, so that dismantling of the equipment can be avoided. 
Industrial CIP systems are highly developed and automated.  There are two types of CIP 
treatment in dairy processing (Timperley and Smeulders, 1987)  
- Two-stage: first stage using alkali (commonly NaOH) and second stage using acid 
base (nitric or phosphoric), usually separated by a water rinse step (Romney, 
1990). The alkaline is used first to remove the protein and fat deposits and expose 
the thin minerals layer which is then dissolved by the acid step. 
- Single-stage: formulated detergent is used, which contains compounds to enhance 
cleaning, for instance sodium hydroxide, surface active and chelating agents. 
It was noted that alkali and acid solution alone might not give sufficiently clean results. 
After the sodium hydroxide cleaning, the surface was still fouled at several spots, 
indicating that not all of the minerals deposits had been removed (Jeurnink and Brinkman, 
1994). 
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1.4 Monitoring device 
Monitoring fouling and the following cleaning processes are an essential process to ensure 
optimal performance through providing useful data for operational decisions to be made in 
food processing plants. Fouling is invisible from the industrial processing equipment, and 
thus can only be determined by methods such as measuring heat transfers (Bott, 1995, 
Lalande and Rene, 1988) or pressure drops (Burton, 1966, Fryer et al., 1997), which may 
not be sufficiently significant, especially in the case of thin fouling layers, to allow an 
operational decision making. It is therefore significant to use the correct method in order 
to determine the high standard of the cleanliness level achieved. During monitoring of the 
cleaning process, a significant proportion of particles are not visible to the naked eye. If 
small islands of remaining deposit are not detected, this may indicate that the monitoring 
tool used is not sensitive enough to detect the present deposit.  
The definition of cleanliness will vary from sector to sector, for example, in the 
pharmaceutical industry, it refers to situations where a single microbe is catastrophic, and 
systems must be microbiologically clean. In food processing the system must be cleaned 
not only due to reductions in efficiency that result from fouling but also to remove 
deposits, which may be the source of microbial growth, and to avoid product cross-
contamination at change-over.  
The selection of monitoring technique depends on the goal of the work. If the main 
consideration is to monitor the development of deposit removal, a pressure sensor and 
particles count technique can be applied which are both suitable for industrial application. 
However, if the presence or absence of thin fouling layers is required to be detected, the 
Peltier device and acoustic methods are suitable.  
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The choice of feasible methods to monitor fouling and cleaning in a given application 
where a number of conditions should be considered can be extremely limited. Therefore, 
two novel monitoring devices have been developed to evaluate the cleaning process: 
particles count technique and Peltier device (see Chapter 6). The particles count technique 
was used to assess the removal of various whey protein deposits from the PHE, while the 
Peltier device was used to measure the responsiveness of the device during the cleaning of 
two deposits: toothpaste and golden syrup. 
1.5 Objectives of the study 
There are four specific objectives of this research: 
- To investigate the effect of flow rate and β-Lg concentration on fouling behaviour 
for WPC and WPC with added minerals (calcium and phosphorus) at 
pasteurisation temperature 95°C. 
- To investigate the effect of flow rate and chemical concentration on cleaning 
behaviour for WPC and WPC deposits with added minerals at pasteurisation 
temperature 95°C. 
- To design and operate a lab scale fouling rig to generate deposits similar to those at 
a PHE and to investigate the effect of bulk and surface temperatures at 70, 80, and 
90°C on the fouling behaviour of the two model solutions WPC and WPCm in 
terms of deposit thickness, weight and morphology 
- To examine a novel cleaning monitoring methods as new ways to operate, control 
and improve cleaning measurements in a heat exchanger. 
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2 CHAPTER 2:  LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1 Introduction  
Fouling in the dairy industry has been a problem since heat exchangers (HEs) were 
introduced for pasteurising and sterilising milk in the 1930s (Visser and Jeurnink, 1997). 
Fouling on a heated surface during heating of milk is a complex process of deposit 
formation involving proteins, fat and minerals. The presence of a deposit decreased heat 
transfer coefficients, increased pressure drops and product losses and also offers places 
where microbial growth can occur. This leads to cleaning costs and a general 
environmental load. 
A comprehensive understanding of the whole mechanism and underlying reaction 
between milk components that feature the fouling process is highly required. Both whey 
protein and calcium phosphate - the major components in milk fouling- form insoluble 
aggregates in the bulk as a result of their heat sensitivity. The majority of the published 
fouling studies deal mainly with protein deposit. Jeurnink and De Kruif (1993) note that 
the temperature and pH of the product help unfold the protein chain which react with the 
similar or other types of protein to form aggregates and get adsorbed on the walls of the 
contact surface. Consequently, calcium and phosphate ions precipitate and add to the 
layers of adsorbed protein aggregates which results in a thick fouling layer, covering the 
heating  surface (Belmar-Beiny et al., 1993).  
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Although whey proteins comprise only about 5% of the milk solids, they account for more 
than 50% of the fouling deposits in type A fouling which occur at temperatures between 
75 and 110°C. Among the two major whey proteins: β-Lactoglobulin (β-Lg) and             
α-lactalbumin (α-La), the dominant one in heat-induced fouling is β-Lg due to its high 
heat sensitivity (Lyster, 1970, Lalande and Tissier, 1985, Gotham et al., 1992, Delaplace 
et al., 1994, Bylund, 1995). Minerals constitute less than 1% of milk, but they account for 
more than 70% of the fouling deposit in type B which take place at temperatures over 
110°C.  
It is widespread practice in dairy plants to shut down PHE operation once a day (at least) 
in order to clean the equipment (Fryer et al., 1996). As a result of fouling, frequent shut-
down of the equipment for cleaning causes long plant operation while reducing product 
output. Cleaning the foulant is also a time -consuming and energy- intensive process that 
consumes a significant amount of water and chemicals. Plant downtime for a UHT plant 
can be in excess of 40% of the available production time (Pritchard et al., 1988). 
Optimisation of the cleaning cycle will yield reduced downtime, and costs for cleaning 
decreased environmental impact and increased plant flexibility. Cleaning in place (CIP) is 
an important and frequent unit operation applied throughout the food industry, particularly 
the dairy industry, where CIP is applied daily for most of the equipment. 
 CIP programmes are usually a single-stage or two-stage cleaning procedure. Two-stage 
cleaning used both acid and alkali, whereas single-stage cleaning uses formulated 
detergent containing wetting and other surface agent. Surfaces with no heat usually apply 
a single-stage process. Heated surfaces, where fouling is generally more severe, apply a 
two-stage alkali-acid procedure (Kane and Middlemiss, 1985, Grasshoff, 1989, Karlsson 
et al., 1998, Tamime, 2009).  
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Determining the right time to stop the fouling/cleaning process is crucial for the 
improvement in the efficiency of the whole unit with regards to energy saving, 
minimisation of production losses and wastewater treatment costs. Monitoring fouling and 
cleaning can provide useful information about the conditions of the deposits on the 
surfaces of the processing plant. Fouling can only be determined from parameter 
measurements, such as pressure drop and heat transfer coefficient, since it is usually 
invisible from the outside of the industrial processing equipment. However, these 
parameters may not be sensitive enough to detect the first attached fouling layers or 
accurately measure the cleaning status of the surfaces after CIP; others can be too 
expensive or technically difficult to be implemented in the field and operated by non-
specialists (e.g. quartz crystal balance or photoacoustic spectroscopy) (Pereira et al., 
2006). Monitoring and validation of cleaning are equally significant, mainly for the 
process plant used for different products. Using a single method to meet all monitoring 
criteria seems to be implausible; combining various methods and switching between them 
is more practical (Wallhäußer et al., 2012). 
The aim of this chapter is to review the progress which has been made in the process of 
fouling and the factor that affects the formation of these deposits on the surface of dairy 
heat treatment equipment. The review also describes the cleaning of these deposits, and an 
overview is given of different monitoring methods to detect the fouling and cleaning 
processes which provide valuable indications for operational decision makers in food 
processing plants. 
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2.2 Milk and its fouling 
Milk is a complex biological fluid (see Table  2.1), containing a number of thermally 
unstable components (e.g. proteins, fat, and minerals), which complicates the study of 
dairy fouling. Changani (2000) has provided a list of properties for milk and one of its 
products i.e. whey protein concentrate (WPC); this is reproduced in Table 2.1. From Table 
2.1 it can be seen that most of the milk is water (87.6%), while about 6% is made of 
protein (which is sub-classed as casein, β-Lg and α-La). Minerals form less than 1% of 
milk, and fats form another 3.8% and are considered to be a precursor to deposit 
formation in milk fouling (Bylund, 1995). Of all these constituents of milk, the whey 
protein is the main foulant. Whey protein is composed of two sub-classes i.e. β-Lg and α-
La. Out of these two sub-classes of the whey protein, the β-Lg is the most important and is 
studied extensively for protein deposits in standard WPC solution formed on heat 
exchangers in the dairy industry. For this reason quantity of β-Lg concentration has also 
been given in Table  2.1. 
Generally milk fouling can be classed into two major types i.e. proteinaceous and mineral 
deposits, the former is also called Type A and the later Type B (Burton, 1968, Changani et 
al., 1997, Bansal and Chen, 2006). 
Type A (proteinaceous) deposits are usually white, soft and spongy. In this type, fouling 
starts at temperatures between 75 and 110°C. The composition of these deposits is 50 to 
70% protein, 30 to 40% minerals and 4 to 8% fats. At the lower end of the temperature 
range, most of the protein is denatured β-Lg, but a shift is found to predominantly casein 
at the top end (Tissier et al., 1984, Lalande and Tissier, 1985). Delaplace et al. (1994) 
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states that despite protein constituting only about 5% of the milk solid, it accounts for 
more than 50% of the fouling deposits in type A.  
Component 
Quantity in 
Milk 
(%) 
Quantity in WPC* 
solution, of 
0.3wt% -Lg 
concentration 
(wt.%) 
Water 87.6 98.1 
Protein Total 3.3 0.737 
Sub-Protein   
Caseins 2.5 - 
Whey 
Protein 
-lactoglobulin 
-lactalbumin 
0.3 
0.07 
0.3 
0.073 
Fat 3.8 0.073 
Carbohydrate 4.7  1.02 
Minerals 
Na 
K 
Ca 
Mg 
P 
Fe 
Cu 
Zn 
S 
Cl 
 
 
0.050 
0.150 
0.120 
0.012 
0.095 
0.00005 
0.00002 
0.00035 
0.030 
0.095 
 
0.015 
0.050 
0.021 
0.003 
0.018 
 
 
 
 
0.029 
*WPC: whey protein concentrate 
Table  2.1: Chemical composition of milk and WPC solution. Adapted from (Changani, 
2000). 
 
Type B (minerals) deposits are usually hard, brittle, granular in structure, and grey in 
colour. Here, fouling starts at temperatures above 110°C. The composition of these 
deposits is 70 to 80% minerals; mostly (calcium phosphate), 15 to 20% protein and 4 to 
8% fats. Foster and Green (1990) found no distinct layers in the composition of type B, 
but protein was concentrated near the outside of the deposit. Lyster (1965) studied the 
mineral composition of the fouling deposit and noted that calcium and phosphorus 
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minerals typically formed 90% of the total mineral content of fouling deposits compared 
to only 30% of the mineral content in raw milk.  
 
Figure  2.1: Fouling distribution in an indirect heat exchanger operating on raw milk 
(Burton, 1994) 
 
Fat is the third main component present in milk and has been investigated by Mass et al. 
(1985) Foster et al. (1989) and Visser and Jeurnink (1997) in detail. They found that fats 
have little effect on fouling; however, (Lewis and Heppell, 2000) found that decreasing 
the pH leads to increase the amount of fats within the deposits.  
2.2.1 Thermal stability of milk protein 
Heating has a direct effect on the structure and functionality of protein in the food system. 
An understanding of the effects of heat on protein, i.e., denaturation and aggregation, 
might permit control of these phenomena. As mentioned earlier, the dominant protein in 
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heat-induced fouling: β-Lg has high heat sensitivity and, therefore, forms significant 
amounts of Type A deposits (Lyster, 1970, Lalande and Tissier, 1985, Gotham et al., 
1992, Delaplace et al., 1994, Bylund, 1995). 
The structure of β-Lg is irreversibly altered by denaturation and aggregation when heated 
above 70°C and these processes take place sequentially. During milk heating, the native 
proteins (β-Lg) first denature (unfold) and expose the core containing reactive sulphydryl 
groups (SH). The denatured or unfolded protein molecules then react with disulphide 
bonds on other β-Lg molecules or other types of protein molecules and form aggregates 
(Jeurnink and De Kruif, 1993). The aggregates of β-Lg are entirely irreversible and the 
resulting aggregates are insoluble in water. β-Lg may form mixed aggregates with other 
proteins such as κ-casein (Sawyer, 1968). κ-caseins (another subtype of protein different 
from whey protein) are also resistant to thermal processing but do precipitate upon 
acidification (Fox, 1989, Visser and Jeurnink, 1997). 
Corredig and Dalgleish (1996) found that the method of heat treatment affects markedly 
the rate and the degree of interaction of the whey proteins with the casein micelles. When 
milk was heated slowly by using indirect heating systems, approximately 80% of the 
denatured β-Lg was associated with the casein micelles (Smits and Brouwershaven, 1980, 
Corredig and Dalgleish, 1996). In contrast, when milk was heated rapidly by using direct 
heating systems, only about half of the denatured β-Lg and α-Lg became associated with 
the casein micelles. The interaction between casein micelles and denatured whey proteins 
changes the physical properties of the micelles and the milk in which they are suspended. 
The rest of the denatured whey protein remained in the milk serum as disulphide-bonded 
and hydro-phobically associated aggregates (Singh and Creamer, 1991, Oldfield et al., 
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1998). Jeurnink (1992) examined the interaction of whey proteins with the micelles using 
turbidity techniques and reported that there was a parallel increase in both turbidity and 
denaturation of the whey proteins. Jeurnink and De Kruif (1993) observed increases in the 
viscosity of milk with heating, due to the association of whey proteins with the casein 
micelles. Anema and Li (2003) confirmed that the casein micelles in milk increase in size 
as a result of heat treatment. 
The other main protein, α-La is also heat-labile and its contribution to the fouling process 
has been considered less important than β-Lg (Visser et al., 1997). The denaturation is 80–
90% reversible after heating from 20 to 110°C, but the reversibility of α-Lg decreases 
with increasing temperature (Chaplin and Lyster, 1988). Being more surface-active than 
the native protein, the denatured form of α-La can be an active constituent of milk fouling 
deposits (Arnebrant et al., 1987). 
2.2.2 Mechanism of milk fouling 
It is necessary to understand the fouling mechanism that leads to its formation on heat 
transfer surfaces. For instance, if fouling is a bulk-controlled process, deposition may not 
be prevented by surface modifications. However, if fouling is a surface-controlled 
process, then the deposited species should be determined first in order to design a resistant 
surface to such a deposition (Changani et al., 1997). 
There are two main views relating to the milk fouling process: First, fouling is controlled 
by a bulk homogeneous reaction process which is not influenced by mass transfer or a 
surface reaction process (Visser and Jeurnink, 1997). Second, mass transfer occurs 
between precursor generation in the bulk fluid and the thermal boundary layer. Further 
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evidence is sought to provide researchers with good understanding of the exact 
mechanism and the underlying chemical reactions, resulting in deposition.  
2.2.2.1  Activation and transport of deposited species 
Jeurnink et al. (1996) proposed a schematic representation of the fouling mechanism 
during the heating of whey protein and milk in a heat exchanger, as shown in Figure  2.2. 
The process can be described as follows: when a solution containing whey proteins comes 
into contact with a stainless steel surface at room temperature, a monolayer of protein 
immediately adsorbs on the surface. Since bulk fouling starts only at temperatures above 
72°C, the first layer adsorbed at room temperature will not lead to an additional build-up 
of protein layers. As soon as the temperature of the solution reaches heat denaturation, 
initial particle aggregation in the bulk solution begins, and multilayer adsorption starts to 
form. The free SH groups, which become exposed at this temperature, are transported to 
the surface in order to react with the other deposited molecules most likely through the 
formation of a disulphide bond. Visser et al. (1997) suggested that not every collision with 
the surface leads to deposition because the reaction depends on the orientation of both the 
approaching molecule and the already deposited molecules. The deposition may be 
enhanced in the presence of calcium. Calcium phosphate may precipitate directly onto the 
stainless steel wall, which is thought to be partly driven by a large temperature difference 
between the bulk and its surface. In whey solution calcium phosphate may associate with 
β-Lg aggregation or when casein micelles are present; in the case of milk, calcium 
phosphate may also associate with casein micelles. In milk, the active β-Lg molecules 
may associate with κ-casein at the surface of the casein micelle and may entrap the 
micelles in the deposit, as seen in Figure  2.2. 
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Figure  2.2: Schematic representation of the fouling mechanism during heating of whey 
protein and milk (Jeurnink et al., 1996). 
 
The interaction between calcium and β-Lg has been extensively studied recently and it 
was established that calcium is able to influence β-Lg denaturation and aggregation 
mechanisms in three different ways, depending on the environmental conditions. Firstly, 
calcium can cause bridging between adjacent negatively charged groups (such as 
carboxylic groups) of β-Lg and leading to β-Lg aggregation. Secondly, ionic calcium 
takes part in the intra-molecular electrostatic shielding of β-Lg negative charges, which 
tends to lower electrostatic repulsion between protein molecules by hydrophobic bonds. 
Thirdly, calcium can induce specific conformational changes in the β-Lg tertiary structure, 
leading to local unfolding of β-Lg and exposition of its free thiol groups (Xiong, 1992, 
Jeyarajah and Allen, 1994, Simmons et al., 2007, O'Kennedy and Mounsey, 2009). 
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2.2.2.2   Rate determining step 
 According to Belmar-Beiny et al. (1993), fouling in heat exchanger surfaces depends on 
both surface and bulk processes. The deposition is a result of a number of stages. In the 
first stage, protein molecules are denatured and aggregated in the bulk. Then, the 
aggregated proteins are transported to the heat-transfer surface. Therefore, surface 
chemical reactions take place and, as a result, the proteins are incorporated into the 
deposited layer. The formed deposit layer is exposed to fluid shear stresses and, 
consequently, possible re-entrainment or removal of the deposits. 
De Jong et al. (1992), Belmar-Beiny et al. (1993), and Schreier and Fryer (1995) proposed 
that the fouling process was not limited by mass transfer, but that it alternatively took 
place in the bulk and surface reactions. Moreover, Schreier and Fryer (1995) pointed out 
that the fouling rate was not dependent on the concentration of foulant in the fluid. 
Toyoda et al. (1994), on the other hand, considered that fouling is controlled by bulk and 
surface reactions as well as mass transfer. 
If fouling involves both bulk and surface reactions, it will result from a series of stages:  
(i)      Reaction in the fluid. 
(ii)      Mass transfer to the surface. 
(iii) Surface reaction into the deposit. 
(iv) Possible transfer back to the bulk, i.e. re-entrainment. 
The slowest process will probably be rate controlling. Belmar-Beiny et al. (1993) 
considered the following two cases: 
(i)   If fouling is controlled by mass transfer, transfer of the reacting proteins to the wall is 
the slowest step. In this case the rate of deposition will be independent of temperature. 
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(ii)    If fouling is controlled by surface processes, deposition will take place wherever the 
wall temperature is hot enough for protein denaturation and aggregation to occur; 
regardless of the bulk temperature deposition, there will be a function of the wall, but not 
the bulk temperature. If the controlling reaction for fouling occurs in the bulk, the 
denatured and aggregated protein could be generated either in the wall layer or throughout 
the fluid, depending on the temperature distribution. Further discussion of these factors is 
given in chapter 5. 
To find out the main factor that contributes to the fouling process,Gotham (1990) studied 
fouling from WPC being deposited at the inner walls of a heated tube.  The temperature of 
the tube surface was above the denaturation temperature of β-Lg (T ≥75°C). The 
temperature of the bulk started below this, but increased above the denaturation 
temperature of β-Lg along the tube. At the end of the experiment, the thickness of the 
deposit was observed to increase as the temperature increases along the tube; therefore, it 
was concluded that the fouling process is not controlled by mass transfer (Figure  2.3).  
The amount of deposition of the foulants in the thermal boundary layer could differ, 
depending on the protein deposited whether it is aggregated or denatured. Delaplace et al. 
(1994) experimentally determined that only 3.6% of the denatured β-Lg was involved in 
the thermal boundary layer. Based on the assumption that only aggregated proteins caused 
deposition, Toyoda et al. (1994) modelled the milk fouling process. Similarly, Changani et 
al. (1997) pointed out that fouling takes place when the aggregated protein occurs next to 
the heated surface. Delplace et al. (1997) believed that fouling by proteins can be 
controlled by the aggregation reactions of protein molecules. They also assumed that 
fouling can be reduced by macro-mixing in the plate heat exchanger (PHE). 
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Figure  2.3: Effect of Reynolds number on whey protein fouling on stainless steel surface 
for 60 min contact time; whey protein concentrate (WPC35), fluid inlet temperature 73
o
C 
and outlet temperature 83
o
C, oil inlet temperature 97
o
C and 95
o
C respectively (Gotham, 
1990). 
 
Simmons et al. (2007) reported that denaturation is a strong function of temperature 
whereas, aggregation is a function of the applied shear field as well as the strength of the 
particle. According to Paterson and Fryer (1988) and Changani et al. (1997), fouling 
decreases with increasing velocity, the thickness of the laminar sub-layer decreases with 
increasing velocity and, consequently, the amount of foulant depositing on the heat 
transfer surface decreases.  
2.2.2.3   Induction period 
An induction period is time for the initial layer of fouling to deposit on the surface of 
stainless steel (Lewis and Heppell, 2000). During the induction period, the heat transfer 
and pressure drop do not change significantly (Figure 2.4). The latter changes when the 
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fouling period begins, resulting in an increase in pressure drop and reduction in heat 
transfer coefficient. The induction period represents a condition for forming the protein 
aggregates or insoluble mineral complexes before a noticeable amount of fouling is 
formed (Elofsson et al., 1996, Visser and Jeurnink, 1997, De Jong et al., 1998). This time 
period differs between 1 and 60 minutes for tubular heat exchangers (De Jong, 1997). Yet, 
in plate heat exchangers, induction periods can be significantly shorter, due to higher 
turbulence (Belmar-Beiny et al., 1993).  
The mechanism for the induction period involves the adsorption of protein and calcium 
phosphate onto the stainless steel (Delsing and Hiddink, 1983). The role of fat during the 
induction period has not been reported in the literature. 
Hege and Kessler (1986) noted that during processing greater than one hour, where Type 
A deposit is initially formed, a high-mineral-containing sub-layer forms next to the heat 
transfer surface and is followed by a more spongy, proteinaceous layer, thus forming two 
distinct layers within the deposit (Fryer, 1989). This is caused by the diffusion of minerals 
through the deposits and crystallisation of insoluble calcium phosphate at the heat transfer 
surface (Fryer and Belmar-Beiny, 1991, Belmar-Beiny et al., 1993, Tissier and Lalande, 
1986). Foster and Green (1990) argued that the proteinaceous layer and minerals build up 
at the same time. Belmar-Beiny et al. (1993) analysed the initial deposits adsorbed on the 
heating surface for 4 seconds and found that it had a high protein content rather than 
minerals. 
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Figure  2.4: Two stages fouling mechanism; I induction, II fouling period (Jun and 
Irudayaraj, 2009). 
 
2.2.3 Factors affecting milk fouling  
A number of system variables (such as temperature, flow rate and product composition) 
affect the incidence of fouling on heat exchange surfaces. Attention to the magnitude of 
these variables, associated with all mechanisms of fouling, can minimise the effect of 
fouling problems. 
2.2.3.1   Milk pH 
Extensive studies have shown that there is an indirect effect of pH on fouling because it is 
related to both the denaturation process of protein and to the salt precipitation mechanism. 
A decrease in pH of milk, for instance, from, 6.8 to 6.4, results in a strong increase in 
deposition mostly due to the additional deposition of caseins (Skudder et al., 1986). A 
decrease in pH will also cause an increase in the concentration of ionic calcium, probably 
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owing to the dissolution of calcium phosphate from casein micelle and its increased 
solubility (Lewis and Heppell, 2000). Skudder et al. (1986) observed that a small increase 
in pH leads to increase processing time. In addition, casein micelle reaction rates with     
β-Lg increases at low pH (Corredig and Dalgleish, 1996). Fat present in milk has little 
effect on fouling; but, at higher acidity, casein micelles were shown to form aggregates 
with fats which may explain the increase in the fats amount within the deposit (Foster et 
al., 1989, Visser and Jeurnink, 1997). 
2.2.3.2   Pre-heating 
A number of researchers have reported that preheating fresh milk prior to ultra-high 
temperature (UHT) processing results in lower extents of fouling. The amount of type A 
deposit was reduced after pre-holding, due to earlier denaturation of whey proteins, 
particularly β-Lg, such that the deposits that do result are predominantly minerals (type B) 
(Burton, 1968, Lalande and Tissier, 1985, Patil and Reuter, 1986, Mottar and Moermans, 
1988). Bell and Sanders (1944) found that the amount of deposits can be minimised by 
pre-holding milk at 75°C for 10 minutes, and suggested that fouling was due to the 
denaturation of proteins as well as the decrease in solubility of milk salts with increasing 
temperature. Also, there is a reduction in the number of ionic calcium with preheating as 
calcium phosphate becomes associated with casein micelle (Lewis and Heppell, 2000). In 
contrast, Newstead et al. (1998) and Srichantra et al. (2006) found that relatively severe 
preheating (90°C for 120 seconds) increased the fouling rates for recombined, 
reconstituted and fresh milk. They associated this discrepancy in their findings to the 
differences in processing procedures used by different groups. Newstead et al. (1998) and 
Srichantra et al. (2006) pasteurised and homogenised milk prior to preheating, whereas 
Lalande and Tissier (1985) and Mottar and Moermans (1988) homogenised the raw milk 
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after preheating. Patil and Reuter (1986), on the other hand, did not homogenise the raw 
milk at all.  
2.2.3.3   Flow velocity  
Flow velocity is one of the most effective parameters on deposit formation in a heat 
exchanger, and high velocities may reduce deposit formation (Belmar-Beiny et al., 1993, 
Santos et al., 2003). According to Paterson and Fryer (1988) and Changani et al. (1997), 
the thickness of laminar sub-layer decreases with increasing Reynolds number; 
consequently, the amount of foulant depositing on the heat-transfer surface decreases. 
Belmar-Beiny et al. (1993) studied the effect of different types of fluids (laminar and 
turbulent) on deposition thickness. It was observed that a decrease in deposition thickness 
takes place with increasing turbulence. Rakes et al. (1986) found that higher flow 
velocities also promote deposit re-entrainment through increased fluid shear stresses. 
Fryer and Slater (1985) also stated that the shear stress created by the flow rate may bring 
about deposit removal. Simmons et al. (2007) noted that an increasing shear rate enhances 
the particle growth rate, owing to an increase in the number of particle collisions. Yet, the 
final particle size showed a complex behaviour with an increase in shear rate. Fryer and 
Slater (1985) confirmed that both the rate and amount of fouling decreased with 
increasing flow velocities in a tubular heat exchanger. However, an increase in the flow 
velocity tends to significantly increase the amount of deposit mass (Andritsos et al., 
2002). They attributed that to the nature of calcium phosphate deposit: compact and 
adherent; which in turn leads to minimizing the removal process.     
At higher flow rates, the deposits are more compact and smoother. It is more difficult to 
relate fouling to flow rate in plate heat exchangers because of complex geometries 
involved (Fryer et al., 1995). 
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2.2.3.4   Processing temperature 
Temperature is undoubtedly the most important factor controlling fouling, either 
considering the absolute temperature, the temperature of the heat exchanger surface or the 
difference between both (Burton, 1968, Kessler and Beyer, 1991, Belmar-Beiny et al., 
1993, Santos et al., 2003). Increasing the temperature causes higher fouling; beyond 
110°C, the nature of fouling changes from type A to type B (Burton, 1968). In tubular 
heat exchangers, deposit formation increases with increasing both the surface and bulk 
temperature up to 100°C (Fryer, 1986, Hege and Kessler, 1986). Chen and Bala (1998) 
studied the effect of bulk and surface temperatures on fouling of the whole and skimmed 
milk, and also whey protein. They found that the surface temperature was the most 
significant factor in the initiation of fouling. No fouling was observed when the surface 
temperature was less than 68°C and the bulk temperature was 84°C. 
2.2.4 Use of whey protein concentrate (WPC) as a fluid model  
Whey protein concentrate (WPC) is utilised to simulate typical milk fouling formed at 
temperatures lower than 100°C, featuring minimal mineral involvement and the absence 
of casein as they are removed during the production of WPC.  
Extensive studies on the fouling and cleaning mechanisms of milk deposits (Belmar-
Beiny et al., 1993, Schreier et al., 1996, Changani et al., 1997, Robbins et al., 1999) 
established whey protein concentrate as a model dairy fluid over real fluids for a number 
of reasons, some of which are as follows: 
 Reducing the variation of deposits among experiments.  
 The difficulties of storage and the cost of using raw milk. 
 Regular supply of WPC.  
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 The difficulty in controlling microbiological activity. 
Robbins et al. (1999) proposed that WPC can be used to model milk fouling at 
pasteurisation temperatures. However, it has also been noted that the extension of the 
results to milk fouling above 120°C is not straightforward, owing to the difference in 
chemical composition (Davies et al., 1997, Robbins et al., 1999, Changani, 2000). 
2.3 Cleaning dairy deposit 
The rapid fouling of heat exchangers in the food industry compromises product quality 
and process efficiency, which leads to common interruptions for cleaning deposits to 
ensure consumer safety and ideal process operation.  
Fryer and Asteriadou (2009) demonstrated a wide range of cleaning problems experienced in 
food and personal care product production:  
(i) Type 1 deposits: viscoelastic or viscoplastic fluids such as toothpaste, shampoo, gold 
syrup and yoghurt that can be removed by the action of water alone.  
(ii) Type 2 deposits: microbial and gel-like films such as biofilms and Turkish delight, 
removed in part by water and in part by chemicals. 
(iii) Type 3 deposits: solid-like cohesive foulants formed during thermal processing of a 
product such as whey protein deposits, cooked sweeten condensed milk (SCM), and 
starch. These products require chemical action for removal. The nature of the deposits 
will determine the type of cleaning chemical used (such as alkaline cleaning solutions 
to remove organic films and acidic solutions to remove mineral scales). 
Traditionally, dairy CIP has been widely applied for the last 50 years to return the plant to 
a clean state (Stewart et al., 1996). During CIP, water and chemicals are circulated around 
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the plant for a prescribed time (Tamime, 2009). The period of circulation depends on the 
nature of the fouling deposits and the type of equipment being cleaned. 
For milk fouling, cleaning of processing equipment is nearly always removed by hot 
alkaline solutions that break up the protein into water soluble units. Normally, 2% sodium 
hydroxide solution can be applied at temperatures of up to 85ºC. Milk salts are simply 
detached by the use of a dilute mineral acid since most minerals are acid-soluble (Jeurnink 
and Brinkman, 1994, Grasshoff, 1996). The most common agent is nitric acid, typically, 
0.5% at temperatures of up to 50ºC, can be used for cleaning mineral deposits (SPX, 
2012). 
The nature of the deposit and local practice determines which cleaning solution is applied 
first; proteinaceous deposits are removed more effectively by first circulation of the alkali 
solution, but this might be reversed where a high mineral deposit is present. To examine 
the significance of the order of the two-stage process, Grasshoff (1996) used 0.65% nitric 
acid and 0.5% sodium hydroxide. He found that cleaning using acid before the caustic 
rinse was much more efficient than the caustic-acid procedure. It was suggested that the 
improvement obtained was due to the removal of minerals from the deposit matrix. 
Morison and Larsen (2005) cleaned two deposits, namely skimmed milk and whey 
protein, using two-stage cleaning, acid and sodium hydroxide. They found that the 
cleaning rates for the two-stage procedure were at least four times larger than with a 
single-stage cleaning and there was no longer a significant decrease in the cleaning rate at 
high concentrations of sodium hydroxide. The acid action is thought to result in a 
reduction in the viscosity; therefore, an increase in dissolution of the gel layer formed 
when caustic cleaning occurs. However, the maximum cleaning rate for whey protein 
deposits was found to be identical for both single- and two-stage cleaning. The optimal 
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sodium hydroxide concentration was (1%) which is higher for the two-stage procedure. 
This change in the optimum concentration was thought to be because of the presence of an 
acid which needed neutralisation. In contrast, SPX (2012) recommends not using acid 
before the alkaline cleaning when removing milk deposits, as acid will result in the 
subsequent removal of proteinaceous deposits to be more difficult.  
Alkali and acid solution alone may not give sufficiently clean results. After the sodium 
hydroxide cleaning, the surface was still fouled at several spots, indicating that not all of 
the minerals deposits had been removed (Jeurnink and Brinkman, 1994). These deposits 
were quickly removed by the subsequent acid cleaning. Timperley and Smeulders (1987) 
found that there was 25% w/w protein on the surface after cleaning with an alkali and 
once the cleaning stages were completed, residual calcium phosphate was still detected. 
The disadvantage of two-stages cleaning may be time-consuming, as it uses large amounts 
of water and may be insufficient to clean the surfaces completely (Timperley and 
Smeulders, 1987).  
Jennings et al. (1957) found that removal of milk deposit improved drastically when 
specific cleaning agents were mixed i.e. alkaline cleaners and sequestering and wetting 
agents. Sequestering agents and surfactants (surface-active agents) are the major 
components in formulated detergents (single-stage cleaning) that can enhance the removal 
process. A typical sequestering application is the solubilisation of calcium and magnesium 
salts using EDTA (ethylenediaminetetra-acetic acid) to prevent precipitation by alkaline 
detergents, and may prevent re-deposition of fouling deposits (Kane and Middlemiss, 
1985, SPX, 2012). 
Single-stage cleaning typically requires only three steps: (1) rinsing (2) cleaning and (3) 
rinsing, compared with a minimum of five steps needed for two-stage cleaning: (1) rinsing 
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(2) alkali cleaning (3) rinsing (4) acid cleaning and (5) rinsing (Timperley and Smeulders, 
1987). 
Attempts to compare the single- and two-stage cleaning regimes showed that single-stage 
treatment is more economical due to reduction in rinsed water, energy consumptions and 
down time (Timperley and Smeulders, 1987, De Goederen et al., 1989). However, a 
single-stage cleaning chemical contains a mixture of chemicals that are potentially 
damaging to the environment.  
2.3.1 Cleaning mechanism 
The literature on cleaning is not as extensive as that on fouling. However, several studies 
have been performed on cleaning processes. In the food industry, cleaning studies have 
mostly focused on milk and its products, due to milk and its products having high 
consumption all over the world, as well as the high adhesive/cohesive strength of the 
fouling produced. It is necessary (i) to understand how deposits are removed from the heat 
transfer surfaces and (ii) to investigate the governing cleaning mechanisms, since they can 
decrease maintenance costs and production losses. Furthermore, a better understanding of 
cleaning could reduce contamination and downtime. 
Graßhoff (1997) gave a schematic representation of the stages of whey protein deposit 
removal as shown in Figure  2.5. 
 The cleaning process takes place in three stages: 
(i) Swelling stage: an initial rapid swelling of the deposit was observed after contact 
with the alkaline solution, followed by the removal of the top layer of the swollen 
deposit as the diffusion process has not been completed for the whole deposit. 
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Then, a swelling of the remaining deposit layer occurs and at this stage the deposit 
is totally swelled. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure  2.5: Schematic diagram of the removal of milk deposit from a solid surface using 
NaOH, (Graßhoff, 1997). 
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(ii) Erosion: the remaining deposit attached to the metallic surface will break up and 
be removed in large pieces.  
(iii) Removal of mineral layer: after 10 minutes a mineral layer remained and was 
removed by acid cleaning. 
Bird and Fryer (1991) reported that a whey protein deposit swelled after contacting with 
NaOH, followed by a break-up of the swollen deposit by removal of protein aggregates. 
After 20 minutes, only a layer of minerals remained.  
Cleaning process results are usually presented in the form of cleaning rate curves 
(removal rate), as shown in Figure 2.6, involving three phases: (I) cleaning rate increasing 
and swelling of the deposit take place at the same time, (II) cleaning rate reaches its 
maximum, and (III) cleaning rate reduces slowly to zero, which represents the detachment 
of the residual deposit layer at the surface. These three distinct phases have been reported 
by many researchers during cleaning milk deposit (Graßhoff, 1997, Gillham et al., 2000, 
Tuladhar et al., 2000, Christian, 2004): 
(i) Swelling — alkali solution contacts the deposit and results in swelling, forming a 
high voidage-matrix-structure. 
(ii) Erosion — uniform removal of deposit by diffusion and shear stress forces. There 
could be a plateau region of the constant cleaning rate, which depends on the 
balance between swelling and removal. 
(iii) Decay — the swollen deposit strength was decreased to a level where shear 
controlled its removal. 
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Figure  2.6: Dependency of the stages of WPC deposit removal on the cleaning process 
parameters (Gillham, 1997). 
 
Changani (2000) and Christian (2004) found pressure values useful in aiding to determine 
the cleaning process, during cleaning of a pilot scale PHE. They observed the following 
steps in their studies:   
(i) An abrupt initial decrease in pressure drop (ΔP) when blockages from ports were 
removed  
(ii) Deposit swelling resulted in an increase in pressure drop 
(iii) Pressure drop decreased gradually to the clean value  
 
Consequently, understanding the key steps in the cleaning mechanism is essential in order 
to find the right duration for every cleaning regime, formulation for the cleaning solution, 
and optimum cleaning process. 
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2.3.2 Effect of bulk parameters: temperature, chemical and flow rate 
Mechanistic studies have shown that each stage shows different dependencies on 
operating parameters such as temperature, cleaning concentration, and flow rate 
(Graßhoff, 1997, Bird and Fryer, 1991). A combination of these parameters, which are 
interchangeable to a certain extent, must lead to effective removal of the deposits.  
2.3.2.1 Fluid temperature 
Temperature is a significant parameter, since increasing the temperature will affect the 
following: 
- Increasing cleaning rate as a result of improved solubility. 
- Faster diffusion and reaction altering the viscosity of the liquid. 
- A thinner laminar boundary layer due to a higher Reynolds number.  
Christian (2004) investigated the effect of temperature (30 to 70°C) on cleaning time. The 
temperature of the cleaning fluid influences the deposit removal process. Increasing the 
fluid temperature reduces the cleaning time. Under the conditions investigated, the 
swelling ratio (The maximum value of deposit resistance at swelling stage is divided by 
the value of deposit resistance at the beginning of the cleaning experiment) appears 
mainly to be controlled by the temperature: large swelling ratios are seen at the lowest 
temperature, even at the highest flow rate, suggesting that the deposit is insufficiently 
altered to allow rapid removal. The period of the decay stage significantly decreased when 
the deposit-liquid interface temperature exceeded 50°C. Above this temperature, little 
further influence on the length of the decay stage was observed. The effect of cleaning 
temperature is greater than that of flow; at all flow rates when the temperature was 
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increased from 30 to 70°C, the cleaning time decreases from more than 2000 seconds to 
less than 500 (Christian, 2004). 
Mercadé-Prieto et al. (2008) found the diffusivity of NaOH in a protein gel layer at 
various temperatures (13 – 60°C). They have shown that the swelling ratio reduces with 
increasing temperature, while the penetration velocity of the NaOH increases. The 
cleaning rate during the uniform stage was most sensitive to the temperature of the  
deposit/solution interface (Gillham et al., 1999). However, the rate of cleaning during the 
decay phase has been found to be less dependent on temperature (Gillham et al., 1999, 
Tuladhar et al., 2002). 
A number of researchers (Jennings, 1959, Gallot-Lavallee et al., 1984, Grasshoff, 1989, 
Fryer and Bird, 1994) have reported that the factor of cleaning rate improvement for every 
10°C rise in temperature was found between 1.6-1.9 during cleaning milk deposits using 
sodium hydroxide solutions at temperatures of up to ca. 90°C.  
Optimal temperatures have been confirmed for cleaning. Gallot-Lavallee et al. (1984) 
reported 65°C to be the optimum temperature for cleaning proteinaceous deposits. 
Hankinson and Carver (1968) stated an optimum temperature of 55ºC for cleaning milk 
deposits by water alone, while using temperatures between 35 and 90C. Jeurnink and 
Brinkman (1994) found that the optimal working temperature lies around 70°C. Too high 
temperature has been found to damage the apparatus (corrosion, gaskets) and lead to 
reactions of proteins in the deposits. This might cause the deposits to be harder to remove 
(Jeurnink and Brinkman, 1994). 
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2.3.2.2   Cleaning chemicals concentration 
Cleaning is a multistage process primarily involving interaction between the cleaning 
components and the deposits. Cleaning begins with the deformation of the fouling by the 
reaction with the cleaning detergents (Graßhoff, 1997). Karlsson et al. (1998) concluded 
that cleaning is strongly influenced by deposit and surface characteristics together with the 
choice of cleaning agent.  
Graßhoff (1997) reported that the driving forces are the chemistry of the cleaning agent 
and the physical influence of the fluid flow. For tenacious food fouling deposits, for 
instance milk, protein-based deposits, sodium hydroxide changes the structure of the 
deposit by breaking peptide bonds that helps the deposits be more soluble. Generally, 
hydrolysis of peptide bonds takes place actively at pH 12 to 13. Cleaning whey protein 
concentrate fouling layers with highly concentrated NaOH solutions markedly reduces the 
cleaning rate (Tuladhar et al., 2002). This phenomenon is particularly evident at pH values 
above 13.5 and at temperatures below 50°C. At pH > 13, the NaOH in the WPC gel is 
suggested to induce new intermolecular crosslinks that make the gels more alkali-resistant 
(Mercadé-Prieto and Chen, 2005).  
 Several studies have reported optimised chemical concentrations for the removal of 
proteinaceous deposits. Tuladhar et al. (2002) and Graßhoff (1997) found  an optimum 
concentration of NaOH at around 0.5-1.0 wt%, whilst Bird (1992) found an optimum 
concentration of 0.5 wt% for sodium hydroxide, for the cleaning of proteinaceous deposits 
at 50°C. Fryer and Bird (1994) studied the effect of chemical concentration values of up to 
2% on cleaning time. The authors found the optimum content of NaOH for cleaning to be 
at about 0.5%; at 2% NaOH, the cleaning rate declined. The authors thus forth suggested 
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that too high concentration of cleaning chemical can seal the surface and prevent deposit 
removal that may not be as susceptible to fluid shear. 
Christian and Fryer (2006) investigated the influence of switching cleaning chemicals and 
water in short intervals rather than continuous application and demonstrated that the 
diffusion of hydroxide into the foulant and subsequent reaction played a critical role in 
determining the rate of cleaning. 
2.3.2.3  Mechanical action 
Cleaning rates are usually found to increase with increased mechanical action. The rate of 
cleaning under laminar flow conditions, i.e. <1.4 m/s, is not sufficient for commercial 
operation. As a result, flow velocities in the range of 1.5 to 2.1 m/s are generally used 
(SPX, 2012). However, Fryer and Bird (1994) showed that a velocity of 1.5 m/s is not 
necessary, as short cleaning times were found at a velocity of less than 0.6 m/s. 
Mechanical action in a cleaning process is essential for removing the loosened deposits, 
splitting large deposit lumps into smaller ones, and preventing re-adherence of already 
loosened deposits (Graßhoff, 1997). The effect of fluid dynamics in removal of deposits is 
often described in terms of mass flow rate, Reynolds Number (Re), surface shear stress () 
or flow velocity (v). 
Graßhoff (1997) illustrated that the shear caused by fluid flow is much less than that 
caused by physical force. Shear forces produced by physical force for cleaning milk 
deposit are likely to reach more than 1250 N/m
2
, whereas the fluid flows through the plate 
heat exchanger only give shear forces up to 50 N/m
2
. To remove the particle or pieces of 
the deposit, fluid shear forces should be more than adhesion and cohesive forces of the 
deposit(Graßhoff, 1997). During cleaning, these deposit forces are weakened because of 
the effect of the cleaning chemical.  
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Flow pulsing is a technique for improving the cleaning rate through increasing shear rate 
and wall shear stress. Here it is not necessary for the maximum flow velocity to take place 
in the centre of the pipe. Gillham et al. (2000) stated that flow pulsing had the greatest 
influence on the uniform and decay stage. Cleaning rate behaviour in the uniform stage 
was more susceptible to pulse amplitude than pulsing frequency. The removal time per 
unit of protein coverage for steady flow at Re = 9120 is less than for pulsed flow cleaning 
at Re =1500. Bode et al. (2007) indicated that when the amplitude of the flow pulse was 
larger or equal to the steady flow velocity, the cleaning time is reduced during removal of 
WPC deposit, from approximately 25 to 10 minutes. This change was attributed to the 
effect of temporary flow reversal. 
Jennings et al. (1957) suggested that the existence of a threshold Re of 25,000 for cleaning 
a pipe surface of dry milk deposit before an increase in Re resulted in an increased 
cleaning rate. Gillham et al. (1999) investigated the removal of WPC deposit by 0.5 wt% 
NaOH and found that the removal time varied significantly even at low Re (500 ≤ Re 
≤2000) and was much less sensitive to Re at higher values of up to 5000. 
Timperley and Smeulders (1987) concluded that the removal time of a deposit in a PHE 
decreased with an increasing flow velocity, with the greatest reduction occurring upon 
increasing the flow velocity from 0.2 to 0.5 m/s. Christian (2004) and Tuladhar et al. 
(2002) concluded that an increase in Re was only beneficial to cleaning time at low 
temperature and concentration. 
2.4 Monitoring of fouling and cleaning  
The success of food and beverage manufacture relies fundamentally on producing 
products with reliable quality and consumer safety. Poor hygiene can be a result of fouling 
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layers building up in a plant. Thus, ensuring good cleaning performance is vital in 
maintaining plant hygiene and product quality. Fouling layers on process surfaces also 
increase the cost of production by increasing the energy load required to heat the surface 
and pump material. CIP measurement and control are fundamental for ensuring hygiene 
and efficiency on a daily basis. Processes used to establish and run CIP operations include 
(Goode, 2012): 
(i) Validation – determining the right method of cleaning and setting it as a standard; 
it is done before implementation of a new method and after alterations in an 
existing operation and should always be up to date.  
(ii) Verification – are the results correct and accepted? Checks the system behaves in 
the predetermined and expected way; after validation. 
(iii) Monitoring – continuous monitoring of specific points of a process determining if 
the process is under control; after verification. 
 
Finding a monitoring tool which could display the onset and build-up of fouling would be 
useful to determine the right time to stop the production process and begin the cleaning 
operations. This monitoring information will improve the plant efficiency in terms of 
energy saving, minimising product losses, and maximising process efficiency. 
 Monitoring fouling and cleaning can provide valuable indications for making operational 
decisions in the food industry. Being invisible from outside the industrial processing 
equipment, fouling can only be determined by techniques such as measuring heat transfers 
or pressure drops, which may not be sufficiently significant, especially in the case of small 
local deposits, to allow making an operational decision. Therefore, an optimal monitoring 
method should have the potential to measure the extent of deposit formation and indicate 
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its location accurately. Using the same monitoring tool to monitor the cleaning process 
would be highly beneficial to display when the fouling film had been completely 
removed. In the industry, this information must be obtained online, in situ, non-
destructively, and in real time reproducibly and automatically. 
Some of the essential criteria for any good monitoring process are listed as follows 
(Withers, 1996, Pereira et al., 2006): 
- The sensor should be non-invasive. 
- It should be accurate for detecting the build-up of deposits. 
- It must have the potential of online application. 
- Being a portable sensor is required in order to be used at different sites throughout 
the plant. 
- Sufficient robustness is also necessary to withstand the different industrial plant 
conditions involved in the process plant. 
- The hygienic design of a sensor is considerably important to avoid the 
microbiological growth. 
- Easy to use by non-specialists. 
 
Typically, a mixture of online and offline CIP tools is used for monitoring and 
verification. Offline techniques tend to be used to verify the process, for example, routine 
titration of cleaning chemicals and microbial enumeration of rinse waters, whereas online 
techniques are used to monitor the process to ensure they remain within pre-determined 
set points, for example, temperature, conductivity and flow rate of CIP fluids.  
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2.4.1 Monitoring tools indicating surface fouling and cleaning 
2.4.1.1  Pressure drop  
Building up of fouling films during the processing of many liquid food products causes 
two direct effects on the liquid flow: 
(i) It increases the roughness of the surface in contact with the liquid. 
(ii) It reduces the mean square area in a flow channel. 
These effects can be identified by measuring the pressure drop of the liquid through the 
PHE, as these effects lead to pressure drop at a constant flow rate. 
 Measurement of pressure drop (∆P) across a system has been used to indicate fouling and 
cleaning. ∆P is defined as: ∆P = PI – PO where PI and PO are inlet and outlet pressures. ∆P 
increases during fouling and decreases during cleaning generally. During cleaning of a 
plate heat exchanger (PHE), Fryer et al. (2006) illustrated an initial increase in pressure 
drop due to deposit swelling in contact with the cleaning fluid. Further rinsing decreased 
the pressure drop as the deposit was removed. This effect has been well characterised in 
pulsed-flow cleaning by Christian and Fryer (2006) and Gillham et al. (2000). Robbins et 
al. (1999) and Changani (2000) also used pressure drop across a PHE to characterise the 
fouling of milk and whey protein fouling. As the PHE running time increased, the 
pressure drop also increased in the UHT section, indicating fouling.  
The advantage of this monitoring tool is to avoid excessive pressure and, therefore, heat 
exchanger damage. The disadvantages of the method are that they are usually not sensitive 
enough to detect the onset of fouling and that the place of fouling remains unidentified 
(Wallhäußer et al., 2012). 
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2.4.1.2 Temperature and heat transfer 
The build-up of a deposit on a surface introduces an additional resistance to heat transfer, 
with product temperature dropping through the heat exchanger, which can be assessed if 
the heat flux and wall and fluid temperatures are known. The heating media temperature 
may be increased in order to fix the product outlet temperature. 
 Heat transfer coefficient (U) in a PHE is defined as: 
LMTA
Q
U


.
,where 
.
Q  is the rate of 
heat transfer between the hot and cold fluids, A is the area of the heat transfer surface, and 
ΔTLM is the log-mean temperature difference calculated from the inlet and outlet 
temperatures. Robbins et al. (1999) measured U in a PHE during milk and whey protein 
heating. As the operational time increased, U decreased in the UHT section, indicating 
fouling. Fickak et al. (2011) related U ≈ ,where 
.
Q  is the power input, A is the 
area of the heat transfer surface, Ts is the surface temperature, and Tb is the bulk fluid 
temperature. They used U to indicate the fouling and cleaning of different concentrations 
of whey protein gel on a heated rod. 2, 4 and 6 wt.% whey protein were seen to foul 
similarly but clean differently.  
2.4.1.3 Heat flux sensor 
Micro-foil heat flux sensors (MHFS) have been used previously to monitor the change in 
heat transfer coefficient (HTC) during fouling (Zelver et al., 1985, Christian, 2004, Aziz, 
2008). During cleaning, as the insulating deposit layer is removed, the heat transfer across 
the surface increases. MHFS has been used to monitor the change in HTC during cleaning 
of whey protein fouled pipes (Gillham et al., 2000); data obtained from the MHFS was 
)(
.
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compared to the protein removal rate. It was found that heat recovery did not occur in the 
same way as mass removal during cleaning. Christian (2004) and Aziz (2008) have 
reported that MHFS can detect the removal of an insulating layer from a surface, however, 
the exact end-point and, therefore, the time to clean are difficult to determine. The thermal 
resistance of deposits and their effective thermal conductivity was measured in situ using 
a novel technique based on a heat flux sensor by Davies et al. (1997). 
 Tuladhar et al. (2002) used dynamic gauging for thickness measurements in association 
with heat flux sensors to monitor the process of swelling and removal of thin, soft, fouling 
films of whey protein by alkaline CIP in situ, in real time. Both sensors were capable of 
exhibiting the three cleaning stages.  
The disadvantage of using heat flux is that it is not sensitive enough to detect the thin 
layer of a milk deposition of less than 0.1 or 0.2 mm (Truong et al., 2002). 
Goode et al. (2010) used a heat flux sensor to determine U during the cleaning of yeast 
from a non-heated surface. Truong et al. (2002) positioned a heat flux sensor at the outlet 
of a direct steam injection heater in a milk plant to monitor U during fouling of the non-
heated surface. U can be used to determine a deposit (or fouling) resistance. (Rf) is 
defined as:     
 
  
  
 
  
 ,where Uo is at a clean system and Ut is at a given time. As 
cleaning time increases, Rf decreases.  
2.4.1.4 Ultrasound and vibrational methods 
Acoustic parameters alter as fouling takes place and can be measured by the following 
common techniques: 
- Transmission utilises one transducer a transmitter and a second as a receiver.  
- Pulse echo uses one transducer to do both the pulsing and the receiving. 
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Merheb et al. (2007) used normal-beam ultrasonic through-transmission to monitor the 
evolution of the acoustic power and the delay of the acoustic waves in PHE during fouling 
and cleaning, comparing them to pressure drop and the mass of wet weight of the deposit 
in each plate. The results show that power and delay decreased strongly with fouling, 
depending on the mass of wet deposits in each section. 
The formation and removal of three types of deposit: calcium phosphate solution, calcium 
phosphate with whey protein, and whey protein alone were monitored by mechatronic 
surface sensor (MSS) for validation by Pereira et al. (2006). The MSS consisted of an 
actuator (piezoelectric ceramic) and an acceleration sensor attached to the stainless steel 
plate, (on the face, which is not in contact with the liquid flowing inside the duct). The 
actuation element makes the stainless steel vibrate. This vibration is then captured by the 
sensor. The MSS was capable of monitoring the build-up and cleaning the deposit 
accurately. The damping factor varied with elasticity of the fouling layer, making it 
possible to differentiate between different layers. Since whey protein has a more elastic 
structure than the calcium phosphate layer, it presented a higher damping factor. These 
findings were confirmed by Pereira et al. (2008) when they used organic/inorganic deposit 
and attached/sedimented deposits.  
In addition, an MSS was also used to detect the end cleaning point of hair shampoo 
removal on a stainless steel plate by Pereira et al. (2009). Different cleaning conditions 
were used with increasing cleaning temperatures from 31 to 51°C and flow velocities 
from 0.14 to 0.47 m/s. The validation of MSS to monitor the cleaning end point was 
assessed by visual inspection, spectrophotometry, and contact angle measurements. The 
MSS detected the cleaning end-point correctly with different cleaning conditions, 
resulting in different cleaning rates. 
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2.4.1.5   Electrical resistance measurement 
Chen et al. (2004) developed an online monitor to determine the extent of fouling and 
cleaning on a surface using electrical resistance measurements. Two electrodes within the 
test section measure the electrical resistance of the fouling built up and cleaning process 
between the electrodes. The fouling experiment was carried out at a bulk temperature of 
62
o
C and three different surface temperatures of 88, 98 and 115
o
C. At the beginning of the 
fouling runs, an induction period was observed and was shortened when the surface 
temperature increased. For the cleaning experiment, an initial dramatic drop in the 
electrical resistance was observed once the cleaning solution contacted the fouling deposit 
formed at the surface temperature at 96°C, due to the fact that NaOH solution is a strong 
conductive medium (see Figure  2.7). This drop in the electrical resistance for deposit 
formed at a surface temperature of 115°C was not very abrupt compared to that formed at 
a surface temperature of 96°C, as a more porous layer was generated at a lower 
temperature (96°C). 
 
Figure  2.7: Change in electrical resistance with time during fouling and cleaning process 
(Chen et al., 2004) 
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 Electrical monitors are highly sensitive to detect the thin layers as well as the fouling 
thickness. A disadvantage is the invasive implementation of the electrodes (Wallhäußer et 
al., 2012). 
2.4.1.6  Proximity gauging technique 
Tuladhar et al. (2000) developed a proximity gauging system using a siphon technique for 
measuring various thicknesses (0 to 1000 µm) of butter, sticky foam and whey protein 
deposit. The gauge had an accuracy of ± 20 µm for a deposit thickness of 500 to 1000 µm. 
Fouling/cleaning experiments established that the proximity gauging technique has a 
significant potential to detect the onset of fouling layer and the cleaning end point, 
particularly when combined with other techniques. The limitation of using this gauge is 
the possible damage or distortion of the deposits being studied. 
Tuladhar et al. (2002) also used dynamic gauging to study swelling and removal of whey 
protein deposit. It was able to detect the removal of the deposit with an accuracy of         
10 µm.  
2.4.2 Monitoring tools indicating fluid cleanliness 
Conductivity can be used to indicate product-water interfaces in nonchemical cleaning. 
Fickak et al. (2011) measured conductivity during water rinsing of a heated rod fouling 
with HIWPG (heat-induced whey protein gel). The conductivity was seen to increase from 
380 to 1200 μS/cm in the first 100 to 200 s and decrease thereafter to 200 μS/cm in 
around 1000 s. The decrease in conductivity was a smooth slope. Van Asselt et al. (2002) 
also measured conductivity during cleaning of a dairy evaporator with chemicals. An 
increase in conductivity during chemical phases and a decrease during water phases was 
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seen. Conductivity was only observed when the phase was changed from water to alkali in 
the cleaning procedure. 
A technique based on the amount of light scattered by particles in the cleaning solution - 
called a turbidity meter - was used by Fickak et al. (2011) at the outlet of the fouled rod 
during water rinsing. The fouled rod was rinsed until 0.5–1 NTU (Nephelometric 
Turbidity Units) was reached, whereby indicating drinking water quality. The turbidity 
increased to approximately 28 NTU in the first 200 s and decreased thereafter. At 1200 s, 
however, the turbidity value increased from 3 to 7 NTU before decreasing further. The 
turbidity profile contained numerous jagged peaks. Turbidity measurement may be more 
sensitive than conductivity measurement. Van Asselt et al. (2002) measured online and 
offline turbidity during cleaning of a dairy evaporator revealing different profiles. For 
example, online turbidity revealed peaks, whereas offline turbidity revealed no peaks. The 
application of an on-line turbidity sensor resulted in a more sensitive measurement than 
the current off-line version, as the sensor is monitoring in real-time. Cole et al. (2010) 
used a turbidity meter to monitor the cleaning of tooth-paste over time. Two peaks were 
observed: the first peak occurred due to core removal, and the second peak occurred due 
to film removal (Figure  2.8). The pipe was termed cleaned when the turbidity reading 
reached 4 ppm, which corresponded to less than 0.2% deposit by weight. A disadvantage 
of the turbidity sensor is its sensitivity to foam, which influences the values of the 
measurements, as stated by Van Asselt et al. (2002). They also measured calcium ion 
concentration online and offline during cleaning of a dairy evaporator. The online calcium 
-sensor was less sensitive than the offline method, as no calcium was measured during the 
cleaning phase when the pH-level was above 8, although enough calcium was available. 
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Moreover, the online calcium sensor cannot yet be applied in dairy processing due to 
restrictions of pH and robustness. 
 
Figure  2.8: Turbidity profiles of cleaning toothpaste using two turbidity devices at 
different units: turbidity (FTU) and turbidity (ppm) (Cole et al., 2010). 
 
Du et al. (2010) demonstrated a new method for offline measurement of a number of 
particles in the nano-size range in different suspensions. They found that the suspension 
concentration and the particle size effect of the accuracy of the counting process of 
particle number can be controlled by reduced sample concentration. Malvern Instruments 
(Malvern, UK) have commercially available technologies that could be used to monitor 
particle sizes and counts online during CIP.  
 
Martin et al. (2013) used spectroscopic measurements and turbidity to detect the end-point 
for cleaning toothpaste.  This study concludes that the online spectral measurement can be 
used only to discriminate between soils, while the turbidity probe was capable of 
indicating a cleaning end-point. 
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Winquist et al. (2005) described the use of a voltammetric ‘electronic tongue’ integrated 
into a dairy process line. The measurement technique consists of a series of electrodes 
implanted in a surface. A measurement series is based on successive voltage pulses of 
gradually changing amplitude between the base potential applied and the current 
continuously measured. A difference in current was observed between the process stream, 
water, alkali, and acid, although the investigation back to the clean state was not 
presented. The authors concluded that the ‘dirtiness’ of the solutions could be 
distinguished by the tongue. 
Table  2.2 gives an overview about various monitoring methods to detect the progress of 
fouling and cleaning processes. Depending on a single method to detect the fouling and 
cleaning processes seems not to be practical. Therefore, combination of various methods 
can be more advantageous to enhance both detection stability and the probability to 
determine the exact place of fouling, as well as an overall value (fouling presence and 
absence). Accordingly, in chapter 6, two novel monitoring devices have been developed 
to evaluate the cleaning process: a particle count technique and Peltier device. The particle 
count technique was used to evaluate the fluid cleanliness, while the Peltier device was 
used to evaluate the surface cleaning (local monitor). 
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Monitoring Methods Advantages Disadvantages 
Pressure drop - Usually measured 
- Caution of excessive 
- Not very sensitive 
- Fouling place unknown 
Temperature Usually measured -Not very sensitive 
-Thin layers not monitored 
-Fouling place unknown 
Heat transfer coefficient 
method 
Flow/temperature usually 
measured 
- Not very sensitive 
- Fouling place unknown 
Micro-foil heat flux sensors 
(MHFS) 
-Local monitor 
- High ability to follow the 
progress of cleaning process 
- difficulty in defining the 
cleaning end-point 
Ultrasound and vibrational 
measurement 
-Local monitor 
-Non-invasive 
-Very sensitive to material 
changes 
 
-Very sensitive to 
temperature 
-Highly sensitive to bubbles 
of air or vapour in the fluid 
- Scattering can occur 
Electrical resistance -Very sensitive to thin layers 
-Fouling thickness 
Determinable 
-Invasive 
-Distortion of the deposit 
due to contact Inapplicable 
for non-conducting 
materials 
Proximity gauging -Local monitor 
- Very sensitive to material 
Changes. 
-Distortion of soft deposits 
can happen which may 
affect the removal time. 
Conductivity Discriminating between 
phases (water-alkali) 
Not sensitive to follow the 
progress of cleaning process 
in the last stage 
Turbidity Very sensitive to follow the 
development of cleaning 
process 
- The sensitivity is affected 
by the measuring of foam 
-The exact cleaning end-
point is difficult to 
determine 
spectroscopic measurements Discriminating between soil Not sensitive to follow the 
progress of cleaning process 
electronic tongue High ability to distinguish 
the degree of  ‘dirtiness’  
-Non-hygienic 
- less ability to follow the 
cleaning process 
Table  2.2: Comparison of different detection methods together with their advantages and 
disadvantages. 
2.5 Conclusions  
In the dairy industry, an undesirable deposit, mainly consisting of proteins and minerals, is 
formed on the heating surface. The impact of this deposit in the dairy plants is an issue of 
primary concern. The frequent interruptions due to fouling lead to significant periods of 
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equipment downtime and reduced process efficiency. Cleaning the foulants is also 
uneconomic in terms of water, energy and chemicals used. Determining the right time to 
end the fouling/cleaning process is crucial information that could be used to improve the 
efficiency of the whole process.  
A number of authors have extensively investigated the phenomena of fouling with a 
particular regard to the dairy industry. As discussed in section 2.2.2.2, the exact fouling 
mechanisms and underlying chemistry are still not well understood. However, there is 
general agreement that the deposition is a result of a number of stages. In the first stage, 
protein molecules are denatured and aggregated in the bulk. Then, the aggregated proteins 
are transported to the heat-transfer surface. Therefore, surface chemical reactions take 
place and, as a result, the proteins are incorporated into the deposit layer. The formed 
deposit layer is exposed to fluid shear stress forces; consequently, there is possible re-
entrainment or removal of the deposits. 
The literature on cleaning is not as extensive as that on fouling. However, several studies 
have been conducted on the cleaning process. In food industry, most cleaning studies have 
been concerned with milk and milk products, due to both the high consumption of the 
product throughout the world and the high adhesive/cohesive strength of the fouling 
produced. It is necessary to understand how deposit is removed from the heat transfer 
surface and the controlling processes involved, since it can help in optimising the overall 
cleaning process. 
During the last decade, different fouling and cleaning monitoring has been assessed in 
order to optimise production cycles, increase the product quality, and reduce 
environmental load. Not many monitoring devices can be said to be feasible for current 
industrial applications. Some are not sensitive enough to detect the first attached layers, 
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such as pressure drop measurements; others can be too expensive or technically difficult 
to be implemented in the industrial processes and be operated by non-specialists. For this 
reason, there is a need for smart monitoring devices and optimised cleaning procedures 
accordingly. 
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3 CHAPTER 3:   MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
 
3.1 Introduction and aims  
This chapter describes the materials and equipment used to study the effect of process 
parameters on build-up of fouling and monitoring the removal of deposits in order to 
improve cleaning monitoring.  
The main equipment used in this work: 
(i) A pilot scale plate heat exchanger (PHE). 
(ii) Fouling rig.  
(iii) Monitoring techniques such as turbidity and particles count. 
(iv) Cleaning rig involving Peltier device. 
The pilot scale PHE was used to: 
(i) Study fouling and cleaning behaviour.  
(ii) Monitor the cleaning process.  
(iii) Pre-heat the WPC and WPCm before the fouling rig. 
(iv) The following sections describe the fouling, cleaning and monitoring processes in 
detail.  
3.2 Processing and cleaning fluid 
Soft water was used throughout this work to thermo-hydraulically stabilise the PHE 
before carrying out fouling or cleaning experiments. A two-stage cleaning regime was 
applied in the PHE: firstly, sodium hydroxide (NaOH) was used to remove proteinaceous 
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deposit; secondly, P3-horolith V based on nitric acid was applied to remove mineral 
deposit. Four different types of material have been investigated with respect to their 
fouling or cleaning behaviour: WPC, WPC with minerals, tooth-paste, and golden syrup.  
3.2.1 Soft water  
Soft water was used to establish datum thermo-hydraulic conditions in the PHE. Soft 
water was also used to dissolve the whey protein concentrate (WPC) powder and cleaning 
solution used for the desired concentration.  Water softening methods mainly rely on the 
removal of calcium and magnesium from water, which tend to precipitate out as adherent 
solids on the surfaces of pipes, especially on the hot heat exchanger surfaces. 
The softener contains resin beads which hold sodium ions. When hard water passes 
through the beads inside the softener, the beads attract and hold the calcium and 
magnesium ions in exchange for sodium. After this ion exchange process, the water 
leaving the softener is soft. Once the resin bed is loaded with calcium and magnesium 
ions, it must be cleansed (or regenerated) so that it can continue to soften water. The salt 
in storage tank mixes with water to wash the resin beads. The brine solution loosens the 
hardness minerals which have built up on the resin beads; then the system backwashes and 
flushes the hardness minerals away. By using soft water instead of tap water, it was 
ensured that only negligible amounts of minerals or organic material were added to the 
system under test; thus, fouling from these materials from the water was negligible. The 
softener was purchased from GM Autoflow, connected directly to the mains, and operated 
up to 1.4m
3
/h at a pressure of 600 kPa. The hardness level of the water was checked 
regularly every two weeks by using water hardness test kit. 
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3.2.2 Whey protein concentrate (WPC35) 
Whey protein concentrate powder was provided by Carberry Milk Products, Ireland, and 
contained 35 wt.% proteins (19.8% β-lactoglobulin (β-Lg)),  and 2.6% α-lactalbumin     
(α-La). The mineral content in the original powder was less than 5% of total dry weight. 
The powder used was WPC35, which was named because it nominally contained 35 wt.% 
in protein. Whey protein concentrate (WPC) powder is produced by separation of whey 
protein from fresh liquid cheese, whey, and is widely available at a low cost. As a result of 
this manufacturing process fat, and casein (and associated minerals) are removed from the 
raw milk after pasteurisation, leaving lactose, whey proteins and serum Ca and P in 
solution.  
3.2.3 WPC with minerals supplement (WPCm) 
As mentioned above, a considerable amount of minerals has been removed during the 
production of WPC; the extent of this loss is dependent on the processes involved and also 
the degree of concentration of the product. Since the majority of milk fouling occurred at 
pasteurisation temperature, it becomes essential to add minerals to whey protein 
concentrate to simulate milk fouling (Christian et al., 2002). 
3.2.4 Cleaning chemicals  
The chemicals used in experiments presented in this work were two-stage cleaning 
solutions: sodium hydroxide 30 wt.% aqueous solution to clean the proteinaceous deposit 
supplied by VWRI, and P3-horolith V based on nitric acid to remove mineral deposit 
supplied by Ecolab Ltd. P3-horolith V comprised 30-50% nitric acid and 2-5% phosphoric 
acid. 
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Cleaning solution (NaOH) was prepared by diluting the original cleaning liquid with soft 
water. The following formula was used to prepare the cleaning solution: 
 
Volume of cleaning solution (l)  
.%))(%30(
.%)(
wtC
zwtC
x




 
Equation  3.1 
 
Where C (wt.%) is the desired concentration of the cleaning solution (NaOH) used, ρ is 
the density of the original cleaning liquid (kg/m
3
), and z is the mass of soft water used for 
dilution (kg).  
3.2.5 Toothpaste and golden syrup deposits 
Two types of model deposit were used to validate the Peltier device: toothpaste and 
golden syrup. The toothpaste used was supplied by GSK (Brentford, UK), while Golden 
syrup was bought from an Aldi supermarket. The reason behind this selection is to 
observe the sensitivity of Peltier device to the different cleaning behaviour of deposit that 
has different rheological properties (see section 6.3).  
 
Experimental equipment 
3.3 Plate heat exchanger 
Instrumental PHE was used throughout this work, with a schematic of this being shown in 
Figure 3.1. The PHE was a TR10 model designed by APV Baker Ltd., Derby, and 
constructed at AEA Technology, Harwell. It has previously been used by Schreier (1995) 
and Changani (2000) to study the fouling of WPC solution at UHT temperature, and 
described in detail.  
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Figure ‎3.1:Schematic diagram of the plate heat exchanger used in the whey protein 
fouling and cleaning. Letters P, Tc and FI denote pressure sensor, thermocouples and the 
flow meter respectively (Christian, 2004). 
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The PHE was divided into five sections: the pre-heat section, sections 1, 2 and 3, followed 
by the cooling section. These sections were separated by an end-plate and they were 
connected to one another by ½ BSP stainless steel pipes.  
Each plate had a troughed chevron design to induce a high degree of turbulence, thus 
maximising heat transfer. The plates were 0.6 mm thick and made from AISI 316 stainless 
steel and the plate separation was approximately 2 mm. The plates and ports connecting 
the pipes were sealed using peroxide cured paraclip gaskets. 
The PHE was capable of processing 210 l/h of fluid at temperatures of up to 180C. The 
maximum allowable operating pressure was 750 kPa, with PHE being shut down by an 
automatic safety system once pressure reached 750 kPa.  
Figure ‎3.1 shows the overall layout of the equipment used in the operation of the PHE, 
which included: 
- A positive displacement pump, Mono Pump, (Type PLF20211R5/s, supplied by 
Mono Pumps Ltd., Manchester), with a variable speed electronic drive that allows 
accurate flow control. 
- A backpressure regulator valve (supplied by APV Baker Ltd., Derby) located at the 
product outlet to adjust the system pressure and prevent nucleate boiling, which 
promotes fouling for temperature greater than 100°C.  
- Over-pressurisation of the PHE was prevented by the installation of a pressure 
switch, which was just downstream of the pump and set to 750 kPa. If the switch 
was tripped, then power to the pump controller was cut. 
- An 18 kW oil heater (model 18-20), supplied by Conair Churchill Ltd., Uxbridge, 
was used to provide the heating to the PHE. The oil pump was designed to deliver 
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the oil at up to 200C, 400 kPa and 5 l/min. The oil used was Thermia Oil B, 
supplied by Shell U.K. Ltd., Manchester. 
- Two large open plastic tanks (400 and 200 L) were used to contain the fluids 
required for the fouling and cleaning experiments. The tanks were connected to the 
feed pump of the PHE, via a 3-way diverter valve (Capper, Birmingham), with a 
reinforced hose of 1½ in diameter. Tank A had an approximate capacity of 400 
litres and was used to hold the soft water used for the thermal stabilising of the 
system. Tank B had a capacity of approximately 200 litres and was used to hold 
WPC solution or cleaning chemicals.  
It was possible to monitor temperatures and pressures at the inlet/outlet of each section as 
well as the flow rate of process and heating fluids: 
- K-type thermocouples (RS Components Ltd.) were put inside the pipes connecting 
each section rather than on the surface of the pipe.  
- Pressure transducers manufactured by Keller AG, Germany, were welded into the 
connecting pipes so that they were directly in the flow path.  
- A non-intrusive electromagnetic flow meter on the product side, supplied by 
Krohne Measurement and Control Ltd., Wellingborough (model number IFC080), 
was connected in-line. An oil side flow meter was supplied by Universal Flow 
Monitors, Inc., USA. 
 
All of the monitoring devices were connecting to the data acquisition unit and assembly 
by Bioscience Workshop, University of Birmingham. 
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All plant sensors gave outputs in the form of a 4-20 mA signal, a standard format used in 
the industry for the transmission of plant data over a distance. The data acquisition read 
the 4-20 mA signals and converted them to engineering unit outputs (Figure  3.2).  
These sensors were capable of monitoring the extent of fouling and cleaning across each 
section of the PHE separately and as a whole, through the change in pressure drop and 
heat transfer coefficient in terms of area (UA). 
 
 
Figure  3.2: The window viewer displayed on the PHE data logging P.C throughout the 
fouling and cleaning experiments. Letters F, P, and T denote flow meter, pressure and 
thermocouples. 
 
3.4 The bench-scale fouling rig 
A schematic of the bench scale fouling rig is shown in Figure  3.3. The rig consists of two 
tanks: (i) a 70 l capacity for WPC solution or the alkaline cleaning solution and (ii) 70 l 
capacity for soft water used to establish thermal equilibrium. The tanks were connected to 
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the rig by three-way valves and interconnecting silicone tubing, enabling easy substitution 
of differently sized tanks. The 1.5 kW centrifugal (SolidC-1, Alfa Laval, Denmark), flow 
transmitter (TE67A3, Alfa Laval, Denmark), conductivity meter (LMIT08, Ecolab, 
Germany), and temperature probes (LMIT08, Ecolab, Germany) were connected by 1” 
stainless steel tubing. The stainless steel tank used to heat the product was constructed by 
engineers at the School of Chemical Engineering, University of Birmingham (size: 800 
mm h; 560 mm D). The tank was fitted with three 3 kW heating elements (RS 
Components, Corby) and a stainless steel coil (16.5 m L; 10 mm D; 1 mm wall thickness) 
immersed in the tank for product to flow through. The tank was filled with water, which 
was stirred (RW20, IKA Labortechnik, Germany) and heated to the desired temperature 
using a controller (808, Eurotherm, Rugby). The heated tank was connected to the rig by 
flexible silicone tubing. The fouling rig is of a modular design for ease of construction, 
maintenance and maximum operational flexibility. Each probe and manual valve is 
connected to the surrounding pipe work by clamp ferrules and tri-clamps. The manual 
valves were positioned either side of the test piece, the by-pass and at the outlet to allow 
isolation of individual rig sections and to divert flow accordingly. There are two key 
modes of operation:  
(i) Single pass through the test section. 
(ii) Circulation through the test section back to the product/chemical tank. 
 
In these experiments, a single pass through the test section was selected to ensure the 
same percentage of denatured protein entered the test section. Therefore, the fouling rig 
was connected to the cooling section outlet port of the PHE to be able to monitor the 
pressure drop in section 3 during the fouling experiment. Reinforced silicone tubing, 
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secured with hose clips, was used to connect these two sections and to allow processed 
WPC solution to pass through the test section before sending the fluid to the drain as seen 
in Figure  3.4. 
.
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Figure  3.3: Schematic diagram of the bench scale fouling rig. Letters C, F and T denote conductivity, flow meter and thermocouples. 
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Figure  3.4: Schematic diagram of plate heat exchanger, showing the connection of coupon rig at cooling outlet on the product flow side. 
Letters F , P, θ and T denote flow meter, Pressure , oil temperature and thermocouples.
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3.4.1 Test section 
The test section and its dimensions are shown in detail in Figure  3.5. The test section was 
made by the university’s Biosciences Workshop (Birmingham, UK). The fouling test 
section was designed to house 12 stainless steel coupons to capture the fouling deposits. 
The base of each coupon is in contact with the heated copper block, and the face of each 
coupon is in contact with the fluid flow. The copper block houses four 300 W cartridge 
heaters (10 mm D, 150 mm L, RS components) designed to heat the block up to 100°C. 
The block also houses a temperature probe connected to a controller (west 2300), which, 
in turn, is connected to the cartridge heaters. The block is insulated to contain as much 
heat as possible.  
The outer walls are made of aluminium and are the only non-removable feature. They are 
fixed in place by screws into the copper block and sealed with sealant to prevent leakage. 
The coupons are held in place by a stainless steel frame. The frame has 12 square holes 
cut to house the coupons so that each coupon face is flushed with the frame face, giving a 
continuous surface in contact with the fluid flow. The coupon frame fits flush to the two 
outer walls of the rig and are held in place by the test section assembly. The inner wall 
frame is positioned on top of the coupon frame fitting flushing to the fixed outer walls 
forming the inside wall of the duct, and is made of stainless steel. This is because steel 
offers better corrosion resistivity compared to other metals, for example, aluminium when 
sodium hydroxide is present. The glass is positioned on top of the inner frame, and the top 
frame (which supports the test section) is positioned on top of the glass. Both the inner 
frame and top frame house O-rings to seal the system when assembled. The top frame is 
fixed in place by 12 screws into the outer walls. Both ends of the test section are attached 
to a stainless steel end plate welded to a duct reducer (from 3” to 1”) to connect to the rest 
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of the system. The size of the end plate matches the cross-section size of the test section 
once assembled. Each end plate is held in place to the test section by 10 screws. The 
fouling rig used in conjunction with a plate heat exchanger (PHE) via the outlet port of the 
PHE. Reinforced silicone tubing, secured with hose clips, was used to connect these two 
sections and to send the processed WPC solution to the drain. 
 
Figure  3.5: The test section with all dimensions. 
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Between experiments the disks were treated by a standard protocol to ensure the surfaces 
are totally free of any protein or other dirt; they were swabbed with sodium hydroxide 
solution and left for at least 10 minutes. Then the disks were rinsed repeatedly in water at 
50C and left to dry. 
3.5 Monitoring devices 
3.5.1 Online measurement 
3.5.1.1 Peltier device 
A Peltier device is used to create a heat flux between the junctions of two different types 
of material. The device has two sides; one side of the device is heated to a temperature 
greater than the other side (Figure  3.6). 
 
 
Figure  3.6: Peltier device (Thermoelectric, 2013). 
 A circular plate made of stainless steel (AISI 316, diameter 64mm) was used to hold the 
Peltier device (37.9W (3.9A) part number (ET-127-10-13-RS)). A square-shaped cavity 
was made in the middle of a circular plate to allow Peltier to slot in; then Peltier was fixed 
in place by a cubic copper metal with two screws, as seen in Figure  3.7. Another Two 
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screw holes were made in a circular plate to place the heat sink with a fan attached to the 
top of the Peltier device (Figure  3.8).  
 
(a)  (b)  (c)  
Figure  3.7: Peltier device component (a) side view, (b) bottom view – modular, and (c) 
bottom view. 
 
 
Figure  3.8: Peltier device in contact with heat sink with fan and fouled plate. 
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The Peltier has two surfaces: the one next to the fouled plate has been named the Peltier 
surface, and the one above the heat sink has been named the heat sink surface. Two 
thermocouples were placed on both sides of the Peltier. A temperature controller was used 
to control the temperature of the Peltier surface to the selected temperature. A thin, 
continuous film of thermal paste was applied to both sides of the Peltier. A small amount 
of pressure was applied to the Peltier, with the device being slid back and forth, left and 
right, to ensure a tight fit and to remove any air layers in between the connecting sides. 
3.5.1.2 Turbidity meter 
Turbidity is the measure of the amount of light scattered by particles in a sample. A beam 
of light passes through a sample containing suspended particles. The particles interact 
with the light and cause its scatter. The Kemtrak sensor was used in this experiment, 
which measures the Formazin turbidity unit (FTU). This is a non-descript measure of 
scattered light at 90° to the light source. Scattered light was calculated by the 
manufacturer by multiplying the calibration constant by the detector current, as provided 
by the Kemtrak user guide. 
3.5.2 Offline measurement 
3.5.2.1 Measurement of nano particles 
A nano particles measuring device (NanoSight LM10 system) was used for measuring the 
number of nano-particles in discharged cleaning solution during the cleaning of PHE. 
This method is based on a laser-illuminated microscopical technique in which the nano 
particles are tracked and visualised individually by a computer-controlled camera, making 
the particles directly measurable. When particles pass through the laser beam, their image 
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appears as bright spots moving rapidly on the computer screen. The particles number in 
the cleaning solution equals the spot number on the computer screen. In this instrument, 
many parameters can be adjusted to control the light captured from the particles, with 
final images obtained always showing similar intensity light spots for particles of different 
sizes, as seen in Figure  3.9. 
 
 
Figure  3.9: Particles image on computer screen. 
 
The video was recorded by a digital camera for 10s at three frames per second for each 
measurement. For each frame in the video, the particle number was counted directly by 
their scattered light spots from the laser-illuminated ion, which was a direct count of the 
particles in the sample. The scattered beam volume for measurement in this instrument 
was calculated to be 1.41×10
-7
 ml. 
3.5.3 Cleaning rig 
Detailed description of the cleaning rig construction used in this work has been reported 
by Aziz (2008) and Christian (2004) presented in Figure  3.10. The rig was modified by 
replacing the flow channels and the test sections. The modified flow channel was an AISI 
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316 stainless steel tube with a diameter of 1 inch and 2 mm thickness and was installed 
horizontally. The modified rig has three main parts: fluids reservoir, heating system and 
flow channel. All the apparatuses were connected by reinforced silicone tubing (25 mm 
diameter). 
 
 
Figure  3.10: Schematic diagram of the bench-scale cleaning rig. Letters C, T and V denote 
conductivity, thermocouples and the valve respectively. 
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link both of the tanks and to change the input source. Liquid from the tank was pumped to 
the heating system by the chemically resistant centrifugal pump (SolidC-1, Alfa Laval, 
Denmark, 1.5 kW), and its flow rate was controlled by the fine needle control valve (Hoke 
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heating tank (constructed at the university from stainless steel). The system comprises a 
tank (height 800 mm and diameter 560 mm) and a coil tubing (length 16.5 m, 1 mm wall 
thickness, 10 mm diameter) (both of which are made of stainless steel), three 3 kW 
heating elements (RS Components, Corby), a temperature controller (808, Eurotherm, 
Rugby), and an electric overhead stirrer (RW20, IKA Labortechnik, Staufen, Germany). 
The heating tank was always filled with soft water and must reach the indication level. If 
not, the heating elements will not activate (as a safety measure). During heating, the 
heating elements heated the fluid to achieve the desired temperature while the fluid was 
stirred to ensure uniform temperature inside the tank. This externally-heated fluid then 
heated up fluid inside the coil which came from the reservoir. A temperature controller 
was used to adjust the temperature inside the heating tank to ensure the outlet temperature 
was at the set point. The soft water was allowed to enter the flow channel (1 inch 
diameter). The pipe flow channel was made from AISI 316 stainless steel with 2 mm 
thickness. The inlet and outlet of the flow channel were tapered and connected to the 
stainless steel piping using a clamp. Several parts of the apparatus were attached to the 
channel: a test section, K-type thermocouples of 2 mm diameter (RS Components, 
Corby), a small lab jack, digital camera (Canon EOS 30D, Japan), light control box, and 
data logging system. The test section containing the Peltier device was circular in shape, 
had a diameter of 64 mm and height of 49 mm, and was positioned near the middle of the 
flow channel (400 mm inlet and 300 mm outlet lengths). The Peltier device was in fixed 
contact with the reverse side of the fouled circular disk throughout the experiments. 
Underneath the fouled plate were the Peltier device and the two thermocouples. One 
thermocouple was located between the upper surface of the Peltier device and the lower 
surface of the fouled plate, while the other thermocouple was next to the lower surface of 
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the Peltier device. The two thermocouples attached to the Peltier surfaces were plugged 
into a temperature controller and information was continuously recorded by the Lab view 
software. The software also displays the output power and controls the direction of the 
current, which allows for setting the temperature of either the Peltier surface or the heat 
sink surface.  
The fouled plate was fitted into the test section of the flow channel. The fouled plate was 
visible through the glass section at the top of the channel; this was fixed to the circular 
channel with a clamp. K-type thermocouples were placed at the inlet and outlet of the 
flow channel to measure the fluid temperature. Reading from the latter thermocouples and 
the flow rate were collected by a signal conditioning unit and was recorded by Labview 
software (both manufactured by National Instruments, Newbury). Cleaning was recorded 
by a digital camera, power output (%) and the temperature measurements of the both 
Peltier surfaces. After entering the flow channel, fluid was then directed to the drain. 
3.6 Operation of the PHE 
Two tanks (A- 400 l and B- 200 l) were used in the fouling experiments. Tank A 
contained soft water, and Tank B was used to prepare the whey protein solution. Sodium 
chloride was added to Tank A to ensure correct functioning of the process side flow 
meter. Whey protein powder (WPC35) was added to Tank B to the level required to make 
up the specified WPC concentration; an electric mixer was lowered into it. The quantity of 
WPC powder required for an experiment was calculated according to the following 
equation: 
  
       
   
 
Equation  3.2 
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Where x is concentration of β-Lg required in final solution (wt.%), y is WPC powder and 
z the weight of the soft water to be added both in kg, the value of 0.198 arises from the   
β-Lg content of WPC powder. 
An electronic mixer was used to ensure the WPC solution was homogeneous. The blades 
of the mixer were lowered so that they were completely wetted by the water. The mixer 
was turned on and the powder added gradually to the soft water while continuously 
mixing. This prevented the formation of lumps, which could block the PHE or cause 
excessive local fouling. The minerals were also added after the WPC powder using the 
same technique. After approximately 20 minutes, the mixer was switched off, removed 
and wiped clean. The WPC solution was left for a minimum of 30 minutes to de-aerate.  
The product pump was started to draw soft water, and the flow rate adjusted. If the flow 
rate reading was unstable, more salt was added to the soft water to give sufficient 
conductivity at the electromagnetic flow meter. When water had passed through the whole 
system, the pump of the oil heater was switched on. After 5 minutes of water and oil at 
room temperature flowing through the system, the oil heater set point was adjusted to the 
desired temperature and the heater was turned on. The cooling water (from tap water 
lines) was turned on and adjusted to give the desired temperature across the PHE; a small 
change in cooling water flow rate controls the temperature of the process fluid that heats 
the preheat section and, therefore, influences the temperature profile across the PHE. The 
backpressure valve was adjusted to give 400 kPa at the section 3 outlet in order to 
maintain the accuracy of the pressure reading and to ensure that the process fluid 
remained as liquid at temperatures in excess of 100°C. The pressure required was 
determined by using the standard steam tables (Perry and Green, 1984). 
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The system was left for 2 hours and forty minutes to reach thermal stability. The last 10 
minutes were recorded (recording interval was 1 seconds) to prove that thermal stability 
was achieved before starting either the fouling or cleaning experiment. This point was 
defined as the change in exit temperatures of sections 1, 2 and 3 was 0.2°C; thus, heat flux 
through each of these sections was constant.   
At a known time, the flow was diverted to draw from the tank containing WPC solution. 
Fouling runs lasted as per the specification of each experiment. As soon as the fouling 
experiment was started, the soft water tank was refilled so that there was enough water 
available for the subsequent cleaning run. At the end of the fouling experiment, the 
diverter valve was switched to pump soft water through the PHE in order to reach the 
thermal equilibrium for a cleaning run.  
3.7 Operation of the bench-scale fouling rig 
The PHE was used to heat up the WPC solution to the desired temperature before entering 
the test section. The fouling experiment protocol was similar to section 3.6 up until the 
initiation of the experiment. In the fouling rig, WPC solution was sent to the test section 
and sent afterwards to the drain. The test section’s heater was switched on and the desired 
surface temperature was set before 30 minutes of starting the fouling experiment. The 
heater reached the set temperature within 5 minutes, depending on the bulk temperature 
and the selected surface temperature. There was a decrease in temperature by ca. 3°C 
between the outlet of the cooling section in PHE and the inlet of the test section. The 
experiment lasted for 80 minutes, and the flow rate was set at 100 l/h for all experiments. 
At the end of the fouling run, the test section and the oil heaters were switched off, but the 
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flow was maintained until the entire PHE was below 50C, after which the oil and the 
product flow pumps were both switched off.  
The fouling rig was carefully disconnected by initially removing the bolts from both end 
plates and then removing the bolts from the top frame. The glass and the inner wall frame 
were removed carefully. Using a chiselled screwdriver, the stainless steel frame was 
prised from coupons and placed in a moulded plastic tray. Approximately 5 ml of soft 
water was put in the tray to keep the deposit wet. Then the bottom of each coupon was 
dried by a paper towel, weighed, and the thickness of each side of the deposit formed was 
measured on the micromanipulation rig detailed by Liu et al. (2002).   
The test section was cleaned by removing all the removable parts and submerging them in 
the cleaning solution to soak for approximately 30 minutes. A bottlebrush was used to 
clean any deposits left; afterwards, all sections were rinsed thoroughly to remove any 
cleaning chemicals. The wall and the bottom of the test sections were cleaned by cleaning 
solution, removing any deposit using a paper towel.  
3.8 Cleaning experiments (PHE) 
Cleaning of the PHE directly followed the fouling run. The system conditions were altered 
to the predetermined cleaning conditions. Therefore, the cooling water was switched off, 
the oil heater set point was altered, and the product flow rate was changed if necessary.  
The thermal stability in the cleaning run was achieved rapidly in an hour and a half as the 
cooling water was off. 
While the PHE was stabilising at the new cleaning experimental setting, the tank 
containing WPC solution was drained and cleaned using water and weak detergent. The 
tank was then filled with soft water to an appropriate level to produce the desired final 
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concentration of the cleaning chemicals for the cleaning run. Extreme care was taken to 
wear the appropriate glove and facial protection, since there was a risk of burns from the 
cleaning solution (which was 30% sodium hydroxide). Once the PHE achieved thermal 
equilibrium, the sampling interval was set to 1 second. After 10 minutes of sampling, the 
diverter valve was switched so that the pump could draw the cleaning solution from the 
tank and pump it through the PHE and out to the drain. Cleaning was terminated very 
rapidly (<5 minutes) in some cleaning conditions. The pressure drop across each section 
of the PHE and turbidity probe was closely monitored during the cleaning experiment, 
with the cleaning run lasting for 80 minutes. If the WPCm was used during the fouling run, 
a water rinse step for 1 minute was used before introducing the nitric acid solution at a 
concentration of 1 wt.% to clean the remaining mineral deposits. In the particle count 
analysis, 13 samples of the cleaning fluid were taken during the cleaning process, at the 
outlet of the PHE to represent cleaning behaviour of the three types of deposit. It was 
assumed that no dissolution of the particles occurred during transport from the surface to 
the PHE outlet. Samples were held in ice until the time of testing, which was conducted 
the same day to quench any reaction that may change particle count or size. Samples were 
diluted to the point where particles were easy to count (approximately 40 particles (in 
1.41×10
-7
 ml)).  
 At the end of the cleaning run, the diverter valve was switched back to its previous 
position so that the pump now pumped soft water through the PHE to remove any 
remaining cleaning solution. At the same time the cooling water was switched on at full 
tape pressure and the oil heater was switched off; the flow was maintained until the entire 
PHE was below 50C, when the oil and the product flow pumps were both switched off. 
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3.9 Deposit removal in the bench-scale cleaning rig: experimental procedure 
Two types of deposit were used, namely tooth paste and golden syrup. The reason behind 
this selection is to measure the effect of cleaning time of the two deposits on the response 
of the Peltier (see section 2.3). As discussed earlier in section 2.3, the two deposits could 
be removed by flow of water action alone. The general preparation procedure carried out 
for the removal of both of these deposit types is detailed below.  
A known mass (7g ±0.2g) of toothpaste or (4g ±0.4g) golden syrup was spread evenly 
over the fouled plate, inserted in the circular channel, and joined together by a clamp. A 
small lab jack was used to level the test section. The water bath temperature was set at 
3C above the desired flow temperature of the cleaning/rinsing water. The 70 l tank was 
filled with soft water along with the pipes attached to the pump so that the pump did not 
run dry. The digital camera and light box were placed facing the fouling test and the 
sampling rate was set to 3 minutes and 30 seconds for both fluids, i.e. tooth paste and gold 
syrup. The flow rate was set to the desired rate, and the flow was directed to run through a 
bypass route until thermal equilibrium was achieved. The data logger was turned on and 
the temperature of either the Peltier surface or heat sink was selected. The Peltier and fan 
were run approximately 15 minutes before the commencement of the cleaning to achieve 
the desired set point. When the desired temperature was achieved at the heating tank, the 
pump was started to circulate the water in the tank containing soft water until achieving 
the desired temperature. When all the instruments achieved their desired temperatures, the 
pump was turned off and the valve arrangement was altered in such a way to allow the 
flow through the test section. The camera was turned on; time and sample rate were 
recorded so that images could be compared to the Peltier readings. Afterwards, cleaning 
was initiated again by restarting the pump. 
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Deposit removal was a random process; the force of water alone could remove the entire 
deposit. Soft water was passed through the system until it was seen that no deposit 
remained at the surface. The plate was therefore termed ‘clean’ when either the entire 
deposit had been removed or when the small, seemingly irremovable islands of deposit 
remained as the Peltier readings become steady. 
At the end of each experiment data logging was stopped and the camera was turned off. 
Before the pump was turned off, the flow rate was set to the desired value for the next 
experiment. The test section was disassembled and prepared for the next experiment. 
Between experiments, pictures from the camera and data files from the Peltier device 
could be downloaded at any time or after the experiment had been completed. 
The assembly protocol for the test section is as follows:  
Firstly, the coupons were placed at the test section, and the coupon frame built in grooves 
held the coupons in place. The inner wall frame is placed on top of the coupon frame, and 
silicon grease was applied at the frame edge to prevent any leakage during fouling and 
cleaning experiments. The glass plate was placed at the top of the inner wall frame, and 
the top frame was tightened with bolts. The end plate was tightened in place with bolts at 
the very end. The PHE and test section are now ready to be cleaned by chemical solutions 
and prepared for the next fouling experiment. 
3.10 Analytical Techniques 
Two analytical techniques, namely white-light scanning interferometer (WLI) and 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), were used to characterise the deposits formed at the 
PHE and the test section (holding the coupons). To study the deposit morphology, both 
the PHE and fouling rig were dismantled after each run, and the recovered deposits were 
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dried and prepared for WLI and SEM analysis. Analytical technique results for WPC deposits 
will be discussed in Chapter 5. 
The characterisation techniques used in this work have been described in the following 
sections in more detail. 
3.10.1  White-light scanning interferometer (WLI) 
A white-light scanning interferometer (Omniscan Microxam 2) is a measuring method to 
chart the surface morphology of an object. To achieve this, the light is collimated from the 
light source and split into two beams i.e. reference and measurement beams. The reference 
beam is reflected from a reference mirror, while the measurement beam is reflected from 
the object being measured. During the vertical scan, the interference patterns are captured 
by the video camera while the software analyses the topographical structure of the sample. 
The interferometer also offers the ability to produce quantitative values for surface 
roughness without contacting the surface or damaging it. 
3.10.2  Scanning electron microscope (SEM) 
The SEM (Philips XL30) is a microscope that uses electrons instead of light to form an 
image. The SEM also has much higher resolution than a white-light scanning 
interferometer; closely spaced specimens can be magnified many times more. The use of 
electromagnets rather than lenses by the SEM allows much more control in the degree of 
magnification, and resolution better than one nanometer is usually achievable. A specimen 
is required to be completely dry, since the specimen chamber is at a high vacuum.  
Samples are sputter-coated with gold before examination in the microscope. 
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3.11 Experimental error 
All measuring devices were checked before the experimental work was commenced with 
instrumental accuracy being tested on a regular basis.  
The individual sources of error from monitoring devices are listed and discussed below. 
- K-type thermocouples ( 1C accuracy) used in the PHE, fouling rig, bench scale 
cleaning experiments, and the Peltier were checked at the beginning of a set 
experiments with ice water. 
- Pressure transducers had an error of  2 kPa, and any pressure drop had a 
maximum error of 4 kPa. 
- The flow meter readings in the oil side flow of the PHE were correct to ± 5%. 
- The flow meter in the product flow of the PHE was accurate to  0.03%. The 
Rotameter used for cooling water had an accuracy of 1%.  
- WPC composition varies with different batches of the same nominal material; this 
was not quantified. 
- The volume of soft water used was generated and measured by a volumetric meter 
attached to the soft unit and is considered to be accurate within a range of 1%. 
- The accuracy of weighing scales used to prepare WPC solution and to weigh the 
mass deposit was 10 g and 10 mg, respectively.  
- The overall error in UA is 3.16% (including the error in temperature 1% and the 
standard deviation of UA 3% (see Appendix)). 
- The overall error in ΔP is 2.83% (including the error in pressure sensor 0.4% and 
the standard deviation of ΔP 2.8% (see Appendix)). 
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3.12 Minimising experimental error  
A number of steps were taken to try to minimise those errors: 
- All measuring devices were checked before the commencement of the 
experiments. 
- All thermocouples were put inside the pipes instead of mounting them on the pipe 
surface. 
- Experiments were repeated at least twice in order to understand the potential 
variation in the results. 
- All monitoring devices were allowed to achieve thermal stability before the 
commencement of experiments.  
- Values for heat transfer coefficient and heat balance were periodically checked to 
ensure sensor accuracy and experimental repeatability. 
3.13 Heat transfer and pressure drop across the PHE 
Heat transfer coefficient and pressure drop were discussed earlier in Section 2.4 as 
methods of monitoring fouling and cleaning. The data generated for the heat transfer 
coefficient and pressure drop using soft water were later compared with the data from the 
fouling and cleaning experiments (see Chapter 4 and 6). 
3.13.1  Heat transfer coefficient  
The overall heat transfer coefficient (U) is a measure of the ease of heat transfer between 
two fluid streams which have a difference in bulk temperature (ΔT). It is defined in terms 
of: 
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       Equation  3.3 
 
q is the local heat flow (W) , A is the heat transfer surface area (m
2
 ), and U is the overall 
heat transfer coefficient based on that area (W/m
2
K). The overall heat transfer coefficient 
involves (i) the resistance to convection heat transfer for the heating medium and water, 
and (ii) the resistance to the heat transfer wall. The clean overall heat transfer coefficient 
(Uo) can be calculated from 
cp
p
ho AhA
x
AhAU
111


 
Equation  3.4 
 
where hh and hc are film heat transfer coefficient for heating and process fluid (water) 
respectively (W/m
2
K), xp is the thickness of the plate (m), and λ p is thermal conductivity 
of the plate (W/m K). The fouling adds an insulated layer to the heat transfer surface. The 
fouled overall heat transfer coefficient can be calculated as: 
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Equation  3.5 
 
 
Where Rf is the fouling resistance (m
2
 K/W). 
It is obvious from equation 3.5 that the higher the film coefficients, the greater effect the 
fouling resistance will have on the overall coefficient. 
The heat transfer correlation for a fluid flow past a solid surface is expressed in a 
dimensionless form: 
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                               Equation  3.6 
 
Where γ and n are correlation constants with values specific to each PHE system and Re is 
defined as: 
                                 

vde
Re  
Equation  3.7 
 
Where ρ is the density of the process fluid (kg/m3), ν is the velocity of the process fluid 
(m/s), de is the equivalent diameter (m), and µ is the viscosity of the process fluid (Pa.s). 
Pr groups process fluid physical properties: 
                                
k
Cp
Pr  
Equation  3.8 
 
 
Where Cp is specific heat capacity at constant pressure (J/kg K), k is thermal conductivity 
of the fluid (water) (W/m K). 
Based on the corrugation design, n varies and is generally determined experimentally 
(Hewitt et al., 1994). Equivalent results can be obtained for n. Schreier (1995) and 
Changani (2000) found that n=1 gave the best fit to their data. 
In practice it is very difficult to measure the individual film heat transfer coefficients, hh 
and hc; here, Uo was calculated using plant measurements. The clean heat transfer 
coefficient Uo was characterised for constant heating fluid flow rates as a function of the 
water flow rate. Under these circumstances, the two terms on the right-hand side of the 
equation (3.9) remain constant; the heating fluid flow rate and temperature do not alter, 
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and the geometry of the exchanger does not change. However, change in the average 
water side fluid velocity will change heat transfer coefficient hc. Equation 3.4 thus 
becomes: 
                                              
co Ah
const
AU
11
  
Equation  3.9 
 
 
hc will be proportional to Q , where Q is the process fluid (water) flow rate (m
3
/s). The 
Equation  3.6 can be written as: 
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From Equation  3.10: 
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Equation  3.11 
 
 
Equation  3.6 and Equation  3.9 can be manipulated to give: 
n
o AQ
const
AU 
11
  
Equation  3.12 
 
    
Thus, a plot of 1/AUo versus 1/Q should yield a straight line of slope 1/ and an intercept 
of (1/A hh+ xp/ A p); it was found that a value of n=1 yielded the best straight line fit (see 
Figure A.1 and Figure A.2, Appendix). 
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 For these experiments, Uo was calculated for both sections of the PHE. The general 
design equation for a heat exchanger is: 
                                                      
LMTA
q
U


.
 Equation  3.13 
 
.
q  is the rate of heat transfer between the hot and cold fluid (W), A is the total plate heat 
transfer area (m
2
), and ΔTLM is the log mean temperature difference (K). To determine U 
in each section, 
.
q , A and ΔTLM  are calculated from the next three equations 
                                                          
TCmq p
..
 
Equation  3.14 
 
Where 
.
m  is the mass flow rate (kg/s) for both processes and heating fluid, Cp is specific 
heat capacity (J/kg K); ΔT is fluid inlet and outlet temperature difference (K), and 
.
q  is for 
both the process and heating fluids. The heat transfer surface area can be calculated from: 
 
NaA   Equation  3.15 
 
Where N is the number of plates in each section of PHE, a is the projected plate area of a 
single plate (m
2
) calculated by multiplying the width by the length of the plate involved in 
heat transfer. Table  3.1 gives the calculated plate heat transfer area for each section of 
PHE. 
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Section of 
PHE 
Number of plates involved 
in heat transfer 
 
Total Heat Transfer Area 
(A) for each section (m
2
) 
Pasteuriser 7 0.427 
Intermediate 5 0.305 
UHT 5 0.305 
Table  3.1: Number of PHE plates involved in heat transfer in each section, and the heat 
transfer areas associated with the main sections of the PHE (Christian, 2004).  
 
The log mean temperature difference is given by: 
      
 
Equation  3.16 
 
 
Where Th,in and Th,out are the temperatures of heating fluid entering and exiting the PHE 
section (K),Tp,in and Tp,out are the temperatures of process fluid entering and exiting the 
PHE section (K). 
 
A heat balance for each of the PHE sections was calculated as follows: 
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Equation  3.17 
 
Therefore, the percentage of heat transfer, or heat balance, would be: 
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3.13.2  Pressure drop 
The formation of deposits on the heat transfer surfaces causes an increase in pressure drop 
due to the decrease in the hydraulic diameter of the flow during fouling of heat exchanger 
ducts, as according to Chenoweth (1987), more heat exchangers are taken out of service 
because of excessive pressure drop than because of reduced heat transfer.  
The instrumentation of the PHE used here enables pressure drops to be monitored for each 
of the sections of the PHE, as well as the PHE as a whole. Pressure drop was calculated 
using the following equation: 
                                     Equation  3.19 
 
Where P is the pressure drop across a section or the whole of PHE (kPa), PI and PO are 
the inlet and outlet pressure (kPa). The change in pressure drop P is monitored. In a plate 
heat exchanger in turbulent conditions, the pressure drop is related to the flow velocity as 
follows: 
 
                               Equation  3.20 
 
m is dependent upon corrugation design but often has the value of 1.9 (Hallstroem et al., 
1981). 
To test the accuracy and repeatability of plant measurement such as temperature, flow rate 
and pressure sensor, a number of preliminary experiments were undertaken on the PHE 
using soft water. During the preliminary experiments, the heat transfer coefficients and the 
pressure readings in each section of the PHE were recorded, and the heat balance (from 
OI PPP 
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Equation  3.18 ) in each section of the PHE was calculated (see Appendix for more 
details). 
3.14 Conclusion 
This chapter gives details of the configuration and operation of pilot-scale PHE, and the 
fouling rig designed to be placed in-line after section 3 of the PHE to foul stainless steel 
coupons. The procedure to return the PHE to a clean state following fouling the PHE after 
fouling has been given. 
Monitoring fouling and cleaning processes has become an important issue to optimise 
production cycles, increase the quality of the final product, and reduce environmental 
impacts. Two monitoring techniques were described: particle counts and the Peltier device 
were used to detect the cleaning end-point. The particles count technique can be used to 
monitor the removal of proteinaceous deposit from PHE off-line under different flow, 
temperature and chemical regimes, and the validity can be quantified by monitoring other 
parameters UA, ΔP and turbidity. The Peltier device is located in contact with the fouled 
plate; the bench-scale cleaning rig can be used to monitor the cleaning of two types of 
deposit in situ and in real time. The end-points determined by the Peltier device were 
confirmed by images from a digital camera throughout the experiments.  
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4 CHAPTER 4 : INFLUENCE OF PROCESS VARIABLES 
ON THE FOULING AND CLEANING BEHAVIOUR OF 
DAIRY DEPOSITS FORMED AT UP PASTEURASITION 
TEMPERATURE 
 
4.1  Introduction 
Chapter 3 detailed the experimental procedures to test temperature and pressure 
measurements as a means for the development of monitoring of fouling and cleaning in 
the PHE rig. The clean thermal conditions must be adequately specified to check and 
confirm the repeatability of experiments and, therefore, check if similar fouling is 
obtained (see Appendix).  
Fouling and cleaning processes can be affected significantly by small changes in fluid 
composition. Since WPC lack of mineral, adding minerals back to WPC to the same level 
as milk may change the rate, extent and composition of the deposit (Christian and Fryer, 
2002).  Minerals may precipitate directly on the stainless steel wall or they may contribute 
to a deposit via precipitation on depositing protein aggregates. It is remarkable that 
increasing the calcium concentration of the milk led to an increase in the deposition and 
lower heat stability (Roefs and Kruif, 1994). 
Cleaning milk and other dairy products deposits cannot be removed by water alone. 
Therefore, it is common practice in the dairy industry to run CIP (see section 2.3). 
Removal of dairy deposits is influenced by a variety of factors, such as temperature, fluid 
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flow, chemical concentration and chemical type. Cleaning chemicals produce a deposit 
with an open structure that is more susceptible to fluid shear, and are henceforth removed 
from the system. In this chapter, the balance between chemical and physical factors 
required to remove proteinaceous dairy deposit is investigated. The fouling and cleaning 
behaviour of WPC and WPC with added minerals (calcium and phosphorus) at 
pasteurisation temperature (95°C) under different conditions (flow rate, β-Lg 
concentration and cleaning concentration) has been investigated. In all fouling figures 
time = 0 second refers to the time where the diverter valve was switched to draw from 
WPC solution tank. 
4.2 WPC and its fluids deposits experimental profile 
Chapter 2 showed that fouling from milk and milk products is a complex process, 
resulting from processes occurring both near the heat transfer surface and in the bulk of 
the fluid flow, and that fouling is a function of many variables such as β-Lg concentration, 
minerals concentration, temperature, and flow rate. Due to natural fluctuations in milk 
composition throughout the year (Burton, 1994), three different concentrations of β-Lg 
and minerals were used to investigate the effect of chemical composition change (β-Lg 
and minerals concentration) upon the fouling and cleaning behaviour (see Table  2.1, 
chemical composition of milk and WPC solution). Accordingly, four types of fluids were 
prepared and tested in these experiments: WPC, WPCm, WPCm /2, and WPCm x 2. WPC 
refers to fluid made with WPC powder alone, and the latter three refer to WPC solutions 
with calcium and phosphorus contents the same as milk, half that of milk and twice that of 
milk, respectively. 
(i) Experimental conditions for WPC were: 
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- Concentration of β-Lg (0.1, 0.3, 0.5%) 
- Flow rate (100, 150l/h) 
(ii) Experimental conditions for WPCm, WPCm /2 and WPCm x 2 were, 
-  One flow rate of 100l/h 
-  One concentration of β-Lg 0.3% 
Two materials were identified that could be used to increase calcium and phosphorus 
levels in WPC. The following materials were used: 
- CaCl2.2H2O    Calcium Chloride Dehydrate 
- NaH2PO4        Anhydrous Monobasic Sodium Phosphate 
These were chosen as they: 
- have a high degree of solubility in water  
- minimise the presence of other materials that could influence fouling behaviour 
- are safe to handle. 
The fouling experiments were carried out following the procedure described in section 
3.6, and applying the appropriate processing conditions.  
4.3 WPC and its fluids deposits fouling  
All of the WPC fluid experiments were carried out in the pilot scale PHE using 
pasteurisation processing temperatures. Six experiments were carried out under the same 
conditions to assess the repeatability of the fouling process. The initial temperature 
distribution across the sections of the PHE for the process fluid for the two flow rates, i.e. 
100 and 150 l/h, under thermally stable conditions is presented in Table  4.1. Each fouling 
run for all four model fluids was one hour. During the fouling experiments, temperature 
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across each section changed due to the fouling build-up of deposit on PHE surfaces; 
however, the outlet temperature was maintained at 95°C. Type A deposit were observed 
for the four model fluids in sections 2 and 3 of PHE. 
 
Flow rate 
(l/h) 
Temperature (°C) 
Fluid type   Pre-heat  Section 1  Section 2  Section 3 
100 46.4 79.6 89.7 95.3 Water 
 64.9 86.0 93.6 98.5 Oil 
150 53.2 69.4 82.0 95.5 Water 
 60.8 76.7 89.7 103.5 Oil 
Table  4.1: Typical outlet temperature in each section at the thermally stabilised PHE and 
at flow rates of 100 and 150 l/h. 
 
4.3.1 Result and discussion from fouling experiments 
Figure  4.1 and Figure  4.2 present the fouling profiles obtained during build-up of the 
WPC deposit at a β-Lg concentration of 0.3 wt.%, in terms of changes in pressure drop 
and in overall heat transfer coefficient in terms of Area (UA) with time. The extent of 
fouling significantly increases with temperature, therefore giving the greatest amount of 
fouling in section 3 of the PHE.  
These results suggest that the remarkable increase in pressure drop and reduction in UA 
are due to deposition of denatured and aggregated proteins formed in the bulk of the fluid. 
In contrast to the significant fouling in section 3 for all experiments, the pressure drop and 
the heat transfer coefficient remain constant in section 1 and 2 of the PHE, demonstrating 
that fouling is not taking place to a measurable level. They may firstly refer that at these 
temperatures the denatured whey protein in the bulk is more likely to react with another 
denatured protein in the bulk than with that on the surface (Simmons et al., 2007) 
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secondly, they may refer to the fact that a low amount of protein reacted in sections 1 and 
2 of the PHE due to low temperature. 
 
Figure  4.1: Fouling behaviour for WPC in terms of pressure drop in PHE; β-Lg 0.3 wt.%, 
process flow rate 100 l/h, section 3 outlet temperature 95°C. 
 
Figure  4.2: Fouling behaviour for WPC according to heat transfer coefficient in terms of 
area (UA), β-Lg 0.3wt.%, process flow rate 100 l/h, section 3 outlet temperature 95°C. 
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4.3.1.1 β-Lg concentration  
Figure  4.3 and Figure  4.4 present pressure drop and overall heat transfer coefficient with 
time for the three trials at β-Lg concentration (0.1, 0.3 and 0.5wt.%), each lasting up to 
one hour. Two phases of fouling phenomena were observed during fouling experiments: 
(i) an induction period occurred at the beginning of the experiments in which the overall 
pressure drop was close to the value of the cleaning state. This period lasted for 
approximately 900 seconds and was followed by (ii) a fouling period in which the changes 
in pressure drop became different for each β-Lg concentration. Fast increases observed for 
the trails at β-Lg concentrations of 0.3 and 0.5 wt. % were due to the large amount of 
reacted protein adhered at the PHE surfaces. Excessive fouling narrowed the PHE 
exchanger channels; these, in turn, increased the average velocity, causing the pressure 
drop increase exponentially.  There was no measurable fouling at β-Lg concentration of 
0.1wt.%. This may be due to the small amount of protein reacted. 
Figure  4.4 shows the evolution of overall heat transfer coefficient in terms of area UA 
with time for the three β-Lg concentrations. The two fouling phases were also observed 
during fouling experiments. The overall heat transfer coefficient in terms of area UA was 
nearly constant for the first 900 seconds, and then decreased linearly with time. These 
results were in good agreement with those obtained by Delaplace et al. (1994), Robbins et 
al. (1999) and Changani (2000). 
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Figure  4.3: Fouling behaviour in terms of pressure drop for the three β-Lg concentrations, 
process flow rate 100 l/h, section 3 outlet temperature 95°C. 
 
Figure  4.4: Fouling behaviour according to heat transfer coefficient in terms of area (UA) 
for the three β-Lg concentrations, process flow rate 100 l/h, section 3 outlet temperature 
95°C. 
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The fouling rate for each section of PHE was compared and calculated in terms of 
pressure drop and Biot number, as follows: 
      
          
 
 Equation 4.1 
    
 
 
   
 
   
     
 
 
Equation 4.2 
 
Where ΔPf is pressure drop across a section at the end of a fouling experiment (Pa), ΔPs is 
pressure drop across a section at the start of a fouling experiment when the PHE is clean 
and thermally stable (Pa), and t is the duration of the fouling experiment (h). The fouling 
rates in terms of pressure drop [Δ (ΔP)] and Biot number (ΔBi) for the three 
concentrations are discussed below. 
The fouling rates are compared for each β-Lg concentration at section 3 of the PHE in 
Figure  4.7 and Figure  4.9. β-Lg concentration at 0.5% showed the highest fouling rate 
[Δ(ΔP) = 13.56 Pa/h, ΔBi = 0.453/h], followed by β-Lg concentration (0.3%)         
[Δ(ΔP)= 12.4 Pa/h, ΔBi=0.434/h]; finally, the fouling rate was  much lower than the two 
latter β-Lg concentrations (0.3 and 0.5 wt.%) [Δ(ΔP) = 1.76 Pa/h, ΔBi = 0.0426/h]. 
Increasing the β-Lg concentration considerably increased the fouling rate effectively from 
β-Lg concentration 0.1 to 0.3wt.% However, small increased in ΔP was observed when    
β-Lg increased from 0.3 to 0.5wt.%. This result confirms the findings of Gotham (1990) 
who found that the increase of fouling, in tubular heat exchanger, with increasing protein 
concentration could be limited up to 3.75wt%. The plateau at 3.75% was explained in 
terms of fouling becoming controlled by the amount of protein in the laminar sub layer.  It 
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was difficult to measure the fouling in sections 1 and 2, as the fouling at these sections 
was not significant. Overall, it is clear that a relatively small change in β-Lg concentration 
can give significant changes in fouling behaviour. 
4.3.1.2 Effect of increased flow rate and β-Lg concentration on fouling 
behaviour  
Figure  4.5 and Figure  4.6 show the effect of increasing the process fluid flow rate from 
100 l/h to 150 l/h on the fouling behaviour of the three β-Lg concentrations, i.e. 0.1, 0.3 
and 0.5wt.%. Increasing the flow rate alters the temperature profile across the sections of 
the PHE. As mentioned earlier, Table  4.1 shows that higher temperatures were achieved 
much later in the PHE at 150 l/h compared to 100 l/h.  
 
Figure  4.5: Fouling behaviour in terms of pressure drop for the three β-Lg concentrations, 
process flow rate 150 l/h, section 3 outlet temperature 95°C. 
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Figure  4.6: Fouling behaviour according to heat transfer coefficient in terms of area (UA) 
for the three β-Lg concentrations, process flow rate 150 l/h, section 3 outlet temperature 
95°C. 
 
Figure  4.7 to Figure  4.10 show that increasing the flow rate from 100 to 150 l/h decreased 
the fouling rate in terms of rate of change in ΔBi decreased with increasing flow rate for 
β-Lg concentrations 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5wt.% by 8.5, 66, and 60 %, respectively. Similarly, 
the fouling rate in terms of rate of change in Δ (ΔP) for β-Lg concentrations 0.1, 0.3 and 
0.5wt.% decreased by 34, 70 and 72.7%, respectively. There was very little distinction in 
Δ (ΔP) and ΔBi between β-Lg concentrations 0.3 and 0.5 wt.%. Fryer (1986) and Belmar-
Beiny et al. (1993) observed that a decrease in deposit thickness took place with 
increasing turbulence in tubular heat exchanger. Higher flow velocities promote deposit 
re-entrainment through increased fluid shear stresses, and the deposit can become more 
compact and smoother. Simmons et al. (2007) also found that the final size of the 
aggregates is considerably smaller, ranging from 20 to 60 µm as opposed to 90–120 µm at 
the lower shear rate  (111s
-1
) for the experiments where the temperature changed from 75 
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to 90°C after 20 minutes. However, Changani (2000) found that increasing the flow rate 
from 100 to 150 l/h increased both the Δ(ΔP) and ΔBi fouling rate by more than two. This 
may be due to Changani’s use of high temperatures in her experiments at 140°C, and 
similar results were reported by Simmons et al. (2007). They found that the dependence of 
the final aggregate size on shear rate decreased with increasing temperature, as the 
aggregates produced at higher temperatures were more resistant to shear.    
 
Figure  4.7: Fouling rate in terms of rate of change in Biot number for the three β-Lg 
concentrations, process flow rate 100 l/h, section 3 outlet temperature 95°C. Error bars 
represent the standard deviation of the means of change rate in Biot number (n=6). 
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Figure  4.8: Fouling rate in terms of rate of change in Biot number for the three β-Lg 
concentrations, process flow rate 150 l/h, section 3 outlet temperature 95°C. Error bars 
represent the standard deviation of the means of change rate in Biot number (n=6). 
 
Figure  4.9: Fouling rate in terms of rate of change in pressure drop for the three β-Lg 
concentrations, process flow rate 100 l/h, section 3 outlet temperature 95°C. Error bars 
represent the standard deviation of the means of change rate in pressure drop (n=6). 
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Figure  4.10: Fouling rate in terms of rate of change in pressure drop for the three β-Lg 
concentrations, process flow rate 150 l/h, section 3 outlet temperature 95°C. Error bars 
represent the standard deviation of the means of change rate in pressure drop (n=6). 
 
4.3.1.3 Fouling behaviour of WPC with added minerals 
Owing to WPC being low in minerals, adding calcium and phosphorus to the same level 
as present naturally in the whole milk may alter fouling and cleaning behaviour. As 
mentioned in section 4.2, four types of fluid were used in this work: WPC, WPCm, 
WPCm/2 and WPCmx2. β-Lg concentration 0.3wt.% was used since it had the same 
concentration as found in milk and because of the importance of this protein in dairy 
fouling. Each fluid was processed at 100 l/h and carried out twice. 
 
Figure  4.11 and Figure  4.12 show the fouling behaviour in terms of ΔP and UA for 
individual sections of the PHE. Generally, fouling was reduced by the addition of 
minerals to WPC; the fouling in section 3 of PHE became negligible when minerals were 
added. However, the three model fluids appear to foul mainly in section 2, with very little 
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fouling observed in section 1, as the added minerals reduced the heat stability of whey 
protein. The fouling rates in terms of both Δ(ΔP) and ΔBi showed that fouling was 
considerably greater for WPC than for the three modified fluids as seen in Table  4.2.  The 
fouling rate in terms of ΔBi for WPCmx2 was lower than the other three fluids. In contrast, 
Δ (ΔP) was slightly higher than the rest of the three modified fluids. The decrease in ΔBi 
could indicate a deposit exhibiting different thermal conductivity properties due to 
compositional differences.  
Adding the calcium and phosphate to WPC slowed the fouling rate as the solubility of 
calcium and phosphate salts decreases with increasing temperature and lowers the overall 
fouling rate. Altering the composition of the deposit gives more fouling at a much lower 
temperature (Jeurnink and De Kruif, 1995).  
 
Fluid type Δ(ΔP) (Pa/h) ΔBi (h-1) 
WPC 12.40 0.4343 
WPCm/2 3.66 0.1336 
WPCm 3.65 0.1106 
WPCmx2 3.97 0.0709 
Table  4.2: Fouling rate in terms of change in pressure drop and Biot number (ΔBi) at 
section 3 of the PHE for WPC and at section 2 of the PHE for WPCm/2, WPCm and 
WPCmx2, process flow rate 100 l/h,  β-Lg concentration 0.3wt.% , temperature 95°C. 
 
Previous experiments using milk showed that most of the fouling occurred at temperatures 
less than 110°C with the fouling rates being much lower than WPC (Robbins et al., 1999). 
This behaviour resembles the fouling behaviour of WPC with added minerals. Therefore, 
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a simple chemical change in WPC solution can produce a material that has a fouling 
behaviour closer to that of milk.   
 
Figure  4.11: Fouling behaviour in terms of pressure drop at each section of PHE for 
WPCm/2 processed at flow rate 100 l/h, section 3 outlet temperature 95°C. 
 
 
Figure  4.12: Fouling behaviour according to heat transfer coefficient in terms of area 
(UA) at each section of PHE for WPCm/2 processed at flow rate 100 l/h, section 3 outlet 
temperature 95°C. 
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Figure  4.13 and Figure  4.14 show no difference in fouling behaviour in terms of pressure 
drop between the three modified fluids at temperature below 95
o
C. However, the fouling 
behaviour in terms of UA revealed that the solution with twice the amount of calcium and 
phosphates than true milk gave a slightly lower UA than the other fluids.  
It was noted that during the preparation of WPC with added minerals, the pH of the 
solution changed from 6.5 to 5. Thus, the changes observed by the addition of calcium and 
phosphorus salts might also be due in part to the change in pH. It is clear that adding 
calcium and phosphate salts (with the decline in pH) lowers the fouling rate and changes 
the composition of the deposit to give extensive fouling at much lower temperature, as 
discussed in section 2.2.3.1. For WPC, significant fouling did not start until the 
temperature was greater than 90°C. However, for WPC with added minerals, extensive 
fouling occurred at temperature less than 90°C. 
 
 
Figure  4.13: Fouling behaviour in terms of pressure drop at section 2 for WPCm/2 
processed at flow rate 100 l/h, section 3 outlet temperature 95°C. 
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Figure  4.14: Fouling behaviour according to heat transfer coefficient in terms of area 
(UA) at section 2 for WPCm/2 processed at flow rate 100 l/h, section 3 outlet temperature 
95°C. 
4.4 Cleaning experiments profile 
It has been noted earlier in section 3.2 that deposits formed by milk and other dairy 
products cannot be removed by water alone. Therefore, two cleaning solutions were used: 
alkaline cleaning solutions to mainly remove proteinaceous deposits, and the acidic 
solutions to remove mineral deposits. The cleaning behaviours of deposits produced at 
pasteurising temperature of 95
o
C for WPC and the three modified fluids have been 
compared to one another. For investigating the effect of cleaning conditions on removal, 
the combined influence of the following conditions was studied: 
(i) Experiment conditions for  cleaning WPC deposits are:  
- Chemical concentration (including 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0 wt% NaOH).  
- Flow rate (100, 150 l/h). 
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- Cleaning temperature (95°C at the outlet of section 3). 
(ii) Experiment conditions for cleaning WPC with adding mineral (WPCm/2, 
WPCm and WPCmx2) deposits are:  
- Chemical concentration (0.5wt% NaOH and P3-horolith V based on nitric acid 
1wt.%).  
- Flow rate (100 l/h). 
- Cleaning temperature (95°C at the outlet of section 3 of the PHE). 
The experiments were carried out in two halves: firstly, the PHE was fouled using one of 
the four fluids; secondly, the deposit was cleaned. During the deposit formation, 
experimental conditions were kept as similar as possible between experiments in order to 
replicate the deposits in composition and quantity, hence reducing the experimental error 
in the cleaning processes.  
Each cleaning experiment was carried out following the procedures discussed in section 
3.8, and applying the appropriate processing conditions. At the end of each fouling 
experiment, flow was diverted to draw from the soft water tank. The cooling water was 
switched off and the PHE was thermally stabilised for the appropriate cleaning conditions. 
After a minimum of 10 minutes of thermal stability, data recording was initiated, time 
recorded, and the flow diverted from the soft water to the cleaning chemical tank to 
initiate the commencement of the cleaning of the deposit. The progress of cleaning was 
followed by recording plant pressure and temperature readings at each section of the PHE. 
Once the pressure drop reading had reached the clean state and remained at these values 
for at least 10 minutes, the PHE was considered clean. Flow was diverted to draw from 
the soft water tank again, with the PHE being cooled down as described in section 3.8. If 
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the WPC with added minerals was deposited in PHE, the cleaning by acid solution was 
only applied after the application of the alkaline solution, which lasted till the pressure 
drop reading achieved the clean state and remained at these values for at least 10 minutes. 
4.4.1 Result and discussion of cleaning experiments of WPC deposit 
The effect of changing one of the two process variables, i.e. flow rate and chemical 
concentration, was investigated for WPC deposit individually to establish an optimum 
cleaning chemical concentration for pasteurisation deposit in a pilot scale PHE. The 
model fouling fluids developed in the previous sections were also used to investigate the 
cleaning behaviour of these fluids at a cleaning temperature of 95°C. 
 
Typical changes in pressure drop and overall heat transfer coefficient in terms of area 
(UA) with time recorded during standard PHE cleaning experiments are given in 
Figure  4.15 and Figure  4.16 for the individual sections. From Section 4.3.1.1, it can be 
observed that the extent of WPC fouling significantly increases with temperature, 
therefore giving the greatest amount of fouling in section 3 of the PHE; as a result, most 
of the changes in pressure drop during cleaning arise from section 3 too. Small changes in 
pressure drop are observed in section 2, although to a significantly less extent than section 
3. No change in pressure drop occurs in section 1, suggesting that there is insignificant 
fouling in this section. Throughout this discussion, time t = 600 seconds refers to the time 
where the diverter valve was switched to draw cleaning chemicals from the tank used as 
the datum point, since the PHE did not allow time of entry of the cleaning chemical into 
an individual section of PHE to be determined. A lag time of ca. 105 seconds occurs 
before the cleaning solution reaches section 3. The pressure drop and the heat transfer 
coefficient in terms of area (UA) are steady during this time. Typical changes in pressure 
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drop and UA recorded during standard PHE cleaning experiments are given in Figure  4.15 
and Figure  4.16 for the individual sections of PHE. Most of the change in pressure drop 
and UA of the whole PHE during cleaning arises from changes in the section 3; the 
majority of deposit is in this section. Small changes are observed in the section 2, 
although to a significantly less extent than section 3. No change in pressure drop and UA 
occur in the section 1, suggesting there is insignificant fouling in this section. 
Upon contact with cleaning chemical the deposit swells, whereby increasing the pressure 
drop by nearly a factor of four in the case shown in Figure  4.15. The pressure drops for 
section 3 then decreases to a steady clean value (P) of ca. 4 kPa. The extent of swelling 
and the time taken to reach the clean value are a function of process conditions such as 
cleaning solution and flow rate. 
 
Figure  4.15: Cleaning behaviour in terms of pressure drop for each section of the PHE for 
WPC (β-Lg 0.3%) processed at flow rate 100 l/h, section 3 outlet temperature 95°C and 
chemical concentration 0.5wt%, NaOH.  
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Figure  4.16: Cleaning behaviour according to heat transfer coefficient in terms of area 
(UA) for each section of the PHE for WPC (β-Lg 0.3%) processed at flow rate 100 l/h, 
section 3 outlet temperature 95°C and chemical concentration 0.5wt%, NaOH. 
 
Figure  4.16 shows a typical thermal recovery profile obtained during cleaning of the PHE. 
An initial reduction in heat transfer coefficient in terms of area (UA) was observed due to 
swelling of the deposit in contact with the cleaning chemical. A minimum of UA was 
observed in each case before the UA recovery rapidly increased until achieving a steady 
value for the clean system.  
4.4.1.1 Effect of process parameters  
Usually, cleaning time is short when chemical concentration or flow rate is high; if not, a 
combination of process parameters such as flow rate and chemical concentration is needed 
to enhance the cleaning process (as discussed in section 2.3.2). Therefore, to shorten the 
cleaning time, (i) increasing chemical concentration and (ii) increasing flow rate are 
required.  The influence of each parameter on the cleaning behaviour is discussed below. 
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4.4.1.1.1 Flow rate 
Cleaning rates are usually found to increase with an increased flow rate. Two different 
flow rates were investigated: 100 and 150 l/h. Figure  4.17 to Figure  4.20 show the effect 
of the cleaning flow rate for two WPC deposits produced at the fouling flow rate (100 and 
150 l/h), and β-Lg (0.1, 0.3 and 0.5%) on cleaning time has been investigated. Figure  4.17 
shows that the ΔP for the deposit produced at β-Lg 0. 5wt% was higher than other β-Lg 
concentrations (0.1 and 0.3wt.%). This was due to the greater degree of fouling and, 
therefore, a thicker deposit that results at higher β-Lg concentration; ΔP stays high for a 
considerable time. It also shows two peaks in ΔP suggesting swelling of the deposit of     
β-Lg 0.3 and 0.5wt. %. Changes in ΔP was more difficult to discern at β-Lg 0.1wt.% than 
the other sections as insignificant fouling at this concentration.  
 
Figure  4.17: Cleaning behaviour in terms of pressure drop for WPC at section 3, β-Lg 
(0.1, 0.3 and 0.5%), processed flow rate 100 l/h, chemical concentration 0.1wt% NaOH, 
and section 3 outlet temperature 95°C. 
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Cleaning behaviour in terms of UA was mirrored to that of ΔP as seen in Figure  4.18. 
Upon contact with the cleaning solution two reductions in UA were occurred after 780 
sec., which corresponded to the point at which the ΔP reached a maximum value for two 
deposit formed at β-Lg 0.3 and 0.5wt.% . As there is very little fouling for deposit formed 
at β-Lg 0.1wt. %, significant changes were not expected. 
 The time to clean for β-Lg 0.5% in terms of ΔP was much lower than UA, 8 and 14 
minutes, respectively.   
 
Figure  4.18: Cleaning behaviour according to heat transfer coefficient in terms of area 
(UA) for WPC at section 3, β-Lg (0.1, 0.3 and 0.5%), processed flow rate 100 l/h, 
chemical concentration 0.1wt% NaOH, and section 3 outlet temperature 95°C.  
The influence of the high fluid flow on the deposit cleaning profile, at 95C, is shown in 
Figure  4.19 and Figure  4.20. Large swelling was occurred for the deposit formed at β-Lg 
0.5%, followed by the deposit formed at β-Lg 0.3%, and finally the deposit formed at      
β-Lg 0.1% at flow rate 150 l/hr. ΔP at the start of these experiments was much lower (ca. 
20 kPa) than the deposit formed at 100 l/h (ca. 40 kPa). However, a reverse trend was 
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observed, i.e. a large increase in the ΔP at flow rate 150 l/h. Although the flow rate was 
high (150 l/h), the WPC deposit formed at flow rate 150 l/h showed higher resistance to 
removal.  This may suggest that the deposit produced at a high flow rate during the 
fouling process was more compact. The time to clean in terms of pressure drop for deposit 
formed at β-Lg 0.5% and flow rate 150 l/h was considerably long compared to deposit 
formed at flow rate 100 l/h 5600 and 480 seconds respectively.  These results show clearly 
how the changing in the fouling process flow rate can affect the rate and extent of the 
cleaning process. 
 
Figure  4.19: Cleaning behaviour in terms of pressure drop for WPC at section 3, β-Lg 
(0.1, 0.3 and 0.5%), processed flow rate 150 l/h, chemical concentration 0.1wt% NaOH, 
and section 3 outlet temperature 95°C. 
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Figure  4.20: Cleaning behaviour according to heat transfer coefficient in terms of area 
(UA) for WPC at section 3, β-Lg (0.1, 0.3 and 0.5%), processed flow rate 150 l/h, 
chemical concentration 0.1wt% NaOH, and section 3 outlet temperature 95°C. 
4.4.1.1.2  Chemical concentration 
Cleaning profiles at different chemical concentrations are shown in Figure  4.21 to 
Figure  4.28. The behaviour of the cleaning profiles is similar to that found by previous 
authors studying WPC deposit removal on a PHE produced at UHT temperature 
(Changani (2000) and Christian and Fryer (2006)). Generally, increasing the cleaning 
solution from 0.1 to 1wt.% NaOH narrows the pressure drop peak, i.e cleaning times 
decrease. Beyond a clean chemical concentration of 0.5 wt.% NaOH this reduction in 
cleaning time was less apparent. It is likely that at concentrations greater than 0.5 wt.% 
the deposit is changed so that it is less susceptible to fluid shear (as discussed in 2.3.2.2); 
this can be seen in Figure  4.21 and Figure  4.22. At all β-Lg concentrations and flow rates, 
increasing cleaning solution from 0.5 to 1 wt% NaOH does not significantly change the 
cleaning time and behaviour. At this level of NaOH concentration, chemical influence is 
expected to be stronger than fluid flow, so different levels of flow do not give much effect 
on cleaning time. These results suggest that the optimum concentration for the cleaning of 
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whey protein deposit clearly exists around 0.5 wt% NaOH at section 3 outlet temperature 
95°C. This optimal concentration has been reported by Bird (1992) and Tuladhar et al. 
(2002) as discuss in section 2.3.2.2. 
 
Figure  4.21: Cleaning behaviour in terms of pressure drop for WPC at section 3, β-Lg 
0.3%, processed flow rate 100 l/h, and section 3 outlet temperature 95°C. 
 
Figure  4.22: Cleaning behaviour according to heat transfer coefficient in terms of area 
(UA) for WPC at section 3, β-Lg 0.3%, processed flow rate 100 l/h, and section 3 outlet 
temperature 95°C.  
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 The cleaning time for the deposit produced at β-Lg 0.3wt.%,  β-Lg 0.5wt.%, and flow 
rate 100 l/h is similar at cleaning solution concentration 0.5 and 1wt.%NaOH (see 
Figure  4.23 and Figure  4.24). However, the cleaning time with respect to recovery of 
pressure drop decreased drastically from 2100 to 300 seconds (86%) when β-Lg decreased 
from 0.5 to 0.3wt.% at cleaning concentration 0.1% NaOH and flow rate 100 l/h, but after 
chemical concentration 0.5wt.% NaOH, the cleaning time do not change significantly (see 
Figure  4.21 and Figure  4.23) . 
The cleaning time in terms of pressure drop decreased drastically from 5600 to 1585 
seconds (72%) when β-Lg decreased from 0.5 to 0.3wt.% at cleaning concentration 0.1% 
NaOH and flow rate 150 l/h; this can be seen in Figure  4.25 and Figure  4.27.  
Cleaning behaviour with respect to recovery of UA was mirrored that of ΔP. Generally, 
the time to clean in terms of UA is longer than ΔP.  At lower flow rate 100 l/h, the 
cleaning time in terms of UA decreased drastically from 2170 to 970 seconds (55%) when 
β-Lg decreased from 0.5 to 0.3wt.% at cleaning concentration 0.1% NaOH (see 
Figure  4.22 and Figure  4.24). The cleaning time in terms of UA decreased rapidly from 
3000 to 1100 seconds (63%) when β-Lg decreased from 0.5 to 0.3wt.% at cleaning 
concentration 0.1% NaOH and flow rate 150 l/h; this can be seen in Figure  4.26 and 
Figure  4.28. Since the minimum chemical concentration changed with a change in flow 
rate and β-Lg concentration, the rate and the extent of cleaning were affected. Although 
higher chemical concentration would make removal of the deposit from the PHE even 
more rapid, there is clearly no advantage in an excessively high cleaning chemical 
concentration; such a fluid will have high cost, will cause greater corrosive damage and 
will be more difficult and expensive to dispose of.  
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Figure  4.23: Cleaning behaviour in terms of pressure drop for WPC at section 3, β-Lg 
0.5%, processed flow rate 100 l/h, and section 3 outlet temperature 95°C. 
 
Figure  4.24: Cleaning behaviour according to heat transfer coefficient in terms of area 
(UA) for WPC at section 3, β-Lg 0.5%, processed flow rate 100 l/h, and section 3 outlet 
temperature 95°C.  
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Figure  4.25: Cleaning behaviour in terms of pressure drop for WPC at section 3, β-Lg 
0.3%, processed flow rate 150 l/h, and section 3 outlet temperature 95°C. 
 
Figure  4.26: Cleaning behaviour according to heat transfer coefficient in terms of area 
(UA) for WPC at section 3, β-Lg 0.3%, processed flow rate 150 l/h, and section 3 outlet 
temperature 95°C. 
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Figure  4.27: Cleaning behaviour in terms of pressure drop for WPC at section 3, β-Lg 
0.5%, processed flow rate 150 l/h, and section 3 outlet temperature 95°C. 
 
Figure  4.28: Cleaning behaviour according to heat transfer coefficient in terms of area 
(UA) for WPC at section 3, β-Lg 0.5%, processed flow rate 150 l/h, and section 3 outlet 
temperature 95°C. 
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4.4.2 Result and discussion from cleaning experiments of WPC with adding 
minerals deposit 
Figure  4.29 to Figure  4.34 give cleaning profiles obtained during removal of the WPC 
deposit in terms of (a) changes in pressure drop and (b) changes in overall heat transfer 
coefficient in terms of area (UA) with time. Section 2.2.4 notes that WPC is deficient in 
minerals and adding calcium and phosphorus salts to WPC it has proven possible to 
change the fouling behaviour to be similar to milk fouling behaviour. Therefore, the 
cleaning of WPC with adding minerals has shown different behaviour from cleaning 
behaviour of WPC. Most of the change in pressure drop during cleaning arises from 
changes in section 2; the majority of deposit is in this section. Slight changes are observed 
in section 1, although to a significantly less extent than section 2. No change in pressure 
drop occurs in section 3, suggesting there is insignificant fouling in this section. 
- At low mineral content (WPCm/2), the cleaning behaviour resembles cleaning 
behaviour of WPC as seen in Figure  4.29.  It shows a very large peak in ΔP (25 
kPa above the fouled condition) in section 2, and then declined rapidly to a clean 
state. No change in pressure drop occurs in the section 1 and 3, suggesting there is 
insignificant fouling in these sections. 
There was no change in ΔP when acid rinse was introduced in all sections of PHE, 
suggesting that the remaining minerals deposit cannot be detected by a pressure 
drop sensor.  
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Figure  4.29: Cleaning behaviour in terms of pressure drop for WPCm/2 at all sections of 
PHE, β-Lg 0.3%, processed flow rate 100 l/h, and section 3 outlet temperature 95°C. 
 
Figure  4.30 shows fouling behaviour in terms of UA in all sections of the PHE. 
The trends for the tree section mirror the observation of fouling behaviour with 
respect to ΔP discussed above. Initially, there was a small decline in UA, at section 
2, which started around the time of the start of the decline in ΔP from the peak 
maximum. Then UA rose again to the value under a clean state and settled there 
until the cleaning with 1wt. % acid was introduced at 4200 seconds, which 
allowed the remaining mineral deposit to be removed. However, a slight increase 
in UA at section 1 when acid rinse was introduced; with no change in UA at 
section 3, it suggested no significant fouling in this section. 
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Figure  4.30: Cleaning behaviour according to heat transfer coefficient in terms of area 
(UA) for WPCm/2 at all sections of PHE, β-Lg 0.3%, processed flow rate 100 l/h, and 
section 3 outlet temperature 95°C. 
- For cleaning WPCm deposit, although ΔP at the start of the cleaning experiment for 
section 2 was higher than that for WPCm/2, the pressure peak was smaller (11 kPa 
above the fouled condition) than that for WPCm/2.  That was evident of the change 
of cleaning behaviour with increasing minerals in WPC solution. Initially, there 
was a rapid increase in ΔP similar to cleaning behaviour of WPCm/2 deposit. It then 
dramatically declined in ΔP to above the level of the clean state, and ΔP remained 
constant during alkaline cleaning; as can be seen in Figure  4.31. This indicted that 
section 2 was still unclean. When acid solution was introduced, there was an 
abrupt decline to the clean state observed for ΔP. For UA at section 2, two 
increases in UA values were observed at the time of introducing sodium hydroxide 
and acid solution as shown in Figure  4.32.  
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Figure  4.31: Cleaning behaviour in terms of pressure drop for WPCm at all sections of 
PHE, β-Lg 0.3%, processed flow rate 100 l/h, and section 3 outlet temperature 95°C. 
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Figure  4.32: Cleaning behaviour according to heat transfer coefficient in terms of area 
(UA) for WPCm at all sections of PHE, β-Lg 0.3%, processed flow rate 100 l/h, and 
section 3 outlet temperature 95°C. 
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At section 1 there was a slight increase in ΔP during cleaning with sodium 
hydroxide. Pressure remained constant and then abruptly decreased when the 
cleaning with acid was introduced, as shown in Figure  4.31. This behaviour was 
reported by Jeurnink and Brinkman (1994) who observed that, during cleaning 
protein deposit in tubular heat exchanger and evaporator, the contact of the acid 
cleaning solution with the protein in the deposit layer did not result in swelling. 
This may due to the bonds within the deposit being stronger or more numerous 
than the attachment of the deposit to the stainless steel. This behaviour was also 
proven by UA in Figure  4.32. There was a small decline in UA around the time of 
the start of increases in ΔP, keeping steady till the cleaning with acid solution is 
commenced. This indicates that the protein is entrapped in the calcium phosphate 
matrix (see Table  5.1). No noticeable changes are observed in ΔP and UA at 
section 3 suggesting no measurable fouling occurred in that section. 
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Figure  4.33: Cleaning behaviour in terms of pressure drop for WPCmx2 at all sections of 
PHE, β-Lg 0.3%, processed flow rate 100 l/h, and section 3 outlet temperature 95°C. 
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Figure  4.34: Cleaning behaviour according to heat transfer coefficient in terms of area 
(UA) for WPCmx2 at all sections of PHE, β-Lg 0.3%, processed flow rate 100 l/h, and 
section 3 outlet temperature 95°C. 
- For cleaning WPCmx2 deposit, upon contact with cleaning chemicals the deposit 
swells in all sections of PHE, increasing the pressure drop to a certain amount and 
settling at that point as shown in Figure  4.33. UA in section 1 shows a slight 
decrease during alkaline cleaning. This suggested that the minerals present within 
the protein matrix are dominant and cannot be removed by NaOH solution alone. 
There were two increases in UA value in section 2 as a result of alkaline cleaning 
and acid cleaning as shown in Figure  4.34.  Section 3 shows slight changes in ΔP 
and UA which indicate that the section starts to foul more noticeably with 
increasing minerals in WPC solution. Therefore, two increases in UA value in 
section 3 as a result of alkaline cleaning and acid cleaning. 
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4.5 Conclusion 
Experiments have been conducted to quantify the effects of changing β-Lg concentration 
on the fouling process. Processing WPC solution at different β-Lg concentrations results 
in a proteinaceous deposit (see Table  5.1) only in section 3 of the PHE, as the extent of 
fouling increased with increasing temperature. However, no fouling was observed at β-Lg 
0.1%, suggesting that the amount of reacted protein was insignificant. The fouling rate 
increased significantly with increasing β-Lg concentration from 0.1% to 0.3%, and then 
the fouling rate increased slightly when β-Lg increased to 0.5%.  As the flow rate 
increases, the total amount of fouling decreases, as a result of increasing shear rate and 
decreasing the residual time in PHE for the whey protein solution. 
 The extent of deposits formed depends on the product processed and the processing 
conditions. Altering the composition of the WPC solution has a significant influence on 
the fouling profiles observed (as mentioned in section 3.2.3). Adding calcium and 
phosphorus salts back to WPC has lowered deposition temperature. The majority of 
fouling has occurred at temperature less than 90°C. No significant fouling was measured 
across section 3 of the PHE. The fouling rate of WPC with added minerals was 
considerably lower than WPC. These differences in deposit chemistry had a measurable 
effect on the cleaning process behaviour.  
Cleaning experiments have been conducted for the four fluid models over a range of 
chemical concentrations and flow rates, using the PHE. Initial increases in pressure drop 
and decreases in heat transfer can be seen, due to swelling of deposit. Increasing in heat 
transfer follows the subsequent removal of the deposit from the heat exchanger surface as 
well as pressure drop change. Significantly different cleaning times arose for the different 
conditions investigated: chemical concentration and flow rate. In all cases, increasing the 
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concentration from 0.1 to 0.5 wt% has a significant effect on the time to clean of each 
flow rate. There was no significant effect on cleaning time when chemical concentration 
increased from 0.5 to 1% (NaOH). Therefore, a chemical concentration optimum at 0.5 
wt.% at section 3 outlet temperature 95°C is found. The WPC deposit formed at 150 l/h 
appeared to be hard to remove at 0.1% NaOH, suggesting that the deposit was compact. 
However, increasing the chemical concentration to 0.5% NaOH was sufficient to clean the 
PHE at that condition within 5 minutes. 
Cleaning of WPC and WPC with adding mineral deposit has shown that very different 
behaviour is seen. In general, decreasing the mineral content to be added to WPC solution 
leads to cleaning behaviour similar to WPC deposit without the addition of minerals. The 
cleaning behaviour of WPCm/2 is similar to cleaning behaviour of WPC deposit without the 
addition of minerals, as the minerals added were little. Sodium hydroxide (NaOH) can 
remove part of the deposit when minerals are added to WPC to the same level as milk and 
the remaining mineral deposit can be removed by acid solution.  
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5 CHAPTER 5 : COMPARISON OF A LAB SCALE 
FOULING RIG TO GENERATE DEPOSITS SIMILAR TO 
A HEAT EXCHANGER 
 
5.1 Introduction  
Fouling and cleaning are costly operational issues for a manufacturing plant especially in 
the food and beverage industry. This is due to the heating of multiple process steps to 
develop flavour, structure and to kill microbes detrimental to product quality and safety 
(Fryer and Robbins, 2005). Any non-production activity in a manufacturing plant is 
considered a monetary loss. Due to the drive for continuous production, access to the plant 
for non-routine investigation is often restricted with only narrow time frames being 
allocated for on-plant investigations. Unfortunately, this often means data acquired from 
online investigation is limited or inconclusive. For this reason there is clear merit in 
investigating fouling and cleaning phenomena at the bench scale rather than the 
production scale. Bench scale investigations can be conducted offline (separate to 
production), whereby minimising cost, time and risk to product quality and safety. 
Therefore, obtaining lab scale findings with direct application to an industrial plant is 
crucial to plant optimisation and innovation. Literature detailing the application of small 
scale findings to an industrial plant is scarce. 
Chapter 4 has noted that the plant measurements used, i.e. pressure sensor and heat 
transfer coefficient, were capable only of quantifying the fouling globally. It was not 
practical to dismantle the PHE to measure the fouling in each plate. The rig used in the 
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experiments of this chapter was intended to facilitate controlling surface temperature and 
quantifying fouling locally, together with easy assembling and dismantling during 
experimental work.  
The mechanism of deposit formation is not well understood (Jun and Irudayaraj, 2009). 
The literature in section 2.2.2.2 indicates that deposit formation results from a 
combination of mass transfer, surface and bulk temperature. Knowledge of the role of 
surface and bulk temperature in deposit formation might well help reduce both deposit 
formation during processing of heat sensitive fluids and aid development of cleaning 
strategies. 
The aim of this work is to (i) present a lab scale rig designed to create fouling similar to a 
heat exchanger, and (ii) investigate the effect of bulk and surface temperatures at 70, 80, 
and 90°C on the fouling behaviour of the two model solutions WPC and WPCm in terms 
of deposit thickness, weight and morphology. The hope is that scale-up rules can be 
developed using a model foulant. WPC and WPCm with added minerals are used here as a 
model fouling fluid similar to other studies (Changani, 2000, Christian et al., 2002). This 
small-scale rig could be used to determine fouling innovations directly applicable to 
industry produced at reduced cost and time. 
5.2 Details of the investigation 
Section 3.4 describes an experimental procedure by which proteinaceous dairy deposits 
are formed from heated WPC solution on a stainless steel coupon. A bench-scale fouling 
rig is described in section 3.4, with the operating procedure being given (section 3.7). A 
series of fouling experiments on the WPC and WPCm deposits were carried out in the 
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bench-scale fouling rig. The surface, bulk temperature and β-Lg concentration are 
investigated. In these experiments, β-Lg was increased to 0.6 wt.%, due to the variation of 
WPC composition, which consequently leads to the small amount of fouling at 0.3wt.% 
compared to that obtained in the fouling experiments under similar conditions (see 
Chapter 4). Also, the temperature was selected at 90°C, instead of 95°C,  due to the 
removal of the pipe that connects the cooling section outlet to the preheat section which in 
turn reduces the outlet preheat temperature. 
The experimental conditions are given below. The combined influence of the following 
conditions was studied: 
Experiment conditions for WPC are: 
- Concentration of β-Lg (0.6, 1%). 
- Flow rate (100 l/h). 
- Bulk temperatures (70, 80 and 90oC). 
- Surface temperature (98°C). 
 
Experiment conditions for WPCm are: 
- Concentration of β-Lg (0.6%). 
- Flow rate (100 l/h). 
- Bulk temperatures (70, 80 and 90°C). 
- Surface temperature (98°C). 
 
Experiment conditions for surface effect of WPC are: 
- Concentration of β-Lg (0.6%). 
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- Flow rate (100 l/h). 
- Bulk temperatures (80°C). 
- Surface temperatures (80, 89 and 98°C). 
 
 Experiment conditions for surface effect of WPCm are: 
- Concentration of β-Lg (0.6%). 
- Flow rate (100 l/h). 
- Bulk temperature (80°C). 
- Surface temperatures (80, 89 and 98°C). 
 
To design equipment, it is necessary to understand fouling reactions, and where they 
occur within the equipment (Belmar-Beiny et al., 1993). It may be possible that one 
process controls the fouling rate over a range of temperatures and WPC concentrations. If 
surface reaction contributes to fouling, deposition will be a function of wall temperature. 
But if the fouling takes place in bulk, then the amount of fouling should increase with 
increasing bulk temperature.  
The PHE was used here to heat up the WPC solution to the desired temperature before 
entering the test section. The test section’s heater was switched on and the desired surface 
temperature was set at 30 minutes before starting the fouling experiment. Once fouling 
solution was prepared and the PHE was thermally stabilised, the flow was diverted from 
soft water to draw from the fouling solution tank, i.e. to commence the fouling 
experiment. The progress of fouling was followed by recording the plant measurements: 
pressure and temperature. At the end of fouling experiments, the flow was diverted again 
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to draw from the soft water tank, and the PHE was cooled down (as described in section 
3.7). 
Once the PHE was cooled down and all associated equipment was turned off, the test 
section was dismantled (see section 3.7). The fouled coupons were removed, weighed, and 
the thickness of the deposit formed was measured by the micromanipulation rig, detailed 
in Liu et al. (2002). 
The whey protein solution here was not recirculated in order to be able to control the 
residence time of the protein solution at high temperature and to eliminate the possibility 
of fouling from material that had already passed through the system. 
5.3 Results and discussion 
5.3.1 Effect of β-Lg concentration and temperature on fouling rate 
It was mentioned earlier in section 2.2.3.4, that fouling increased significantly when the 
temperature in the turbulent core of the fluid exceeded that at which the protein becomes 
thermally unstable, suggesting that deposition was occurring from material formed in the 
turbulent core (Obeng and Hoare, 1988). In this work, the experiments were conducted in 
which the WPC solution concentration was 0.6 wt% and 1 wt%, at a constant surface 
temperature of 98°C, and bulk temperatures of 70, 80 and 90
o
C. Figure  5.1 shows the 
effect of WPC solution concentration and bulk temperatures on the amount of protein 
deposition. It can be seen that the total amount of deposition increases with increasing 
both the bulk temperature and WPC solution concentration even at bulk temperature 
70°C. This could be due to high surface temperature applied (98°C). According to Fryer 
and Belmar-Beiny (1991), the denaturation of native proteins in heat exchangers starts 
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only at bulk temperature above 70°C. At β-Lg 0.6wt%, a slight increase in deposit 
thickness and weight was observed, due to an increase in bulk temperature from 70 to 
80°C. However, as bulk temperature increased to 90°C, the amount of deposit, in terms of 
deposit thickness and weight, from the turbulent core increased sharply by 3.4 times. 
These results suggest that the sudden increase in fouling is due to deposition of denatured 
or aggregated proteins formed in the bulk of the fluid. Simmons et al. (2007) reported that 
8% of the whey protein in Couette apparatus have denatured after 10 minutes at 70°C 
compared with 70% at 80°C and 100% at 90°C.  
 
Figure  5.1: Deposit thickness and weight formed at different bulk temperatures, surface 
temperature 98°C and β-Lg 0.6wt% for WPC solution. 
 
Figure  5.2 illustrates how the increases of β-Lg to be 1wt.% affect the fouling rate. It can 
be seen that the total amount of deposition in both thickness and weight increased linearly 
with increasing temperature. The presence of additional β-Lg greatly increased the rate of 
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reaction of the total β-Lg in WPC solution. As can be observed from the description of the 
results above, more highly concentrated (β-Lg 1 wt.%) whey protein solutions fouled 
more quickly than the less concentrated whey protein solution (β-Lg 0.6 wt.%). The 
possible explanation for this is that increasing the whey protein concentration of the 
solution results in an increase of the number of β-Lg molecules in the solution and 
increasing the driving force of mass transfer of the fouling species towards the wall. The 
rate for the aggregation is expected to be strongly influenced by the protein concentration.  
 
Figure  5.2: Deposit thickness and weight formed at different bulk temperatures, surface 
temperature 98°C, and β-Lg 1wt% for WPC solution. 
 
At high β-Lg concentrations, the rate for the aggregation is observed to increase due to the 
more frequent interactions among protein intermediate species (Roefs and Kruif, 1994, 
Hoffmann and van Mil, 1997). It was found that increasing fluid bulk whey protein 
concentration leads to faster build-up of fouling. Therefore, the increase of the fouling rate 
was more than double at 70 and 80°C, as shown in Figure  5.1 and Figure  5.2. The 
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additional β-Lg markedly influenced the kinetics of interaction of the whey proteins. 
However, no change in deposit thickness or weight between the two β-Lg concentrations 
(0.6 and 1wt.%) at bulk temperature of 90°C was observable. Visser and Jeurnink (1997) 
reported that at higher concentrations and temperature, the deposits became so 
voluminous that all extra material deposited would be entrained with the fluid and prevent 
adhesion. Furthermore, at deposit thickness of ca. 780 µm, there may be no effect of 
surface temperature on the fouling process as coupons were covered by thick deposit. This 
result confirms the findings of Gotham (1990) who found that the increase of fouling, in  
tubular heat exchanger, with increasing protein concentration could be limited up to 
3.75wt%. The plateau at 3.75% was explained in terms of fouling becoming controlled by 
the amount of protein in the laminar sub-layer. 
 
Figure  5.3: Deposit resistance (Rf/A) formed at different time, and bulk temperature 90°C. 
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In PHE, there was an insignificant fouling at both bulk temperatures; 70 and 80°C as the 
surface temperature here was not as high as fouling rig 81.5 and 89°C, respectively. 
However, at section 3 outlet temperature 93°C, with the increment of β-Lg concentration 
to 1wt%, the fouling resistance Rf/A increased by 50% (from 1.012 to 1.515 K/kW), as 
seen in Figure  5.3.  This may be due to the large size of the heat transfer area of section 3, 
compared with the test section of the fouling rig which, in turn, increased the probability 
of foulant to adhere at lower temperature within section 3 with increasing of β-Lg 
concentration to 1%.  
5.3.2 Effect of surface temperature on WPC deposit 
It has been suggested that the fouling reaction is a heterogeneous one, where fouling 
occurs due to aggregation of proteins already attached to the wall with protein in the fluid 
at the solid-liquid interface (Lalande and Rene, 1988). As mentioned earlier in section 
2.2.2.2, If a surface reaction is responsible for fouling, the amount of fouling should 
depend primarily on the wall temperature. Therefore, the experiments were conducted in 
which the surface temperature was varied 80, 89, and 98°C, whilst keeping bulk fluid 
temperature constant at 80°C.  
It can be seen from Figure  5.4  that the change in wall temperature is responsible for the 
sudden increase in deposit formation. As the surface temperature increases, the amount of 
fouling increases linearly. The increase from the low to medium surface temperature, i.e. 
80 to 89°C, at constant bulk temperature investigated, has the greatest effect on 
deposition. The deposit thickness formed at these temperatures increased by more than 
six-fold (from 39 to 155 µm), compared to the deposit thickness formed at surface 
temperature of 98°C, as shown in Figure  5.4. 
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Figure  5.4: Deposit thickness and weight formed at different surface temperatures 80, 89, 
and 98°C, bulk temperature 80°C, and β-Lg 0.6wt% for WPC solution. 
 
At surface temperature 98°C, the increment in deposit thickness was less than 1.5 times to 
234 µm. These results suggest that the change in protein reaction rates is due to an 
increase of surface temperature. In addition to the important contribution of wall 
temperature to the deposition of fouling, as mentioned earlier (see Figure  5.1), although 
the bulk temperature was 70°C, which is under the temperature for denaturation of 
protein, the thickness of the deposit was high (219 µm) at surface temperature 98°C. This 
result indicated that at low bulk temperature (80°C≤), protein aggregates on the coupon 
surface were susceptible to the surface temperature. This is in accordance with a previous 
study (Chen and Bala, 1998), where the effect of surface and bulk temperatures was 
investigated on fouling of milk components onto a stainless steel probe; it was found that 
the surface temperature was the most important factor in initiating fouling. When the 
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surface temperature was less than 68°C, no fouling was observed, even though the bulk 
temperature was up to 84°C. 
5.3.3 Effect of surface temperature on WPCm deposit 
Section 4.4.2 has demonstrated the role of minerals in the fouling process. Adding 
calcium and phosphorus salts to WPC has lowered the excessive deposition temperature to 
less than 90°C. According to Jeurnink and De Kruif (1995), either increasing or 
decreasing the calcium concentration in milk leads to lower heat stability and to more 
fouling in comparison with normal calcium concentration.  
 
Figure  5.5: Deposit thickness and deposit weight formed for WPCm (β-Lg 0.6wt.%) at 
bulk temperature 80°C, surface temperatures 80, 90 and 98°C. 
 
Figure  5.5 shows the amount of deposit formed after 80 minutes for the following 
conditions: bulk temperature 80°C, and surface temperatures 80, 89, and 98°C. The 
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solution, as the addition of minerals enhances deposition by reducing the heat stability of 
protein (Foster et al., 1989, Xiong, 1992, Corredig and Dalgleish, 1996, De Jong et al., 
1998). This is consistent with a study carried out by Daufin et al. (1987) who found that 
this deposit forms rapidly after less than 10 min. It can also be seen that the total amount 
of deposition increases with increasing the surface temperature, effectively at surface 
temperature 98°C. Here the increase in surface temperature from 89 to 98C has the 
greatest influence on the fouling deposition. This may refer to the fact that the minerals in 
the bulk promote aggregation of β-Lg and, in turn, enhance the deposition with increasing 
surface temperature. Belmar-Beiny et al. (1993) and Xiong (1992) found that on the 
heating surface, calcium forms bridges between adsorbed protein and the protein 
aggregates formed in the bulk, and these then adhere to the surface. Thus, the lowered 
deposition temperature would also be expected. The combined influence of surface and 
bulk temperature is evident in increasing mineral deposition by 2.5 times at surface 
temperature between 89 and 98°C. In contrast, during WPC deposition at surface 
temperature between 89 and 90°C, the contribution of bulk temperature on fouling was 
less effective as the amount of reacted protein at 80°C is small.  
In PHE, insufficient deposit was formed for measurement at bulk temperature 80°C for 
WPC, as no noticeable change in pressure drop or heat transfer coefficient occurred. 
Expectedly, the deposit resistance for WPCm deposit is significantly high (1.27K/kW) at 
section 3 of PHE, as a result of the higher mineral deposition at bulk temperature 80°C. 
5.3.4 Effect of bulk temperature on WPCm deposit 
The solubility of calcium phosphate decreases with heating. The calcium ions present in 
milk influence the denaturation temperature of β-Lg, promote aggregation by attaching to 
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β-Lg, and enhance the deposition by forming bridges between the proteins adsorbed on 
the heat transfer surface and aggregates formed in the bulk (Xiong, 1992, Changani et al., 
1997, Christian and Fryer, 2002). Robbins et al. (1999) reported that milk did not produce 
a deposit between 100 and 120°C. However, a heavy fouling occurred in the pasteuriser 
section of the PHE. 
 To evaluate the influence of bulk temperature on the fouling process, several bulk 
temperatures (70, 80 and 90°C) at a constant surface temperature of 98°C were tested.  
 
Figure  5.6: Deposit thickness and weight formed for WPCm (β-Lg 0.6wt.%) at bulk 
temperatures 70, 80 and 90°C, and surface temperature 98°C. 
 
The amount of deposit formed after 80 minutes at those bulk temperatures and at constant 
surface temperature 98°C is presented in Figure  5.6. An increase in deposition to its 
maximum was seen when the bulk temperature increased from 70 to 80°C, followed by a 
dramatic decrease in deposit thickness which was observed at bulk temperature 90°C. 
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This decrease may be due either to a complete reaction in the bulk, to the formation of 
material which does not adhere or to protein hydrolysis noted by (Creamer and Matheson, 
1980).  
 In PHE, although the surface temperature was changed in each plate, the same trend as 
fouling in the coupon was observed, as shown in Figure  5.7 and Figure  5.8.  Section 3 of 
PHE consists of three product plates.  
 
Figure  5.7: Deposit weight formed from WPCm solution (β-Lg 0.6wt%) at bulk 
temperatures 70, 80 and 90°C, at surface temperature 98°C for coupon, and for PHE at 
section 3 outlet temperature 93°C and different deposit weights formed at sections 1, 2 
and 3 of PHE. 
 
The first and second plates held an excessive fouling, the bulk temperature was varied 
between 81 and 89°C, and the deposit weights were 25.1 and 21.2g, respectively. 
However, the amount of fouling was considerably lower in the third plate, where the bulk 
temperature was varied between 89 and 93°C and the deposit weight was 2.18g. In 
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general, the amount of fouling deposited in the bench scale fouling rig is similar to that in 
PHE. Thus, the bench scale fouling rig is able to follow the development of fouling in 
PHE quite closely in terms of relative amounts of deposit.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure  5.8: Fouling of WPCm (β-Lg 0.6wt.%) at bulk temperature 93°C in all sections of 
PHE. 
 
5.3.5 The evolution of deposit during fouling run 
Experiments were carried out using two types of solution: WPC and WPCm at bulk 
temperatures 80 and 90°C, respectively, and surface temperature 98°C to compare the 
fouling rate for the two deposits. As a large amount of deposit occurred at these two bulk 
temperatures (80 and 90°C) for WPCm and WPC deposits, they were selected to 
investigate the evolution of deposit during the fouling run.   
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 Figure  5.9 shows that the overall fouling rate in terms of deposit thickness for WPCm was 
lower compared to the fouling rate of WPC. This is consistent with a study carried out by 
Changani (2000) who found that adding minerals to WPC, produced at 140°C, has slowed 
the fouling rate compared to WPC with no minerals added. The maximum fouling rate for 
WPC occurred in the first 40 minutes, followed by a decrease in the fouling rate. In 
contrast, the fouling rate for WPCm is fairly constant over the fouling run. 70% of the 
deposit thickness for WPC and WPCm can be achieved in the first 40 minutes and 60 
minutes respectively. The initial WPC layer formed after 20 minutes did not cover the 
coupon entirely and did not seem to adhere firmly to the coupon. However, the initial 
WPCm layer covered the coupon completely and the structure of the deposit layer was 
more compact. 
 
Figure  5.9: Deposit thickness formed for WPCm and WPC (β-Lg 0.6wt.%) at bulk 
temperatures 80 and 90°C respectively, and surface temperature 98°C. 
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Figure  5.10 shows that 75% of deposit formed at the beginning of 40 minutes for WPC 
deposit, while WPC deposit developed fairly constant over the fouling run. These findings 
underline the fact that the initial deposition behaviour is the result of surface effect. 
 
 
Figure  5.10: Deposit weight formed for WPCm and WPC (β-Lg 0.6wt.%) at bulk 
temperatures 80 and 90°C respectively, and surface temperature 98°C. 
 
In PHE, the fouling rate for WPCm is higher than that for WPC, but the fouling rate for 
both solutions is fairly constant over the fouling run, as shown in Figure  5.11. This is due 
once again to at low bulk temperature (90°C≤), the WPCm gave heavy fouling as added 
minerals lowered the heat stability of β-Lg. While the WPC started to foul excessively at 
section 3 of PHE at latter temperature, observations made on opening the plate pack 
confirmed that there was heavy fouling starting from the last plate of PHE at temperature 
range 89 to 93°C. 
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Figure  5.11: Fouling behaviour in terms of pressure drop for WPC and WPCm, at section 3 
outlet temperature 93°C, β-Lg 0.6%. 
 
5.3.6 The evolution of pressure drop and heat transfer coefficient in PHE 
during fouling run 
As fouling proceeds, the reduction in size of flow channels resulted in an increase in 
pressure drop and decrease in conductivity of the wall over the heat exchanger. Increasing 
the temperature and whey protein concentration resulted in higher fouling. The mineral 
added to WPC solution lowered the denaturation temperature of β-Lg. An induction 
period is seen for the formation of the protein aggregates or insoluble mineral complexes 
before noticeable amounts of deposits are formed, as seen in Figure  5.12 and Figure  5.13. 
In general, the amount of deposits increases with time, β-Lg (%) concentration and 
process temperature. As can be observed from later figures, more highly concentrated    
(β-Lg 1wt.%) whey protein solutions fouled more quickly than the less concentrated (β-Lg 
0.6 wt.%) ones. This could be due once again to the fact that increasing the whey protein 
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concentration of the solution results in an increase of the number of β-Lg molecules in the 
solution, which, in turn, leads to increasing the driving force of mass transfer of the 
fouling species towards the wall. The most significant change in pressure drop (ΔP) and 
heat transfer coefficient (Rf/A) was seen when WPCm solution was used at section 3 outlet 
temperature 93°C. The fouling rate in terms of pressure drop for WPCm at temperature 
93°C was considerably greater than the other fluids treated at different conditions by    
six-folders from 60 to 10 kPa, respectively.  As seen in Figure  5.12, the results of other 
fluids treated at different conditions were quite close to each other. However, observations 
made on opening the plate pack confirmed that there was heavy fouling at the first two 
plates at section 3 of PHE and little deposit was observed at the third plate at section 3 of 
PHE, as seen in Figure  5.8. Therefore, the reason for the large change in pressure drop 
(ΔP) and fouling resistance (Rf/A) was that these measurements give a global 
measurement of fouling over section 3 of PHE. 
 
Figure  5.12: Pressure drop in PHE during fouling run by using WPC and WPCm at section 
3 outlet temperatures 82 and 93°C and β-Lg 0.6 and 1 wt.%.  
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Figure  5.13: Fouling resistance (Rf/A) in PHE during fouling run by using WPC and 
WPCm at section 3 outlet temperatures 82 and 93°C and β-Lg 0.6 and 1 wt.% . 
 
5.3.7 Deposit composition 
Samples of deposits were removed from coupons at different process temperatures of 70, 
80 and 90°C and at times 20, 50 and 80 minutes, respectively, for both WPCm and WPC 
runs and analysed for protein, calcium (Ca) and phosphorus (P) (Analytichem, 
Birmingham). Table  5.1 shows the results of this analysis, expressed as %w/w:  (other 
components present in the deposits such as ash, fat, lactose, water, and other 
carbohydrates are not included here). Table  5.1 shows that for the WPC formed at 90°C 
and 80 minutes, the deposit contains 76%w/w protein; whilst the WPC deposit at 90°C 
and 40 minutes also showed a high protein content of 67%w/w, it was less than that 
observed for WPC at 80 minutes.  The amount of mineral fouling was much less than that 
of protein for both deposits at 90°C; for the WPC  at 80 minutes, the amount of mineral 
fouling was <0.7%w/w of the deposit, while this figure was 0.73%w/w for the WPC at 40 
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minutes. The WPCm deposit at 90°C also showed a high protein content of 47%w/w, 
which was less for WPC at 80 minutes. Expectedly, the amount of mineral fouling of 
WPCm deposit at 90°C was much more (11%w/w) than that of both WPC deposits at 
90°C, and there was a predominance of Ca over P. This result differs from that reported in 
literature for milk deposit formed at pasteurisation temperature and discussed in section 
2.2 where the composition of milk deposit is 50 to 70% protein, 30 to 40% minerals.    
Bulk 
temperature 
(°C) 
Model  fluid 
Fouling run 
(min) 
Calcium (%) 
Phosphorus 
(%) 
Protein (%) 
70 WPCm 80 5.92 3.26 56.2 
  20 21.35 10.37 27.9 
80 WPCm 50 4.95 2.96 54.1 
  80 7.62 4.17 49.9 
90 WPCm 80 7.07 3.90 46.7 
90 WPC 40 0.52 0.17 76.4 
90 WPC 80 0.47 0.26 66.8 
Table  5.1: Composition of deposit removed from coupon rig, at flow rate 100 l/h.       
Note: compositions do not sum to 100% because of other species present. 
 
A significant difference among the composition of the deposit formed from WPCm fluid at 
different fouling runs (20, 50, and 80 minutes) was observed. Deposit formed after 20 
minutes showed a very high mineral content (32%w/w) with protein composition 28%. 
However, the protein content increased significantly with time to 54%w/w, while the 
mineral fouling decreased significantly with Ca and P to less than 10% after 50 minutes. 
At the end of the fouling run (80 minutes), a slight decrease in protein to 50% corresponds 
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to a slight increase in mineral content to 12%. This may suggest that the mineral 
deposition in the beginning of the experiment may enhance the protein deposition by 
forming a bridge between the protein absorbed in the surface and aggregates formed in the 
bulk (Xiong, 1992, Changani et al., 1997, Christian and Fryer, 2002). 
The composition of the WPCm deposit formed at different temperatures of 70, 80 and 
90°C showed a decrease in protein content of 56%, 50% and 47%, respectively, while 
there was a slight difference in mineral content of 9%, 12% and 11%, respectively.  
5.3.8 Appearance of the deposits 
At the end of each fouling run, the test section was opened and each coupon examined for 
deposit. WPC deposits produced at bulk temperature 90°C were cream in colour and 
fluffy in nature, adhered only weakly to the metal surface and could be easily removed. It 
was observed that the thickness of the fouling layer was not uniform along the coupon 
surface. However, at the bulk temperatures of 70 and 80°C, the fouling layers became 
more compact and adhered strongly on the surface of stainless steel. 
WPCm deposits produced at bulk temperatures 70, 80 and 90°C were off-white in colour 
and fouled evenly on the surface. The structure of the deposit layer became more compact 
and adhered strongly on surface. 
5.3.9 Morphology of the deposits 
The aim was to see whether the coupon deposits were representative of deposits obtained 
from PHE sections under similar temperature conditions. 
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Samples of deposits were removed from the test section (coupons) and from each section 
of the plate heat exchanger for both WPCm and WPC runs. Coupon deposit was obtained 
at bulk temperatures of 70, 80 and 90°C, and surface temperature 98°C, while PHE 
deposit was obtained at section 3 outlet temperature 93°C. As shown in Figure  5.14 (a) 
and (b), a WLI image for β-Lg 0.6wt% and 1wt% at bulk temperature 70°C, illustrated 
that the structure of both deposits consisted of small clumps of aggregates comprising 
smaller aggregates of 1-2 µm in size. Deposit formed at β-Lg 1wt% consisted of 
agglomerates of protein bigger than deposits formed at β-Lg 0.6wt%. Figure  5.15 (a) and 
(b) showed an SEM image, with a higher magnification (1500) than WLI, for deposits 
mentioned above; a similar structure was observed to that by WLI. It is clear that at high 
protein concentration β-Lg 1 wt% contains larger aggregate sizes than with lower protein 
concentration β-Lg 0.6 wt%. These observations are consistent with those of Mleko 
(1999) who reported that increasing the protein concentration results in increasing the 
aggregate size of the whey protein.  A fair difference between the roughness of the deposit 
formed from both β-Lg concentrations was found by WLI (see section 3.10.1). The 
roughness of deposit formed at β-Lg 0.6wt% (21.9µm) showed less roughness than 
deposits formed at β-Lg 1wt% (33.4µm), as shown in Table  5.2.  
Figure  5.16 (a) and (b) a WLI for β-Lg 0.6wt% and 1wt% at bulk temperature 80°C, the 
structure of deposit formed at β-Lg 1wt% shows an amorphous structure with no 
discernible aggregates. Cracking is clearly visible at higher β-Lg (1 wt.%) and probably 
occurred as the sample was dried. All coupons were drip dried in the laboratory after 
experiments. In contrast, the  deposit formed at β-Lg 0.6wt%, showed a similar structure 
to the  deposit formed at β-Lg 1wt% and bulk temperature of 70°C; agglomerates of 
protein aggregates. Figure  5.17 (a) and (b) shows an SEM image for deposits mentioned 
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above. A similar structure was observed to that by WLI. The picture becomes a little 
clearer and shows what appears to be a more fluffy or cauliflower-like deposit on top at  
β-Lg 0.6 wt.%,  followed by a more compact deposit at β-Lg 1 wt.%. This deposit nature 
has often been observed by other researchers in tubular heat exchanger (e.g., Burton 
(1968) and Davies et al. (1997)). A slight difference was also observed between the 
roughness of the deposit formed at both β-Lg concentrations used. The roughness of the 
deposit formed at β-Lg 0.6wt% (24.8µm) was lower than the deposit formed at β-Lg 
1wt% (31µm), as shown in Table  5.2.  
Figure  5.18 (a) and (b) a WLI for β-Lg 0.6wt% and 1wt% and at bulk temperature 90oC, 
the structure of both deposits show no discernible aggregates. Cracking is clearly visible 
at both β-Lg 0.6 and 1 wt.% as the deposit became thicker.  Figures 20 (a) and (b) shows 
an SEM image for deposits mentioned above and an amorphous structure with no 
discernible aggregates, which is effectively the deposit formed at β-Lg 1wt%. The 
roughness of deposits formed at β-Lg 1wt% (14.4µm) was lower than the deposit formed 
at β-Lg 0.6wt% (18.2µm), as shown in Table  5.2.  
Figure  5.20 (a) and (b) of a WLI images for WPCm at bulk temperature 90°C shows a very 
fine structure with much smaller particulates than in the WPC deposit, which is very 
distinct from closed. The roughness of these deposits was the lowest among the coupon 
deposits, as shown in Table  5.2. 
In PHE, the structure of WPC deposit for section 3 is similar to that of WPCm deposit for 
section 2. It shows a rough, open structure and fluffy structure of deposits reported 
extensively in the literature for deposits produced at a lower temperature typical of a 
pasteurisation plant (e.g., Gotham (1990)). The deposits consist of a structure of 
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agglomerates containing aggregates of 5 µm in size, while the structure of WPCm deposit 
for section 3 consists of small clumps of 10 µm aggregates comprising smaller aggregates 
of 1-2 µm in size, as shown in Figure  5.22. Table  5.2 shows the roughness value of 
deposit at different conditions. In general, the roughness value for WPCm deposit is lower 
than WPC deposit. These trends can easily be observed from the even surface of the 
WPCm deposits. 
 
a) 
 
 
b) 
Figure  5.14: White light interferometry of WPC at bulk temperature 70°C:(a) β-Lg 
0.6wt%, (b) β-Lg 1wt%. 
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a) 
 
b) 
 
Figure  5.15: Scanning electron micrographs of WPC at bulk temperature 70°C :(a) β-Lg 
0.6wt%, (b) β-Lg 1wt%. 
 
a) 
 
b) 
Figure  5.16: White light interferometry of WPC at bulk temperature 80°C:(a) β-Lg 
0.6wt%, (b) β-Lg 1wt%. 
20 µm
20 µm
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Figure  5.17: Scanning electron micrographs of WPC at bulk temperature 80°C :(a) β-Lg 
0.6wt%, (b) β-Lg 1wt%. 
 
 
a) 
 
b) 
Figure  5.18: White light interferometry of WPC at bulk temperature 90°C: (a) β-Lg 
0.6wt%, (b) β-Lg 1wt%. 
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Figure  5.19: Scanning electron micrographs of WPC at bulk temperature 90°C: (a) β-Lg 
0.6wt%, (b) β-Lg 1wt%. 
 
 
Figure  5.20: White light interferometry of WPCm at bulk temperature 90°C, β-Lg 0.6wt%. 
 
 
 
Figure  5.21: Scanning electron micrographs of WPCm at bulk temperature 90°C, β-Lg 
0.6wt%. 
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Figure  5.22: Scanning electron micrographs of PHE deposit :(a) section 3 of PHE deposit 
of WPCm , (b) section 2 of PHE deposit of WPCm, (c) section 3 of PHE deposit of WPC, 
at bulk temperature 90°C and β-Lg 0.6wt%. 
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Bulk 
temperature(°C)  
β-Lg 
(wt.%) 
Fouling 
surface 
Roughness 
(µm) 
Solution 
model 
70 0.6 coupon  21.9 WPC 
70 1 coupon  33.4 WPC 
80 0.6 coupon  24.8 WPC 
80 1 coupon  31 WPC 
90 0.6 coupon  18.2 WPC 
90 1 coupon  14.4 WPC 
90 0.6 coupon  12.2 WPCm 
90 0.6 
PHE 
(section3) 10.2 WPC 
90 0.6 
PHE 
(section1) 3.6 WPCm 
90 0.6 
PHE             
( section2) 6 WPCm 
90 0.6 
PHE 
(section3) 1.4 WPCm 
Table  5.2: The roughness value for WPCm and WPC deposit. 
5.4 Conclusion  
Experiments were conducted to generate deposits similar to those generated at the heat 
exchangers in the industry. The effects of bulk and surface temperatures at 70, 80 and 
90°C on fouling behaviour of the two model solutions (WPC & WPCm) on deposit 
thickness, weight and morphology were quantified and presented. The total amount of 
WPC deposition increased with a temperature increase. Deposition from WPCm increased 
with increasing temperature up to ca. 80°C, and decreased with increasing temperature 
afterwards. The reason for different fouling responses to temperature for each fluid was 
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associated with their respective chemistry. Adding minerals to WPC solution reduced pH, 
which, in turn, lowered the heat stability of whey protein. The surface temperature was the 
most important factor in initiating WPC fouling.  At a low surface temperature of 80°C or 
lower, no fouling was observed; however, for WPCm, fouling was observed even at a 
surface temperature and bulk temperature of 70°C. The morphology data showed 
significant differences in the composition of the deposits formed at different temperatures. 
The roughness data for WPCm deposit was lower than the WPC deposit. The bench scale 
fouling rig is able to follow the development of fouling in PHE quite closely in terms of 
relative amounts of deposit.   
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6 CHAPTER 6 : INVESTIGATING CLEANING 
MEASURMENTS IN A PLATE HEAT EXCHANGER 
(PHE) 
 
6.1  Introduction 
Monitoring the cleaning process ensures product quality and can potentially be used to 
reduce environmental impact by reducing the rejects and chemicals used. The desired 
level of cleanliness varies from sector to sector. To determine which monitoring/cleaning 
method suits a given application, many factors must be considered. These include (i)  type 
of deposits to be monitored, (ii) level of cleanliness that must be monitored, (iii) accuracy 
required, (iv) speed of measurements, and (v) cost of the measurement (Kanegsberg and 
Kanegsberg, 2011). Determining the right time to end the cleaning procedures is essential 
in improving the efficiency of the process.  
As discussed in section 2.4 several types of monitors used previously to study fouling and 
cleaning was examined. The critical part of optimising a cleaning process would be the 
incorporation of cleaning measurements into the process schedule; at present, cleaning 
times are set automatically and are not changed in operation. If measurements made 
during cleaning could be used to determine the end-point of cleaning with high 
confidence, it would be possible to develop some form of a process control strategy which 
could minimise the cleaning cost (Yang et al., 2008). This approach can be successful if 
measurements are robust, inexpensive and known to be representative of the system. 
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Fouling and cleaning are usually not visible from outside the industrial processing 
equipment and, therefore, can only be ascertained from their effects, such as by measuring 
heat transfers (Bott, 1995, Lalande and Rene, 1988) or pressure drops (Burton, 1966, 
Delaplace et al., 1994, Fryer, 1989), which in the case of small, local deposits may not be 
significant enough to allow an operational decision to be made. Pressure drop and heat 
transfers, where used in chapters 4 and 5, are usually not sensitive enough to detect the 
first attached layers or accurately assess the cleaning status of the surfaces after cleaning 
PHE. Therefore, two novel tools have been developed to evaluate the cleaning process: 
particles count technique and Peltier device. The particles count technique was used to 
assess the removal of various whey protein deposits from the PHE, while the Peltier 
device was used to measure the responsiveness of the device during the cleaning of two 
deposits: toothpaste and golden syrup. The Peltier device located in contact with the 
fouled plate, within the bench-scale cleaning rig, has been characterised in chapter 3.  
This chapter has been divided into two parts. The aim of the first part is to investigate the 
cleaning behaviour of a PHE by conventional and novel measurement techniques. 
Conventional measurements are pressure drop and heat transfer coefficient in terms of 
area (UA), novel online and offline turbidity and particle count, respectively. Two model 
fluids were investigated: WPC deposit formed at outlet section 3 temperature 95°C and 
140°C and WPCm (with minerals) produced at outlet section 3 temperature 140°C, at flow 
rate 100 l/h. Two temperatures (70°C and 50°C) and two chemical concentrations of 
NaOH were 0.3% and 1%.  
The aim of the second part is to (i) measure the sensitivity of the Peltier device during 
removal of deposit, (ii) compare the thermal behaviour of the Peltier device to visual 
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analysis (images) of the deposits remaining on the plate surface, and (iii) optimise the 
setup of the Peltier device. 
6.2 Part A: Investigating cleaning measurements in a plate heat exchanger 
(PHE) 
Four methods of monitoring are applied; pressure drop sensor, heat transfer coefficient, 
turbidity probe and particles count technique to investigate the response of each 
monitoring methods under cleaning three types of deposit: WPC deposit formed at 95°C, 
WPC deposit formed at 140°C, and WPCm deposit with additional minerals formed at 
140°C. The structure of deposit is affected by temperature and chemical composition. This 
influences the ease of removal of deposits during the cleaning procedures. At higher 
temperatures, most whey protein has denatured, with aggregation being due to covalent 
bonding between SH groups, while at lower temperatures agglomerates of native form are 
made via weaker van der Waals forces (Gotham, 1990, Simmons et al., 2007). At higher 
concentrations of minerals, the structure of the deposit layer becomes more compact (De 
Jong, 1997).  
6.2.1 Fouling experiment procedure and conditions 
All of these experiments were carried out in PHE described in section 3.6 using flow rate 
100 l/h and at two temperatures (95 and 140°C). The PHE was brought to being thermally 
stabilised and left for 10 minutes by using soft water. Then the flow was diverted to draw 
from the product tank. For the two deposits formed from WPC at 95°C and 140°C, the 
fouling experiments were stopped when pressure drop at section 3 of PHE reached 17 kPa 
to prevent the turbidity meter from reaching the maximum value of 550 FTU and also to 
prevent the product pump from tripping during the cleaning stage. 
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The experimental conditions for the three types of deposit are listed below: 
-  Whey protein concentrate (WPC) processed at 140°C. 
(i) The temperature at section 3 of PHE inlet and outlet was 132°C and 140°C 
respectively. 
(ii)      WPC solution concentration was 0.2%. 
(iii) The length of the experiment was 40 minutes. 
-     Whey protein concentrate with added minerals (WPCm) processed at 140°C. 
(i) The temperature at section 3 of PHE inlet and outlet was 132°C and 140°C 
respectively. 
(ii) WPC solution concentration was 0.2%. 
(iii) The length of the experiment was 40 minutes. 
- Whey protein concentrate (WPC) processed at 95°C. 
(i) The temperature at section 3 of PHE inlet and outlet was 88°C and 95°C 
respectively. 
(ii) WPC solution concentration was 0.6%. 
(iii) The length of the experiment was 50 minutes. 
These different types of deposit were selected because they display different cleaning 
behaviours which in turn enable to assess the monitoring devices. Also, β-Lg at 0.2 wt.% 
was used for fouling at 140°C, as higher β-Lg than 0.2 wt.% gives such heavy fouling to 
the extent that the pressure increased to 750 kPa within 12 minutes and so the pressure 
switch would be tripped to the power to the process pump and thus terminating the fouling 
experiment. 
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6.2.2 Cleaning experiment procedure 
Nine different experiments were carried out to determine the cleaning behaviour of the 
three deposits, using the particles count technique, and repeated twice. Two cleaning 
solutions were used in cleaning experiments, depending on the nature of fouling deposit: 
sodium hydroxide was used to clean WPC deposit at 1 wt.% and 0.3 wt.% concentration 
strength and P3-horolith V based on nitric acid was used to clean mineral deposit as 
sodium hydroxide alone cannot remove this type of deposit. In all cleaning experiments, 
the end of cleaning was determined as the point where the pressure drop and turbidity 
meter reading become zero and the number of particles reached the minimum value of 
approximately 10 particles. The cleaning experiment protocol was as follows: after the 
fouling experiment, the PHE was brought to thermal equilibrium at the desired process 
temperature in one hour using soft water at flow rate 100 l/h, and then the flow was 
diverted to draw from the sodium hydroxide tank until the pressure drop values decreased 
to the cleaning point. If the WPCm was used during a fouling run, a water rinse step for 1 
minute was used before introducing nitric acid solution at concentration 1 or 0.3 wt. % to 
clean the remaining mineral deposit. During the experiment, 13 samples of the cleaning 
fluid were taken, during the cleaning process, at the outlet of the PHE for particle count 
analysis to represent cleaning behaviour for the three types of deposit. It was assumed that 
no dissolution of the particles occurred during transport from the surface to the PHE 
outlet. Samples were held in ice until the time of testing on the same day to quench any 
reaction that may change particle count or size. Samples were diluted to the point where 
particles were easy to count (approximately 40 particles (in 1.41×10
-7
 ml)). Measurement 
of the cleaning solution by particle count and turbidity was hoped to increase the accuracy 
of the end point of cleaning measured by pressure drop. For monitoring cleaning by the 
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particles count and turbidity meter, time t = 0 second refers to the time where the diverter 
valve was switched to draw cleaning chemicals while for monitoring cleaning by pressure 
sensor and heat transfer coefficient in term of area (UA), time t = 600 seconds refers to the 
time where the diverter valve was switched to draw cleaning chemicals. 
6.2.2.1 Cleaning experiment procedure 
The cleaning conditions for the three types of deposit are listed below. 
-  Whey protein concentrate deposit (WPC): 
(i) Two cleaning temperatures (50°C, 70°C). 
(ii) Two cleaning concentrations (1 wt.%, 0.3 wt.%). 
(iii) The length of the experiment was 80 minutes. 
 
-      Whey protein concentrate with added minerals (WPCm): 
(i) One cleaning temperature at 50°C. 
(ii) One sodium hydroxide concentration of 1 wt.%. 
(iii)  One P3-horolith V based on nitric acid concentration 1 wt.% (HNO3). 
(iv) The length of the experiment was 115 minutes. 
6.2.3 Results and Discussion  
6.2.3.1  Fouling results 
Milk is a complex biological fluid (see Table  2.1), containing a number of thermally 
unstable components (e.g., proteins, fat, and minerals); this complicates the study of dairy 
fouling. Two types of deposits are formed when milk undergoes heat treatment: type A is 
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high in protein content and forms at process temperatures of 85–110°C, and type B is 
mainly composed of minerals, mostly calcium phosphate, and forms at process 
temperatures of 110-140°C (Burton, 1968). These differences in physical properties of the 
different deposits may affect cleaning processes, which, in turn, affects the monitoring 
process. 
Figure  6.1 to Figure  6.3 show the fouling behaviour in terms of pressure drop for the three 
types of deposit. As the temperature rises, the deposit formation rate increases rapidly 
with both surface and bulk temperatures. The fouling deposit formed at section 3 outlet 
temperature of 95°C occurred only in section 3 of PHE (88 to 95°C), whereas a thin 
fouling layer was observed in section 2 when PHE was dismantled.  
 
Figure  6.1: Fouling behaviour in terms of pressure drop for WPC for each section of the 
PHE, section 3 outlet temperature 95°C. 
 
Although the deposit formed at 140°C was low in whey protein concentration (β-Lg 
0.2wt.%), the fouling rate was high. The maximum fouling occurred in section 3, some 
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fouling was observed in section 2, and the least amount of fouling was not detectable by 
ΔP in section 1, as shown in Figure  6.2.  
 
Figure  6.2: Fouling behaviour in terms of pressure drop for WPC for each section of the 
PHE, section 3 outlet temperature 140°C. 
 
The effect of adding minerals to WPC can be seen in the fouling rate behaviour of the 
individual section of the PHE, as seen in Figure  6.3. Adding minerals lowers the fouling 
rate. Section 1 fouled the most from WPCm with little or no fouling in the section 2 and 3 
of PHE. Robbins et al. (1999) proposed that reduction in protein fouling at higher 
temperature is due to the increase in aggregate size. High shear forces in the PHE will tear 
the deposits from the wall or prevent adhesion.  
The fouling experiments were terminated when the pressure drop reached 17 kPa at 
section 3 of PHE for both WPC deposits formed at 140°C and 95°C. 
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Figure  6.3: Fouling behaviour in terms of pressure drop for WPCm for each section of the 
PHE, section 3 outlet temperature 140°C. 
 
6.2.3.2  Cleaning results 
The cleaning behaviour of three types of deposit was assessed by using four monitoring 
methods: pressure drop, heat transfer coefficient, turbidity probe, and particles count 
technique. 
6.2.3.2.1 Monitoring fouling removal vs pressure drop 
A typical cleaning curve for a WPC deposit is given in Figure  6.4 and Figure  6.5. Deposit 
swelling can be occurred initially formed as a result of protein contacting the cleaning 
solution (NaOH). Deposits formed at 95°C and 140°C were removed from the surfaces of 
PHE by using one single stage (NaOH). However, WPCm was removed from PHE by 
using two stages of cleaning involving alkaline solution followed by acid solution. This 
process of cleaning shows one pressure peak when the proteinaceous deposit has been 
contacted with alkaline solution. However, although no pressure peak was observed 
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during cleaning of the remaining minerals deposit, an abrupt pressure drop was only 
observed which coincided with introducing nitric acid to remove the remaining minerals. 
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Figure  6.4: Cleaning behaviour in terms of pressure drop at section 3 for WPC deposit 
formed at 95°C. 
 
The pressure peak and swelling period are a function of the type of deposit, cleaning 
temperature and cleaning solution concentration. Increasing the cleaning temperature and 
cleaning concentration decreases the pressure peak and swelling period. This is in 
accordance with previous studies (Tuladhar et al., 2002, Christian, 2004) where the 
increase in cleaning temperature, coupled with the NaOH %, led to a larger decrease in 
cleaning time during cleaning WPC deposit in coupons. Generally the swelling period 
decreases with increasing fouling temperature with the exception of 50C, NaOH 1wt% 
when the swelling of deposit was produced at 95°C took longer by 10 seconds. 
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Figure  6.5: Cleaning behaviour in terms of pressure drop at section 3 for WPC deposit 
formed at 140°C. 
 
For the WPC deposit formed at 140°C (see Figure ‎6.5), the swelling period and pressure 
peak decreased by 45% and 68% respectively when the cleaning solution (NaOH) 
concentration was increased from 0.3 wt.% to 1 wt.% and at a cleaning temperature of 
50°C, as shown in Table ‎6.1 and Table ‎6.2. Similarly, the swelling period and pressure 
peak decreased by 33% and 37% respectively when the cleaning solution (NaOH) 
concentration was increased from 0.3 wt.% to 1 wt.% at a cleaning temperature of 50°C 
for the WPC deposit formed at 95°C.  This increase in pressure peak and reduction in the 
swelling period for deposit produced at 95°C, compared to WPC deposit formed at 140°C, 
may refer to the nature of the deposit formed at the lower temperature of 95°C being soft 
and spongy in structure (Changani et al., 1997, Bansal and Chen, 2006). 
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Temperature (°C) 50 70 
Cleaning concentration 
 (NaOH %) 
0.3 1 0.3 1 
Pressure drop (ΔP) (kPa) 2.55 1.6 1.05 0.8 
Swelling period (sec.) 195 130 45 30 
Table  6.1: Swelling period during cleaning for WPC formed at 95°C. 
 
Cleaning  temperature (°C) 50 70 
Cleaning concentration  
(NaOH %) 
0.3 1 0.3 1 
Pressure drop (ΔP) (kPa) 1.88 0.6 1.29 0.65 
Swelling period (sec.) 220 120 60 45 
Table  6.2: Swelling period during cleaning for WPC formed at 140°C. 
At higher temperatures the reaction between the cleaning solution and deposit is rapid; 
and the deposits are removed quickly, resulting in a smaller swelling period. Therefore, 
the swelling period and pressure peak decreased by 29 % and 50 % respectively when the 
cleaning solution (NaOH) concentration was increased from 0.3 wt.% to 1 wt.% at a 
cleaning temperature of 70°C, for the WPC deposit formed at 140°C. Consequently, the 
swelling period and pressure peak decreased by 37% and 25% respectively when the 
cleaning solution (NaOH) concentration was increased from 0.3 wt.% to1 wt.% at a 
cleaning temperature of 70°C for, the WPC deposit formed at 95°C, as seen in Table ‎6.1 
and Table ‎6.2. Increases in cleaning temperature cause reductions in pressure peak, 
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swelling period and the duration of each stage. This finding is consistent with the work by 
Tuladhar et al. (2002) and Christian (2004). 
The time to clean in terms of pressure drop for both WPC deposits formed at 140°C and 
95°C shows considerable differences. In general, the time to clean deposits formed at 
140°C took much longer than the deposits formed at 95°C, as seen in Table  6.3 and 
Table  6.4. This may be due to further denaturation of proteins, resulting in a deposit that is 
harder to clean. 
 
Temperature (°C) 50 70 
Cleaning concentration 
 (NaOH %) 
0.3 1 0.3 1 
Time to clean (ΔP) (sec.) 770 510 335 255 
Time to clean (UA) (sec.) 1200 910 630 610 
Time to clean ( turbidity 
reading) (FTU) 
2045 975 855 1035 
Table  6.3: Time to clean according to: heat transfer coefficient in terms of area (UA), 
pressure drop and turbidity reading for WPC formed at 95°C. 
 
As discussed earlier in section 2.3.2.1, several authors have attributed the rise of cleaning 
temperature to reduction of time needed for cleaning (including (Hankinson and Carver, 
1968, De Goederen et al., 1989, Fryer and Bird, 1994)) during cleaning WPC deposit in 
tubular heat exchanger and coupon.  
For deposits formed at 140°C (see Table  6.4), the rise in cleaning temperature from 50°C 
to 70°C at a cleaning solution (NaOH) concentration of 0.3 wt.% decreased the time for 
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cleaning by 76 %. Similarly, for the deposit formed at 95°C, the increasing of cleaning 
temperature from 50°C to 70°C, at a cleaning concentration of 0.3 wt.% (NaOH) 
decreased the time to clean by  only 26%. The contribution of temperature is more 
important at a lower concentration of 0.3 wt.% NaOH, where the time to clean decreases 
more noticeably with an increase in temperature than at a higher concentration of 1wt% 
(see Table  6.3 and Table  6.4). Cleaning experiments, for deposit produced at 140°C, at the 
lower temperature of 50°C involved significantly longer cleaning times, with a ca. 4.2 
times increase compared to 70°C at 0.3 wt% NaOH. The deposit produced at high 
temperature can be removed from the surface with much greater difficulty. This behaviour 
may refer to the hard structure of the deposit formed at 140°C.  
 
Temperature (°C) 50 70 
Cleaning concentration 
(NaOH %) 
0.3 1 0.3 1 
Time to clean (ΔP) (sec.) 2570 2225 610 390 
Time to clean (UA) (sec.) 740 750 435 380 
Time to clean ( turbidity 
reading) (FTU) 
1840 1160 1945 2430 
Table  6.4: Time to clean according to: heat transfer coefficient in terms of (UA), pressure 
drop and turbidity reading for WPC formed at 140°C. 
 
 
The plate pack was opened once the pressure drop had reached the clean value in section 3 
of PHE; small patches of fouling can be observed with translucent white colour, and the 
texture was viscous as shown in Figure  6.6. This result indicated that the pressure sensor 
cannot detect the small layer of fouling. 
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a) 
 
 
b) 
 
Figure  6.6: The remaining deposit once the pressure drop reached the nominal clean value 
(a) clean plate (b). 
 
6.2.3.2.2 Monitoring fouling removal vs heat transfer coefficient 
The heat recovery during removal of WPC deposits shows similar trends under all 
conditions. Although the fouling experiment for both deposits formed at 95°C and 140°C 
was terminated when the pressure drop reached 17 kPa, the initial heat transfer 
coefficients were 0.12 kW/K and 0.17 kW/K respectively.  
A typical cleaning curve (heat transfer coefficient vs. time) is given in Figure ‎6.7 and 
Figure ‎6.8. There is an initial reduction in heat recovery in each case due to swelling of 
the deposit before the heat transfer coefficient in terms of area UA recovers back and 
continues to increase until it achieves a final steady value.  
Deposit
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Figure  6.7: Cleaning behaviour according to heat transfer coefficient in terms of area 
(UA)at section 3 for WPC deposit formed at 95°C. 
 
 
Figure  6.8: Cleaning behaviour according to heat transfer coefficient in terms of area 
(UA) at section 3 for WPC deposit formed at 140°C. 
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The heat transfer coefficient in terms of area UA became narrower as the concentration of 
cleaning chemical and cleaning temperature was increased, i.e. cleaning times decreased. 
In general the time to clean in terms of heat recovery for the deposit formed at 95°C was 
longer than the deposit formed at 140°C. This may refer to the greater reduction in UA 
during fouling for deposit formed at 95°C compared to those at 140°C. While the 
maximum reduction in the time to clean in terms of heat recovery for each deposit at 
different cleaning conditions was 49% for both deposits, it was 85% and 67% in terms of 
pressure drop for deposit produced at 140 and 95°C, respectively, as seen in Table ‎6.3 and 
Table ‎6.4. These results may imply that this measurement cannot detect the remaining 
small fouling layer and that it does not respond well to the change in cleaning conditions. 
Thus, there is an advantage to pressure drop measurement to detect the cleaning end point 
over heat transfer coefficient. 
6.2.3.2.3 Monitoring fouling removal vs turbidity  
Turbidity was determined online using a turbidity probe during cleaning experiments. The 
turbidity probe was located directly in the exit pipe of the PHE. Figure  6.9 and 
Figure  6.10 show the effect of temperature and cleaning concentration on removing 
deposit in terms of turbidity during cleaning. The cleaning behaviour monitored by the 
turbidity probe was mirrored in the cleaning behaviour during pressure drop monitoring. 
The data in those figures show at 0.3 wt. % NaOH that an increase in temperature tends to 
decrease turbidity more quickly (more so at 70 than 50°C). At 50°C a decrease in turbidity 
is quicker at 1 wt. % NaOH than at 0.3 wt. % NaOH. When cleaning temperature rose to 
70°C, the pressure drop and turbidity reading achieved clean values earlier, within the first 
12 minutes. The turbidity profile suggests that more deposit is removed at a higher 
temperature and higher chemical solution, which was the case. 
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Figure  6.9: The effect of temperature and chemical concentration on turbidity reading 
during cleaning of WPC deposit formed at 95°C. 
 
Figure  6.10: The effect of temperature and chemical concentration on turbidity reading 
during cleaning of WPC deposit formed at 140°C. 
 
The cleaning time and duration of each cleaning stage are longest at low temperatures and 
chemical concentration. Table  6.5 and Table  6.6 show the reading of the turbidity probe at 
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the last stage of cleaning for the two WPC deposits cooked at 95°C and 140°C. When 
pressure drop reached the cleaning value and lasted for 10 minutes at a cleaning 
temperature of 50°C and 0.3 NaOH% for deposit produced at 95°C, the turbidity meter 
did not confirm that PHE was clean and reported a value of 4.2 FTU. This may indicate 
that the turbidity could detect the removal of a small amount of deposit. However, if the 
turbidity reading reaches 0 reading, this does not indicate that the PHE is clean, as the 
turbidity probe could only measure the turbidity of fluid which has dissolved deposit, not 
surface-bound deposit. It is evident that during thermal stability with water prior to 
cleaning, the turbidity probe showed 0 despite the existence of deposit on the PHE 
surface.  
 
Temperature 
(°C) 
50 70 
Cleaning 
concentration 
(NaOH %) 
0.3 1 0.3 1 
Turbidity 
reading 
(FTU) 
10 1 0 10 1 0 10 1 0 10 1 0 
Time (sec.) 760 1855 2045 515 850 975 450 730 855 270 730 1035 
Table  6.5: Turbidity reading at the last stage of cleaning for WPC formed at 95°C. 
 
The cleaning rate at the last stage of cleaning for the WPC deposit formed at 140°C is 
lower than the WPC deposit formed at 95°C, which was confirmed also by pressure drop 
data, as seen in Table  6.5 and Table  6.6. This may refer once again to the hard structure of 
the WPC deposit formed at 140°C. Increasing the fluid temperature increased the cleaning 
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rate for all the conditions investigated, resulting in a quicker removal of the deposit and a 
narrower peak of turbidity reading.  
Temperature 
(°C) 
50 70 
Cleaning 
concentration 
(NaOH %) 
0.3 1 0.3 1 
Turbidity 
reading 
(FTU) 
10 1 0 10 1 0 10 1 0 10 1 0 
Time (sec.) 595 1210 1840 650 1135 1160 355 710 1945 270 610 2430 
Table  6.6: Turbidity reading at the last stage of cleaning for WPC formed at 140°C. 
 
The plate pack was only opened when both the turbidity reading and pressure drop 
achieved clean values as in some conditions, such as, at a cleaning temperature of 50°C 
and concentration of 0.3 wt.% NaOH for the deposit formed at 140°C, turbidity readings 
reached 0 while pressure was still decreasing. Section 3 of PHE was visually clean, and 
the surface did not give a greasy feeling to clean fingers when they were rubbed on the 
surface.  
6.2.3.2.4 Monitoring fouling removal vs particles count technique 
Figure  6.11 and Figure  6.12 show the effect of temperature and cleaning concentration in 
removing deposits in terms of particles count during cleaning. In general, the phenomenon 
of removing particles from PHE by using the particles counting technique is similar to a 
turbidity meter. Since there is a difficulty of setting the sampling time less than 30 
seconds, the maximum number of whey protein particles removed from PHE does not 
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show the real maximum number of particles. For instance, at 70°C and 0.3 wt. % NaOH 
for deposit produced at 95°C, the maximum particles removed were 16000, while at 1 wt. 
% NaOH were 8000 particles as shown in Figure  6.11 and Figure  6.12 . 
 
 
Figure  6.11: The effect of temperature and chemical concentration on particles count 
during cleaning of WPC deposit formed at 95°C. 
 
At 1 wt. % NaOH and 70°C the maximum particles removed should be more, but due to 
the sampling time being 30 seconds, the maximum particles were missed in this case. The 
maximum number of particles at low temperature can be achieved at a later time 
compared to those at high temperature. For example, at 1wt. % NaOH and 70°C for 
deposit formed at 140°C, the maximum particles removed were achieved at ca. 300 sec. 
while at 0.3wt. % NaOH and 50°C, those removed were achieved at ca. 500 sec. This may 
be due to the swelling of WPC deposit in contact with NaOH not releasing significant 
amounts of deposit until extensive swelling has occurred.  
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Figure  6.12: The effect of temperature and chemical concentration on particles count 
during cleaning of WPC deposit formed at 140°C. 
  
A clear view for temperature effect on cleaning time is shown in Figure  6.11 and 
Figure  6.12. The results show cleaning times for every cleaning condition and show a 
reduction in cleaning time with a temperature increase. Low temperature and chemical 
concentration give rise to the greatest decay time, as can clearly be observed, i.e. at 50°C 
and 0.3 wt. % NaOH. High cleaning temperature results in a quicker removal of the 
deposit and a narrower peak of the particles reading.  
The time to clean PHE by using this technique may exceed 50 minutes, as this tool can 
detect particles invisible to the naked eye. The initial number of particles before 
introducing the cleaning chemical was fewer than 13 particles in 1.41×10
-7
 ml. At all 
cleaning conditions, the number of particles dropped to fewer than 35 particles after the 
first 30 minutes. The minimum number of particles observed at the end of the cleaning 
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process (80 minutes) was 5 particles in 1.41×10
-7
 ml. The particles count is a very 
sensitive technique for detecting any particles passing through the PHE.  
 
6.2.3.2.5  Monitoring removal of the WPCm deposit 
Two-stage cleaning was used in these experiments. Whey protein deposit is initially 
removed by NaOH for 50 minutes, and then an acid step was introduced to remove 
minerals remaining on the surface.   
Figure  6.13 shows the behaviour of WPCm particles removed from the PHE during 
cleaning time. Initially, the particles removed were very high in the first 5 minutes when 
the deposit contacted with the cleaning solution, and then the particle removal rate 
gradually decreased until achieving the clean value of fewer than 20 particles after 
approximately 30 minutes as seen in Table  6.7. The increasing in pressure drop after ca. 
600 sec. may be due to the blockage in PHE, as no particles have been removed. In this 
stage the pressure drop has not indicated the cleaning value yet, and cleaning by nitric 
acid was introduced to clean the remaining mineral deposits. Another abrupt pressure drop 
coincides with an increase in particle count removal, which made the pressure drop return 
to the clean status.  
Similar to the turbidity probe, the disadvantage of the particles count method is that it can 
only detect the deposit in the fluid. 
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Time 
(min.)  
No. particles 
in (1.41×10
-7
 
ml) 
Cleaning  with NaOH 
0 20 
3 60 
3.5 10750 
4 6500 
4.5 2850 
5 5500 
6 6250 
7.5 3600 
10 700 
14 175 
20 51 
30 20 
50 10 
Cleaning with HNO3 
56.5 32 
57 327 
57.5 550 
58 2004 
60 68 
63 22 
73 8 
113 5 
Table  6.7: The number of particles removed during cleaning process for WPCm formed at 
140°C. 
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Figure  6.13: Particles count and pressure drop during cleaning of WPCm deposit at section 
1 of PHE temperature 140°C. 
 
6.2.3.2.6 Particle size distribution 
A typical particle size distribution for whey protein deposit during cleaning is given in 
Figure  6.14. The mean particle size is 177 nm ±15 nm, with 50% of particle size being 
less than 163nm ±13.6 nm, and 90% of particle size being less than 287 nm ±33nm. 
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Figure  6.14: A typical particles size distribution and cumulative particles size (%) during 
cleaning of WPC deposit. 
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6.3 Part B: The validation of using Peltier device technique on monitoring 
cleaning of two types of deposits 
The turbidity and particle count techniques cannot detect the deposit removal, if there is 
no any deposit present in the effluent water, unless the chemical concentration and 
cleaning temperature were sufficient to remove all the deposits from the surface and flow 
them in the cleaning fluid to be measured. In this part, a preliminary work was conducted 
to investigate the possibility of using a Peltier device as a novel monitoring method in 
cleaning studies. This technique is a fully integrated on-line monitoring system, in situ 
and in real time, providing information about the change of Peltier temperature and output 
power (%) during the cleaning of deposits. Peltier  is used to create a heat flux between 
the junctions of two different types of materials. The device has two sides; one side of the 
device is heated to a temperature greater than the other side. Throughout this section, the 
side of the Peltier next to the fouled plate is called the Peltier surface, and the side next to 
the heat sink is called the heat sink surface. When a DC Voltage is applied to the device, a 
difference in temperature will build up between the two sides, which bring heat from one 
side to the other so that one side gets cooler while the other gets hotter. Reversing the 
polarity will result in reversed hot and cold sides. The aims of this part are to measure the 
response of the Peltier device during the removal of deposit and to optimise the setup of 
the Peltier device. 
6.3.1 Cleaning experiments  
Two types of deposit were used, namely tooth paste and golden syrup. The difference in 
the cleaning behavior between the two deposits was remarkably different. The reason 
behind this selection is to observe the sensitivity of the Peltier device to the different 
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removal situations. The two deposits could be removed by flow of water action alone. 
Cleaning was monitored from the recovery of the temperature, output power (%) and the 
visual analysis (images) of the deposits remaining on the plate surface. 
A bench scale cleaning rig, as described in Section 3.5.3, is used because its thermal and 
hydraulic conditions are well defined. While the heater tank reached the desired 
temperature, the pump was started to circulate the water in the tank containing soft water 
until achieving the desired temperature (see section 3.9). A known mass of toothpaste or 
golden syrup was spread evenly over the fouled plate, inserted in the circular channel and 
joined together by a clamp. The camera was turned on; time and sample rate were 
recorded so that images could be compared with the Peltier readings. Afterwards cleaning 
was initiated again by restarting the pump. Throughout this discussion, time t = 0 refers to 
time where the pump was initiated to draw water from the water tank and pump it through 
the test section. 
6.3.2 Results and Discussion 
Peltier device has been used in the experiments that follow to monitor the cleaning 
process by the change in temperature and output power (%). It has been observed that as 
the insulating deposit layer is removed during cleaning, the temperature and output power 
(%) of Peltier across the surface change. The cleaning behaviour of the tooth paste and 
golden syrup was compared based on the data obtained from the Peltier as well as the 
images taken from the camera. However, due to the square shape of the Peltier in 
comparison with the circular shape of the fouled plate, only ca. 28% of the fouled plate 
was detected by the Peltier. 
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There are many variables in the Peltier device which should be set to monitor the cleaning 
process in the best possible way. These are surfaces of the Peltier device, temperature of 
the surfaces to be set and the operation of the fan. A large amount of time was spent to 
investigate the optimum operation of the Peltier in cleaning experiments. Since the use of 
Peltier for cleaning deposits has not been reported previously, the main objective of this 
chapter is to investigate the response of the Peltier device during cleaning. 
6.3.2.1  Flow diagnoses 
The response of the Peltier device on cleaning the rig was investigated by flowing water 
across the clean plate at the following conditions: water flow temperature of 50°C, heat 
sink temperature set to 35°C and at different flow rates. Four different flow rates of water 
were used through the test section, i.e. 6 L/min, 9.4 L/min, 12.7 L/min, and 16.2 L/min 
which give a flow velocity at the middle of fouled plate of 0.032, 0.050, 0.067, and 0.086 
m/s respectively. For the first 5 minutes, the flow rate was set to 6 L/min and allowed to 
achieve a steady state. After achieving a steady state, this flow rate was kept for 10 
minutes.  After every 10 minutes, the flow rate was increased from 9.4 L/min to 16.2 
L/min, followed by a reduction in the flow rate.  As shown in Figure  6.15, the Peltier 
temperature showed a slight change with changing flow rates. Initially, a sharp increase in 
Peltier temperature was observed at the first 200 seconds, and then it levelled off with a 
changing flow rate and fluctuated within ±3°C. This behaviour was also proven by output 
power (%) in Figure  6.16. There was a rapid increase in output power (%) around the 
starting time of increasing the temperature of Peltier. Then, there was a considerable noise 
on the Peltier device reading in terms of output power (%), but the trend in the Peltier 
device can still be observed. 
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Cleaning profiles in the present study show less response to the change of flow rate, 
compared with MHFS used to investigate different types of deposit found by Bird (1992), 
Gillham (1997), Christian (2004), and Aziz (2008). 
 
 
Figure  6.15: Peltier device temperature readings with changes in flow rate 
 
Figure  6.16: Peltier output power (%) readings with changes in flow rate. 
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6.3.2.2  Evaluation of Peltier response  
It is essential to gain an understanding of how Peltier works in order to use it effectively 
to monitor cleaning deposits. Therefore, an insulation layer was put above the fouled plate 
to observe the effect of that layer on Peltier response. Both the heat sink and cleaning 
water temperature were set at 50°C. 
Figure  6.17 and Figure  6.18 show that once the cleaning water contact the insulation 
layer, the Peltier temperature increased gradually in the first 600 seconds, and then plateau 
can be observed afterwards in the Peltier temperature at 38.8°C. In contrast, a sharp 
increase in Peltier temperature was seen in case of not using insulation, and reached the 
thermal stability in the first 200 seconds at Peltier temperature of 54°C.  It can be seen that 
the resultant Peltier temperature increased by 39% and the output power (%) by 29% in 
case of not using insulation. This result implies that the Peltier device can be used for 
monitoring the cleaning deposit. 
 
Figure  6.17: The effect of insulation layer on Peltier response in terms of Peltier 
temperature, heat sink 50°C and cleaning water 50°C. 
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Figure  6.18: The effect of insulation layer on Peltier response in terms of output power 
(%), heat sink 50°C and cleaning water 50°C. 
 
6.3.2.3  The effect of fan 
The heat sink often needs a fan to have sufficiently low thermal resistance and to 
minimise the size of the sink required. Figure  6.19 and Figure  6.20 show the effective role 
of using a fan on the Peltier temperature and output power (%). The experiment started 
with passing water at 70°C through the test section at a constant heat sink temperature of 
60°C. The Peltier power and temperature increased in contact with the hot water at 70°C. 
In order to keep the set point for the heat sink constant, the resultant Peltier power and 
temperature changed, depending on whether the fan is used or not. It could be observed 
that when the Peltier device reached the thermal stability, the Peltier temperature and 
output power (%) increased by ca. 6°C and 40% respectively, without using the fan. 
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Figure  6.19: The effect of using a fan on the Peltier temperature at heat sink temperature 
60°C. 
 
 
Figure  6.20: The effect of using a fan on the Peltier output power (%) at heat sink 
temperature 60°C. 
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6.3.2.4 Effect of controlling one of the two surface temperatures on Peltier 
response 
Peltier has two surfaces: cold and hot. The temperature controller is used to control the 
temperature of one of the surfaces of the Peltier device. Therefore, the other surface 
temperature changes during the removal of deposits. To determine the best surface 
temperature to set in order to get more response during deposit removal, the sensitivity of 
the Peltier device was initially tested by controlling one of the Peltier surface 
temperatures. Experiments were carried out by flowing water at two temperatures (50 and 
70°C) through the test section of the bench scale rig at different heat sink and Peltier 
temperatures, as shown in Figure  6.21. 
 
Figure  6.21: Comparison of the response of the Peltier device on controlling one of the 
two surfaces temperatures. 
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device reached thermal stability in the first 200 seconds. On the other hand, controlling 
the Peltier surface temperature resulted in the gradual increase in heat sink temperature 
during flowing water. Heat sink temperature kept rising over time when the Peltier 
temperature was set to 70°C and at water temperature 70°C. However, as shown in 
Figure  6.21 that the heat sink temperature showed slower response compared to Peltier 
temperatures and reached the thermal equilibrium at a later time of 400 seconds when the 
Peltier temperature was set at the temperature of 80°C. In general, at a low temperature, 
the Peltier device reached thermal stability at an earlier time, as less power is needed to 
achieve the thermal stability. Therefore, the figure clearly illustrates that the heat sink 
temperature should be controlled and thus Peltier temperature reading should be used to 
monitor the cleaning process. 
6.3.2.5 Controlling the heat sink temperature 
Understanding the influence of controlling different heat sink temperatures on the Peltier 
temperature and output power (%) is important in comprehending the Peltier device 
behaviour. Experiments were carried out by flowing water at 50
o
C through the test section 
of the bench scale cleaning rig at different heat sink temperatures as shown in Figure  6.22. 
Three Peltier temperatures (53.7, 57.2 and 68.8°C) were obtained while the heat sink 
temperature was set at 30, 35 and 40°C respectively. In contact with water, the Peltier 
temperature for the three controlled temperatures rose sharply during the first 100 
seconds, followed by gradual increases for the two temperatures controlled at (30 and 
35°C) and a plateau for the one controlled at temperature 40°C. The two temperatures 
controlled at 30 and 35°C were found to give the lowest time to reach the thermal stability 
during 800 seconds, while controlling the heat sink at 40°C gave the quickest time to 
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reach the thermal stability within the first 200 seconds. This may suggest that the smaller 
the temperature difference between the heat sink and bulk temperature, the quicker the 
achievement of thermal stability, which may imply the quicker response of the Peltier 
device during cleaning.  
 
Figure  6.22: The resultant Peltier temperature when controlling the heat sink at 30, 35 and 
40°C. 
 
6.3.2.6 Sensitivity of the Peltier throughout the cleaning experiment 
Understanding the response of the Peltier during deposit removal is essential to validate 
the use of this monitoring for such cleaning processes. As mentioned earlier, two deposits 
were selected; namely, tooth paste and golden syrup and they were investigated 
separately. 
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From Figure  6.23 and Figure  6.24, during the cleaning of toothpaste deposit, an initial 
increase in the Peltier temperature and output power (%) can be observed during the first 
200 seconds approximately. During this time, the water entered the test section with a 
thermal equilibrium being established. Although the plate was fully fouled with tooth 
paste deposit by this time, the Peltier temperature increased only gradually, probably 
because of the reason that the tooth paste absorbed water. Distinct changes were observed 
in the Peltier temperatures between the water and tooth paste deposit curves throughout 
the removal process. Images showed no significant deposit removal during the first 1080 
seconds, as shown in Figure  6.25. 
 
Figure  6.23: Change in the Peltier temperature during cleaning of the tooth paste and 
golden syrup deposits by controlling heat sink temperature at 50°C. 
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Figure  6.24: Change in output power (%) during cleaning of the tooth paste and golden 
syrup deposits by controlling heat sink temperature at 50°C. 
 
A plateau in the Peltier temperature can be seen between 1080 seconds and 1440 seconds. 
During this period, a small island situated outside the area covered by the Peltier was 
removed corresponding to the small increase in Peltier temperature from 45 to 45.8°C. At 
1450 seconds, the Peltier temperature changed rapidly by 6.5°C to 52.3°C, corresponding 
to a sharp decrease in the amount of the deposits as the deposits fell off as one big chunk. 
Images show that almost the whole plate was cleaned by this time and that approximately 
three quarters of the deposit were removed between 1440 and 1620 seconds. A plateau 
can be seen between 1620 and 2160 seconds, possibly due to the presence of small pieces 
of deposits attached to the surface, and was detected both by the Peltier corresponding a 
small temperature rise of 0.5°C between 52.3 and 52.8°C as well as by photographic 
evidence. This could suggest that the remaining deposit may partially be attached to the 
surface or that the temperature of deposit may reach the bulk temperature. At 2160 
seconds, one island of the deposit remaining at the edge of the fouled plate was not 
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detected as it lad outside the area covered by the Peltier range (as discussed in section 
3.9). Christian (2004) and Aziz (2008) observed similar effects by using MHFS and noted 
that it did not detect the remaining small islands. They concluded that the resistance from 
these small islands sometimes cannot be measured by the MHFS. 
During the cleaning of the golden syrup deposit, the Peltier temperature increased rapidly 
which indicates fast removal of the deposit and the cleaning was terminated visually in 
only 200 seconds, as seen in Figure  6.24. 
 These results may suggest that the Peltier device could detect the different cleaning 
behaviour of deposit that has different rheological properties.  
 
 
 
   
0 seconds 1080 seconds 1440 seconds 
   
1620 seconds 1980 seconds 2160 seconds 
 
Figure  6.25: Images recorded during cleaning of toothpaste deposit by controlling heat 
sink temperature. 
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Figure  6.26: Images recorded during cleaning of the golden syrup deposit by controlling 
heat sink temperature. 
 
6.3.2.7  Effect of controlling the Peltier temperature on cleaning deposit 
behaviour 
During flow diagnostic, controlling the Peltier temperature shows less response to water 
flow compared to controlled heat sink temperature. This event gave an idea to investigate 
the behaviour of the Peltier device during deposit removal under controlling the Peltier 
temperature.  
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Figure  6.27: Changes in the heat sink temperature during cleaning of tooth paste by 
controlling the Peltier temperature. 
 
Since setting the Peltier temperature to 70°C gave unstable readings during flow water at 
70°C, as seen earlier in Figure  6.21, the Peltier temperature was set to 80°C while the 
cleaning temperature was 70°C. Once the water flow contacted the tooth paste deposit, the 
heat sink temperature increased gradually over the 700 seconds and achieved a peak 
temperature of ca. 39°C, as shown in Figure  6.27. As the exposition of deposit to the flow 
stream increased over time, the heat sink temperature decreased until the clean state was 
reached at 36.2°C. Also an image from the digital camera during the cleaning deposit does 
not reasonably correspond to the change in heat sink temperature. As the cleaning started, 
an initial increase in heat sink temperature during cleaning of the tooth paste deposit was 
observed similar to that of the clean state. Significant change occurred between 720 and 
900 seconds when the deposit was removed in one piece (see Figure  6.28) which 
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consequently made the heat sink temperature decrease by only 0.8°C. These figures 
suggested that the response of this monitoring device at a constant Peltier temperature was 
not reliable during the deposit removal process.  
  
720 seconds 900 seconds 
 
Figure  6.28: Images recorded during cleaning of the tooth paste deposit by controlling the 
Peltier temperature. 
 
6.3.2.8 The decrease of thermal recovery during cleaning experiment 
Experiments were also conducted in which thermal recovery decreased during the 
cleaning experiments at a constant heat sink temperature of 40°C. Water at 70°C was 
passed through the test section of the bench scale rig, which contained the fouled disk. 
Once the water flow contacted the tooth paste deposit, the Peltier temperature and the 
output power (%) increased gradually over the 1100 seconds and achieved a peak 
temperature of 112°C, as shown in Figure  6.29 and Figure  6.30.  
During that time, the deposits still covering the fouled plate were formed as an insulating 
layer between the flow and the Peltier. As the exposition of deposit to the flow stream 
increased over time, the Peltier temperature and output power (%) decreased until the 
clean state was reached at 85.3°C and 57% respectively. This experiment may illustrate 
the potentiality of using this monitoring device in detecting the deposit removal in 
different direction. 
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Figure  6.29: Change in the Peltier temperature during cleaning of tooth paste deposit at 
constant heat sink temperature of 40°C. 
 
Figure  6.30: Change in output power (%) during cleaning of the tooth paste deposit at 
constant heat sink temperature of 40°C. 
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6.4 Conclusion  
The first step in optimising CIP is ensuring that the monitoring techniques used are giving 
reliable data.  Data that are measured at the beginning of CIP (where the confidence limit 
of variation is high) are used to predict the end point of cleaning (where the confidence 
limit of variation is low). Online application of such a tool would be valuable in 
optimising CIP. 
Three types of deposit formation, followed by the cleaning regime application, were 
experimented and monitored. The cleaning behaviour of WPC and WPCm deposit showed 
considerable differences. Under the conditions investigated, the swelling period appeared 
mainly to be controlled by temperature; large swelling periods were seen at the lowest 
temperature suggesting that the deposit is insufficiently degraded to allow rapid removal. 
Significantly different cleaning times arose for the different conditions investigated. 
Cleaning temperature and cleaning concentration were all found to influence the cleaning 
time, with temperature having the greatest effect. 
All the four monitoring methods for measuring fouling removal obtained give comparable 
results. The application of the particles count technique is considered the most sensitive 
measurement among the four monitoring methods used in this work. However, the 
disadvantage of this technique is constrained by the strength of the cleaning process to 
remove all the deposit from the PHE surfaces. This work emphasises the importance of 
utilising at least two types of monitoring method: the bulk and the surface monitoring. 
The sensitivity of the Peltier has been characterised under different conditions using water 
and two types of deposit, namely, tooth paste and golden syrup. The Peltier was located in 
contact with the fouled plate, within the bench-scale cleaning rig. The Peltier temperature 
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and output power (%) results and an imaging technique were used to assess the extent of 
deposit removal response. These experiments show that the Peltier device can detect the 
removal of an insulating layer from a surface. The nature of the contact between Peltier 
and the fouled plate means that it is difficult to obtain identical temperature and output 
power (%) values under the same conditions. The image technique was able to identify the 
events during cleaning, i.e. deposit removal. 
Cleaning profile experiments show less response to the change of flow rate during flow 
diagnosis experiments. However, the Peltier temperature and output power (%) rise 
slightly as a result of increasing the water flow rate. The Peltier temperature and output 
power (%) increases to the clean value when the image from the camera shows that 
deposit removal has not yet ceased. The removal of deposit could be detected till at least 
15% of the initial deposit. The image from the digital camera allowed the reduction of the 
deposits over time to be compared and measured to the change in the Peltier temperature 
and output power (%). In general, a good relationship was found between the Peltier 
results and the camera images. The availability of images taken during the cleaning 
process has proven useful in understanding the deposit removal behaviour. Controlling the 
heat sink temperature clearly showed a fast response to any change over the fouled plate. 
On the other hand, controlling the Peltier temperature could not show a clear distinction in 
heat sink temperature and output power (%) between the clean state and cleaning deposit 
removal curves. It has been observed that the Peltier can be utilised in both directions, 
with good response to deposit removal when thermally stabilised below and above the 
Peltier temperature.  
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It is noteworthy that Peltier needs more work, since every effort is given to optimise the 
initial operation of the device in cleaning studies. However, the device has a number of 
disadvantages; having a complex response; it is affected by different factors such as 
cleaning temperature, deposit type, the heat of the environment, effectiveness of the heat 
sink, the order of the input electrical power, etc. 
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7 CHAPTER 7:   CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
 
Dairy fouling deposits in the heat transfer surface are formed as a result of the thermal 
instability of certain components in the products. As a result, frequent shut-down of the 
equipment is required for cleaning. A better understanding of the fouling mechanism may 
lead to prolonged running times and improve cleaning processes. Differences in the 
chemistry and thermodynamics of the processes taking place result in the different 
temperatures at which deposition occurs and composition of the deposit. A review of 
previous work showed that there is no sufficient research on both the knowledge of the 
role of surface and bulk temperature in deposit formation as well as a suitable method to 
monitor fouling and cleaning in closed systems where a variety of conditions have to be 
considered. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to investigate and to monitor the 
fouling and cleaning behaviour of dairy deposits formed at pasteurisation temperature in 
PHE and a lab scale fouling rig. 
7.1  Effect of process variable in fouling and cleaning 
Fouling experiments conducted on WPC deposits over a range of β-Lg (wt.%) 
concentrations, minerals added and flow rates, using the PHE, are discussed in Chapter 4. 
It is necessary to understand how variations in process variables affect fouling, so that the 
variables may be chosen in order to minimise the effect of fouling. The main conclusions 
obtained from this study are: 
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-  Fouling increased with increasing protein concentration up to a limit around β-Lg 
0.3wt. %. The plateau at that value was explained in terms of fouling becoming 
controlled by the amount of protein in the laminar sub-layer.  
- It was found that whey protein solution with increasing fluid bulk whey protein 
concentration leads to faster build-up of fouling. Therefore, giving the greatest 
amount of fouling in section 3 of the PHE at a temperature range of 90 to 95°C. 
Insignificant fouling was observed in sections 1 and 2 of PHE due to a low bulk 
temperature; observations made on opening the plate pack confirmed there was little 
or no deposit present.  
- Changing the flow rate will change the surface shear stresses at the heat transfer 
surface as a result of fluid flow over the surface, the temperature profile across the 
section of the PHE, and the residence time of fouling fluid in the system and at the 
wall. 
-  It was observed that a decrease in deposition thickness takes place with an 
increasing flow rate. Higher flow velocities also promote deposit re-entrainment 
through increased fluid shear stresses and the deposit became more compact and 
smoother. Increasing flow rate from 100 to 150 l/h decreased the Δ (ΔP) fouling rate 
for β-Lg concentrations 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5wt.% by 34, 70 and 72.7%, respectively. 
Owing to WPC being low in minerals, adding calcium and phosphorus to the WPC may 
alter fouling and cleaning behaviour and, therefore, need investigation. Calcium and 
phosphorus participate in the denaturation mechanism by lowering the temperature at 
which β-Lg begins to denature. Three types of fluid were tested in this work, namely 
WPCm, WPCm/2 and WPCmx2. These fluids refer to WPC solutions with calcium and 
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phosphorus contents the same as milk, half that of milk and twice that of milk, 
respectively. The main conclusions obtained from this study are: 
- The processing of the three modified model fluids resulted in fouling which showed 
two major changes in behaviour: (i) fouling rate declined relative to WPC, (ii) 
deposit distribution in the PHE altered to resemble milk behaviour. 
-  The three modified model fluids appear to foul mainly in section 2 of PHE, with 
very little fouling observed in section 1, but fouling in section 3 became negligible 
when minerals were added, as the added minerals reduced the heat stability of whey 
protein. 
-  During preparation of WPC with added minerals, the pH of the solution changed 
from 6.5 to 5. This reduction in pH might contribute to causing the difference in 
fouling behaviour observed.  
The differences in fouling behaviour of WPC and the three modified fluids had an effect 
on cleaning behaviour. The cleaning process is affected by differences in deposit 
chemistry. Initial increases in pressure drop and decreases in heat transfer coefficient 
could be observed, as a result of contacting protein with alkaline cleaning chemical. 
Pressure drop changes and increasing in heat transfer correspond to removal of the deposit 
from the heat surface. The following conclusion can be drawn: 
- In all cases, increasing the chemical concentration from 0.1 to 0.5wt.% NaOH 
decreases the cleaning time; after this concentration, the cleaning time do not 
decrease significantly. Accordingly, a chemical concentration optimum (at 0.5 wt.%) 
is found. 
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-  The WPC deposit formed at 150 l/h took considerably longer to be removed from 
the surface at 0.1 wt. % NaOH, suggesting that the deposit was compact. However, 
WPC deposits were removed very quickly at 0.5 wt. % NaOH and higher.  
- Cleaning the three modified fluids showed a considerable change in cleaning 
behaviour. At low mineral added WPCm/2, the cleaning behaviour is similar to that of 
WPC, with no noticeable change in pressure sensor and heat transfer coefficient 
while the acid cleaning was introduced.  
- Increasing the mineral content in WPC solution leads to increases in mineral 
deposition. Therefore, the swelling peak on contacting the alkaline solution begins to 
disappear with increasing minerals to double as milk (WPCmx2) since the protein is 
trapped in the mineral matrix (see Table  5.1). No Pressure peak was observed when 
cleaning with acid was introduced.  
7.2 Bench scale fouling rig 
The experiment was carried out to investigate the scalability of PHE fouling findings. The 
hope is that simple models for fouling can be developed which can be validated against 
experiments. Experiments have been conducted in a bench scale fouling rig and PHE to 
compare the deposit generated and also to investigate the effect of bulk temperatures of 
70, 80 and 90°C and surface temperatures of 80, 89 and 98°C on fouling behaviour of the 
two model solutions: (WPC and WPCm) in terms of deposit thickness, weight and 
morphology. The following conclusions are drawn from this study: 
- It was found that increasing fluid bulk whey protein concentration leads to faster 
build-up of fouling. Therefore, the increase of the fouling rate was more than double 
at 70 and 80°C. However, at bulk temperature 90°C, increasing the β-Lg 
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concentration had no effect on deposit thickness or deposit weight. This could be due 
to the voluminous nature formed at the higher temperature where re-entrainment of 
all extra material deposited took place with the fluid and prevented deposition.  
- For WPCm solution and at low bulk temperatures such as 70 and 80°C, the amount 
of deposit formed was significantly higher than that formed from WPC solution, as 
the addition of minerals enhances deposition by reducing the heat stability of protein. 
However, the amount of deposit decreased when bulk temperature rose to 90°C, 
which may be attributed to the small contribution from a bulk deposition mechanism 
at 90°C.  
- The same trend was observed in PHE, where the amount of deposits decreases 
drastically by 95% when bulk temperature increases from ca.85°C to 91°C. This 
suggests that the bench scale fouling rig is able to follow the progress of fouling in 
PHE quite closely.   
- Surface temperature was also the most important influence in initiating fouling. For 
WPC solution, increasing the surface temperature from 80 to 89°C,at bulk 
temperature 80°C, leads to increasing the deposit thickness by six fold; however 
increasing the surface temperature to 90°C increases the deposit thickness by 1.5 
times.  
- The effect of surface temperature declined when fouling proceeds and the bulk 
temperature will control the process afterwards. In contrast, for WPCm solution, the 
greatest effect on fouling deposition occurred when the surface temperature 
increased from 89 to 98°C. This may due to the increases in mineral deposition 
which, in turn, enhance the deposition by the interactions between Ca and β-Lg. 
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- Compositional analysis of the WPCm deposits showed that the mineral content was 
more predominant than the protein content in the first 20 minutes and bulk 
temperature was 80°C, and then protein deposition became predominant with time.  
- WPC deposits produced at bulk temperature 90°C were cream in colour and fluffy in 
nature and the attachment to the stainless steel is not as strong as between WPC 
deposits and the stainless steel, formed at bulk temperature 70 and 80°C.  
- WPCm deposits produced at bulk temperatures 70, 80 and 90°C were white in colour 
and fouled evenly on the surface.  
- The morphology studies showed small clumps, observed at 70°C, and the size of 
clumps increased with increasing concentration and temperature. In general, for 
WPC deposit, a more fluffy or cauliflower-like deposit on top at β-Lg 0.6 wt. % 
followed by a more compact deposit at β-Lg 1wt.%. In contrast, a very fine structure 
with much smaller particulates was observed for WPCm deposit than in the WPC 
deposit. Therefore, the roughness data for WPCm deposit was lower than the WPC 
deposit. 
7.3 Monitoring device 
One of the main challenges for researchers and engineers is to look for cheap, sensitive, 
small and reliable monitoring devices to monitor the build-up and removal of deposits in 
order to optimise both the production and cleaning process. Therefore, two novel tools 
have been developed to evaluate the cleaning process: particles count technique and 
Peltier device. The particles count technique was used to evaluate the removal of various 
whey protein deposits from the PHE, while the Peltier device was used to measure the 
responsiveness of the device during cleaning of two deposits: toothpaste and golden 
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syrup. Three conventional monitoring devices: pressure sensor, heat transfer coefficient 
and turbidity were used to assess the particle count technique under cleaning three types 
of deposit; WPC deposit formed at 95°C, WPC deposit formed at 140°C and WPCm 
deposit with additional minerals formed at 140°C. Cleaning experiments have been 
conducted over two temperatures, cleaning solution concentrations, and two-stages of 
cleaning solution; alkaline and acid. The main conclusions obtained from this study are as 
follows: 
- At higher temperature of 70°C, the reaction between the cleaning solution and 
deposit rapidly forms a deposit that is rapidly removed, whereby giving a smaller 
swelling period. Large swelling periods were occurred at 50°C, suggesting that the 
deposit is insufficiently degraded to allow rapid removal.  
- When both the pressure sensor and heat transfer coefficient reached the cleaning 
status, the PHE showed fouling, this indicated that both monitoring devices can not 
detect the remaining small layer of fouling during the cleaning process. The end-
point of cleaning was difficult to establish from these measurements.  
- Both turbidity and the particles count technique were able to relate their reading with 
the deposit removal from the surface. The disadvantages of the two latter techniques 
are being controlled by the strength of the cleaning chemical to remove all the 
deposit from the PHE surfaces. The particles count technique has an advantage over 
turbidity, as the former can detect invisible particles to the naked eye. 
The Peltier device technique is a fully integrated on-line monitoring system, in situ and in 
real time, providing information about the change of Peltier temperature and output power 
(%) during the cleaning of deposits. The cleaning deposits were achieved by action of 
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water alone. The characteristics of the Peltier show (i) the optimal set-up for Peltier in 
order to catch the best sensitivity of the instrument for monitoring the cleaning process, 
and (ii) the possibility to detect the cleaning end point. The following conclusions are 
drawn from this study: 
- Cleaning profiles were less responsive to the change of water flow rate; however, 
different water flow rates resulted in different Peltier temperature outputs.  
- Controlling the heat sink temperature shows higher response than that of controlling 
Peltier surface temperature during the water flow experiment. Monitoring of cleaning 
deposits showed that the removal of the deposit layer from surface can be detected. 
- The end-points determined by the Peltier device were confirmed by images from a 
digital camera. The availability of images taken during the cleaning process has 
proven useful information about the sensitivity of the Peltier device. 
- Comparison of the Peltier device results with an image from digital camera has 
shown that the Peltier will not detect removal of deposit from surface not contacted 
by the Peltier device. 
7.4 Contributions 
The contributions of this study to its field of research include; 
- Chapter 4 introduced an integrated study for the first time that covered the influence 
of the process parameters (flow rate, cleaning chemicals) and chemical composition 
(protein and minerals concentration) upon fouling and cleaning behaviours at 
pasteurisation temperature. The results revealed that the minimum required cleaning 
chemical concentration can be affected by altering the process variables, i.e. in case 
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of cleaning deposit formed at flow rate 150 l/hr, there was a significant difference 
between cleaning deposit at 0.1 wt.% NaOH and other chemical concentrations. The 
removal time was considerably slower than at any other chemical concentrations. 
However, chemical concentration at 0.1 wt.% NaOH was sufficient to clean the 
deposit for the other cases. 
They also showed that the increase of the minerals content in the deposits had a 
significant effect on cleaning behaviour, where the dependency on cleaning chemical 
concentration (NaOH %) to clean the majority of deposit became less significant.  
-  It was not practical to dismantle the PHE to measure the fouling in each plate. 
Therefore, lab scale fouling rig was designed to generate deposit which was similar 
to that in heat exchanger, to facilitate controlling surface temperature and to quantify 
fouling locally, together with an easy assembling and dismantling during 
experimental work. The results revealed that the progress of fouling agreed well with 
that at PHE. They also showed that the surface temperature was the most significant 
factor in initiating fouling. The minerals content in the deposit at the beginning of 20 
minutes was higher than the protein content. However, the amount of protein in 
deposit became predominant afterwards. All these findings are necessary to design 
equipment that minimises the effects of fouling. 
- Two novel monitoring cleaning techniques were applied for the first time to improve 
the cleaning measurements in heat exchangers: particles count technique for the 
global monitoring and Peltier device for the local monitoring of the cleaning 
progress.  The results illustrated that particles count technique can detect the cleaning 
end point. The Peltier device results showed that the removal of deposit can be 
detected till at least 15 wt. % of the initial deposit remains. 
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7.5 Future work  
The fouling and cleaning behaviour of WPC and WPC with additional minerals has been 
investigated at a two-length scale: PHE and bench scale fouling rig. Chapter 4 results have 
provided useful information on the mechanisms involved in fouling and cleaning. A range 
of flow rates and chemical concentrations has been studied. Based on the fact that only 
one cleaning temperature was used throughout this study, more work could be done to test 
the removal behaviour at different ranges of temperature using a single stage-cleaning, 
since the previous research have shown that temperature is the main controlling parameter 
in removing proteinaceous deposit, due to its influence on the strength of chemical and 
flow effect. 
Results on Chapter 5 have shown that the bench scale fouling rig is able to follow the 
development of fouling in PHE quite closely at pasteurisation temperature. Only one flow 
rate was used throughout this work; other ranges of flow rate could be verified to 
investigate the contribution of fluid velocity to fouling process. If the fouling deposition 
process is controlled solely by a chemical reaction, which is not influenced by mass 
transfer, the fouling rate should be independent of fluid velocity. 
As the temperature increases above 90°C, fouling from WPCm decreases. This behaviour 
is not well understood, due to the highly complex interaction between β-Lg and mineral. 
Much more work is needed in this area to relate understanding the chemistry of the 
product to the operating conditions. 
 Since the bench scale fouling rig is totally suitable to generate fouling deposit at 
pasteurisation temperature, it is recommended to redesign the fouling rig to be able to heat 
the product up to 140°C in order to develop a model dairy deposit at UHT for the 
subsequent investigation of its cleaning behaviour using a bench scale cleaning rig. The 
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development of a fouling rig will lead to further understanding of high temperature 
processes.  
In removing a deposit during cleaning, both cohesive and adhesive forces must be 
overcome. An understanding of the interaction between deposits and surfaces is clearly 
critical in cleaning. Therefore, it would be useful to measure the adhesive/cohesive force 
between whey protein fouling deposits formed at the UHT process, and the stainless-steel 
substrate by using the micromanipulation technique. This can be an area which needs a 
further investigation. 
A plate heat exchanger consists of a series of thin, corrugated plates, which in turn 
increase both fluid turbulence and heat transfer through the plates. In this work, the 
coupon surface used was flat. Therefore, it would be better to have corrugated coupon 
surface to simulate the flow pattern and the progress of fouling in PHE. 
Surface modification has often been proposed as a solution to the surface interfacial 
fouling problem. A deeper knowledge on the relation between fouling material and the 
properties of the fouled surfaces is essential in order to delay or reduce fouling as well as 
to determine optimal cleaning conditions for a given process. Consequently, it would be 
useful to modify the coupon surface in order to minimise the effects of protein fouling and 
decrease the deposit adhesion strength to facilitate a simpler cleaning procedure.  
Chapter 6 has shown that the two novel monitoring techniques: particles count and Peltier 
effect were suitable to be used for monitoring cleaning. The particles count technique used 
in this work was an off-line retrospective technique. It may be more appropriate to use 
online particle count techniques to detect the clean end-point correctly. The sensitivity of 
the Peltier device was only assessed during removal of two deposits, due to the 
inapplicability of its assessment during fouling because of the following:  
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- The inlet and the outlet of the circular flow channel containing the Peltier device 
were not flush with fouled plate that held the Peltier device. 
- The circular flow channel was not suitable to simulate the flow pattern in PHE, so it 
would be better to use rectangular flow channel. 
Thus, it would be interesting to study the sensitivity of Peltier during a fouling run. 
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8 APPENDIX : COMMISSIONING OF THE PHE  
 
 
A.1 Operating procedure to achieve standard state of cleanliness at the PHE 
The characterisation of PHE was investigated for different flow rates ranging from 50 to 
1501/h. Starting with the lowest flow rate and moving up in small increments to the 
highest flow rate, afterwards the flow rate was decreased in small increments to 50 l/h as 
seen in Table A.1. The oil heater temperature was controlled at three different 
temperatures: 100, 110 and 120°C. The experiments were carried out at different PHE 
pressures of 10, 200, 400 and 600 kPa by adjusting the back pressure regulator. The PHE 
was first thermally stabilised using soft water, following the protocol described in section 
3.4. Prior to initiating the experiments, all the plant temperatures were allowed to stabilise 
within ± 0.2°C for at least 10 minutes. This gave enough thermally stable data to obtain 
accurate average performance calculations.  
A.2 Characterisation of behavior under clean conditions 
Table A.1 and Table A.2 represent the inlet and outlet temperature in each section of 
PHE; at lower flow rates the PHE reached a higher temperature in the earlier sections at 
90.3°C, whilst at 150 1/h this temperature was not reached until the outlet of section 3. 
Table A.3 to Table A.8 show the effect of changing the flow rate, oil heater temperature 
and cooling water flow rate on overall heat transfer in terms of area (UA), whilst operate 
the PHE. In general, as the flow rate increased, UA increased in each section of the PHE. 
At the lowest flow rate of 50 l/h, maximum UA was recorded in section 1 followed by 
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sections 2 and 3. As the flow rate increased from 50 to 150 l/h and the system became 
fully turbulent, the UA increased by roughly 1.7, 3.4 and 7.2 times for sections 1, 2 and 3, 
respectively. The UA values were increased by ca. 5% when PHE temperature increased 
by 10°C. 
The change in the cooling water flow rate affected the temperature distribution across the 
PHE and, in turn the UA.  The increasing effect of the cooling water flow rate from 1 to 2 
l/min at the PHE flow rate of 50 l/min was observed at section 3 as an approximate 20% 
change in UA. However, the change of UA at section 3 became less than 3% with an 
increasing flow rate of 150 l/h. In general, the effect of changing the cooling water flow 
rate in UA was less noticeable at a PHE flow rate of over 100 l/h, where it was less than 
9% of UA in all PHE sections.  
As the process fluid flow rate was increased, the rate of removal of heat from the oil 
(heating fluid) was also increased, reflecting the increase in heat transfer coefficient. 
Another test of thermal efficiency, and of the accuracy of the equipment, is the heat 
balance recorded in (see Table A.9 to Table A.14). These compare the heat removed from 
the oil to that taken up by the process fluid, and are defined in Equation  3.18. The smaller 
a temperature change across a section, the less accurate the heat balance will be, because 
of inaccuracies in the temperature readings and the higher thermal losses as a proportion 
of the heat transferred. Heat transfer efficiency was very high in section 1 at all flow rates; 
the temperature change across this section was always large. However, in sections 2 and 3 
of PHE, below 100 l/h heat transfer efficiencies were very low. Here, for example, very 
small temperature increases occur in section 3. Above 100 l/h, thermal balances become 
better, reaching the best values at 150 l/h when all of the three sections displayed 
efficiencies >90% and within ±5% of their mean. This latter value is very close to that 
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found by Changani (2000) who found for the PHE under the same condition, that the heat 
balance was accurate to ± 7% for the three PHE sections. As a result of these 
measurements, a flow rate of 100 and over was used for the fouling experiments. 
Figure A.1 and Figure A.2 display the clean thermal behaviour both for the whole PHE 
and for individual sections. Figure A.1 shows that the relationship between 1/UA and 
1/flow rate was linear; the correlation coefficient was 0.976 for the whole PHE. Heat 
transfer efficiencies already discussed above (Table A.3 to Table A.8), showed that good 
efficiencies were not recorded until flow rates exceeded 100 l/h. Poor thermal efficiency 
below 100 l/h is one reason for deviation of the 1/UA versus 1/flow rate relationship from 
linearity. Below this flow velocity, the flow patterns in the exchanger may also become 
laminar.  
As found by Schreier (1995) and Changani (2000), a value of n = 1 for Equation  3.12 
yielded the best straight line fit. This showed that the PHE exhibited the expected thermal 
behaviour and that behaviour previously recorded for the same PHE was replicated 
(Schreier, 1995). The highest regression coefficient found was for section 1, R
2
 = 0.98; 
but both sections 2 and 3 exhibited lowest regression coefficients, R
2
 = 0.95 and 0.94 
respectively. The fit to data is reasonable, showing that this form of analysis is a good 
starting point for characterisation.  
Table A.15 to Table A.18 show the values of ΔP calculated for the different flow rates 
tested. This clean hydraulic behaviour has been plotted as ΔP versus flow rate for the 
individual sections and the whole PHE in Figure A.3 to Figure A.7. Curves have been 
fitted to the data for each of the section (in each case  
     (see Equation  3.20)). As the PHE pressure was increased, the pressure drop was 
also increased. However, the pressure drop at section 2 decreased with increasing PHE 
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pressure. The reading of pressure drop for section 2 at PHE pressure equal to 10 kPa and 
is close to section 1 while at PHE pressure equal to 600 kPa, the reading of pressure drop 
for section 2 is closer to section 3, as seen in Figure A.6.  All curves that were fitted gave 
a very high correlation coefficient; the lowest was 0.99 (for section 1). It should be noted 
that some of the pressure sensor values were negative. This was probably due to a 
calibration problem with one of the intermediate pressure transducers. All pressure 
transducers were checked and adjusted where necessary and subsequent experiments no 
longer gave negative readings. This difference did not affect the results discussed here 
because the calculation of pressure drop essentially removes this error.       
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Flow rate 
(l/h) 
Temperature 
(°C) 
 Pre-heat 
Temperature 
(°C) 
 Section 1 
Temperature 
(°C) 
 Section 2 
Temperature 
(°C) 
 Section 3 
Fluid type  
50 38.6 90.3 93.7 95.4 Water 
 76.3 93.4 95.6 97.6 Oil 
80 45.9 85.5 92.4 95.8 Water 
 69.9 90.4 94.9 97.9 Oil 
100 50.2 80.3 89.6 95.3 Water 
 66.6 86.4 93.3 98.0 Oil 
120 52.8 75.0 85.7 94.0 Water 
 63.8 81.6 90.6 98.0 Oil 
150 54.7 67.5 78.1 90.0 Water 
 60.4 73.8 85.0 98.0 Oil 
Table A.1: Typical outlet temperature in each section during clean operation of the PHE, 
at oil heater temperature 100°C and various flow rates (cooling flow rate 1 l/min).   
 
 
 
Flow rate 
(l/h) 
Temperature 
(°C) 
 Pre-heat 
Temperature 
(°C) 
 Section 1 
Temperature 
(°C) 
 Section 2 
Temperature 
(°C) 
 Section 3 
Fluid type  
50 28.7 90.1 94.0 95.4 Water 
 73.3 93.6 95.9 98.0 Oil 
80 32.8 84.3 93.1 96.5 Water 
 63.8 90.4 95.5 98.5 Oil 
100 38.1 76.7 88.8 95.3 Water 
 59.1 84.6 93.1 98.6 Oil 
120 40.5 68.0 82.4 93.4 Water 
 54.2 76.9 89.0 98.8 Oil 
150 43.2 58.1 71.8 88.2 Water 
 50.1 66.3 81.0 98.7 Oil 
Table A.2: Typical outlet temperature in each section during clean operation of the PHE, 
at oil heater temperature 100°C and various flow rates (cooling flow rate 2 l/min). 
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Flow rate 
(l/h) 
UA (kW/K)  
(Section 1) 
UA(kW/K)   
(Section 2) 
UA(kW/K)   
(Section 3) 
50 0.217 0.082 0.046 
    80 0.303 0.178 0.137 
100 0.338 0.229 0.209 
120 0.359 0.260 0.261 
150 0.376 0.284 0.304 
100 0.348 0.238 0.211 
50 0.226 0.087 0.044 
 
Table A.3: Typical clean overall heat transfer coefficient in terms of area for each section 
at various flow rates (oil set to 100°C, cooling water flow rate 1 l/min). 
 
 
Flow rate 
(l/h) 
UA  
(kW/K)  
(Section 1) 
UA 
(kW/K)   
(Section 2) 
UA 
(kW/K)   
(Section 3) 
50 0.224 0.088 0.037 
100 0.334 0.237 0.200 
150 0.350 0.277 0.292 
120 0.348 0.264 0.256 
80 0.311 0.197 0.127 
Table A.4: Typical clean overall heat transfer coefficient terms of area for each section at 
various flow rates (oil set to 100°C, cooling water flow rate 2 l/min). 
 
 
Flow rate 
(l/h) 
UA (kW/K)  
(Section 1) 
UA(kW/K)   
(Section 2) 
UA(kW/K)   
(Section 3) 
50 0.221 0.079 0.045 
80 0.313 0.178 0.138 
100 0.351 0.232 0.211 
120 0.376 0.268 0.268 
150 0.397 0.298 0.318 
100 0.364 0.245 0.218 
50 0.226 0.081 0.042 
Table A.5: Typical clean overall heat transfer coefficient in terms of area for each section 
at various flow rates (oil set to 110°C, cooling water flow rate 1 l/min). 
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Flow rate 
(l/h) 
UA  
(kW/K)  
(Section 1) 
UA 
(kW/K)   
(Section 2) 
UA 
(kW/K)   
(Section 3) 
50 0.227 0.084 0.037 
100 0.348 0.241 0.201 
150 0.372 0.290 0.307 
120 0.365 0.273 0.260 
80 0.323 0.198 0.126 
Table A.6: Typical clean overall heat transfer coefficient in terms of area for each section 
at various flow rates (oil set to 110°C, cooling water flow rate 2 l/min). 
 
Flow rate 
(l/h) 
UA 
 (kW/K)  
(Section 1) 
UA 
(kW/K)   
(Section 2) 
UA 
(kW/K)   
(Section 3) 
50 0.223 0.078 0.046 
80 0.322 0.180 0.140 
100 0.364 0.237 0.215 
120 0.391 0.275 0.270 
150 0.429 0.318 0.333 
100 0.374 0.245 0.217 
50 0.233 0.081 0.045 
Table A.7: Typical clean overall heat transfer coefficient in terms of area for each section 
at various flow rates (oil set to 120°C, cooling water flow rate 1 l/min). 
 
Flow rate 
(l/h) 
UA  
(kW/K)  
(Section 1) 
UA 
(kW/K)   
(Section 2) 
UA 
(kW/K)   
(Section 3) 
50 0.229 0.082 0.039 
80 0.323 0.187 0.124 
100 0.360 0.245 0.201 
120 0.382 0.282 0.275 
150 0.394 0.306 0.325 
100 0.368 0.252 0.205 
50 0.231 0.080 0.034 
Table A.8: Typical clean overall heat transfer coefficient in terms of area for each section 
at various flow rates (oil set to 120°C, cooling water flow rate 2 l/min). 
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Flow rate 
(l/h) 
 
Heat Balance 
(%) 
(Section 1) 
Heat Balance 
(%) 
(Section 2) 
 
Heat Balance 
(%) 
(Section 3) 
 
Heat Balance 
(%) 
Whole 
50 114 58 30 96 
80 112 89 66 101 
100 112 99 86 103 
120 110 103 98 103 
150 107 105 105 103 
100 113 100 87 104 
50 112 59 29 98 
Table A.9: Typical clean heat balance for each section and the whole at various flow rates 
(oil set to 100°C, cooling water flow rate 1 l/min). 
 
Flow rate 
(l/h) 
 
Heat Balance 
(%) 
(Section 1) 
Heat Balance 
(%) 
(Section 2) 
 
Heat Balance 
(%) 
(Section 3) 
 
Heat Balance 
(%) 
Whole 
50 112 63 25 98 
100 111 102 85 103 
150 104 103 101 100 
120 109 104 97 103 
80 113 96 62 102 
Table A.10: Typical clean heat balance for each section and the whole at various flow 
rates (oil set to 100°C, cooling water flow rate 2 l/min). 
 
Flow rate 
(l/h) 
 
Heat Balance 
(%) 
(Section 1) 
Heat Balance 
(%) 
(Section 2) 
 
Heat Balance 
(%) 
(Section 3) 
 
Heat Balance 
(%) 
Whole 
50 112 55 29 97 
80 114 88 64 102 
100 113 98 85 103 
120 112 103 98 104 
150 110 106 106 105 
100 114 100 87 105 
50 113 55 27 98 
Table A.11: Typical clean heat balance for each section and the whole at various flow 
rates (oil set to 110°C, cooling water flow rate 1 l/min). 
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Flow rate 
(l/h) 
 
Heat Balance 
(%) 
(Section 1) 
Heat Balance 
(%) 
(Section 2) 
 
Heat Balance 
(%) 
(Section 3) 
 
Heat Balance 
(%) 
Whole 
50 113 59 24 98 
100 112 101 83 104 
150 106 104 103 102 
120 110 105 96 104 
80 114 95 62 104 
Table A.12: Typical clean heat balance for each section and the whole at various flow 
rates (oil set to 110°C, cooling water flow rate 2 l/min). 
 
Flow rate 
(l/h) 
 
Heat Balance 
(%) 
(Section 1) 
Heat Balance 
(%) 
(Section 2) 
 
Heat Balance 
(%) 
(Section 3) 
 
Heat Balance 
(%) 
Whole 
50  112 52 29 96 
80 114 86 63 102 
100 114 98 84 104 
120 113 104 97 106 
150 113 107 108 107 
100 115 98 85 105 
50 113 55 29 98 
Table A.13: Typical clean heat balance for each section and the whole at various flow 
rates (oil set to 120°C, cooling water flow rate 1 l/min). 
 
Flow rate 
(l/h) 
 
Heat Balance 
(%) 
(Section 1) 
Heat Balance 
(%) 
(Section 2) 
 
Heat Balance 
(%) 
(Section 3) 
 
Heat Balance 
(%) 
Whole 
50 113 56 24 98 
80 114 90 59 103 
100 113 101 82 105 
120 112 106 99 105 
150 109 107 106 105 
100 114 102 83 106 
50 113 56 22 99 
Table A.14: Typical clean heat balance for each section and the whole at various flow 
rates (oil set to 120°C, cooling water flow rate 2 l/min). 
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Figure A.1: Clean thermal conditions for the whole PHE. 1/UA vs 1/flow rate, at section 3 
outlet temperature 95°C and flow rate range 50-150 l/h. 
 
 
 
Figure A.2: Clean thermal conditions for sections 1, 2 and 3 of the PHE. 1/UA vs 1/flow 
rate, at section 3 outlet temperature 95°C and flow rate range 50-150 l/h. 
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Flow rate 
(l/h) 
    ΔP  
(kPa) 
( preheat ) 
ΔP  
(kPa) 
 (Section 1) 
ΔP  
(kPa)  
(Section 2) 
ΔP 
 (kPa) 
(Section 3) 
ΔP 
 (kPa) 
Whole 
51.0 9.4 3.7 8.2 -3.7 8.2 
79.3 11.3 8.0 11.0 -0.5 18.5 
100.2 15.9 12.2 13.7 2.5 28.4 
119.4 19.6 16.4 16.9 5.7 39.0 
149.0 27.9 24.4 22.2 11.5 58.1 
Table A.15: Clean pressure drop for each section of PHE, and whole PHE for flow rates 
ranging from 50-150 l/h, at section 3 outlet pressure 10 kPa. 
 
 
Flow rate 
(l/h) 
    ΔP  
(kPa) 
( preheat ) 
ΔP  
(kPa) 
 (Section 1) 
ΔP  
(kPa)  
(Section 2) 
ΔP 
 (kPa) 
(Section 3) 
ΔP 
 (kPa) 
Whole 
52.2 1.8 6.3 6.7 -1.8 11.2 
80.5 6.5 10.8 9.6 1.3 21.7 
99.0 10.6 14.3 12.1 4.0 30.4 
119.2 15.9 18.8 15.3 7.2 41.3 
149.6 24.8 27.1 20.7 13.1 60.9 
Table A.16: Clean pressure drop for each section of PHE, and whole PHE for flow rates 
ranging from 50-150 l/h, at section 3 outlet pressure 200 kPa. 
 
 
Flow rate 
(l/h) 
    ΔP  
(kPa) 
( preheat ) 
ΔP  
(kPa) 
 (Section 1) 
ΔP  
(kPa)  
(Section 2) 
ΔP 
 (kPa) 
(Section 3) 
ΔP 
 (kPa) 
Whole 
51.4 -0.5 7.6 5.0 -1.0 11.7 
80.3 3.4 12.7 7.9 2.6 23.2 
99.7 7.4 16.9 10.3 5.6 32.7 
120.2 12.5 21.5 13.6 9.0 44.1 
148.4 20.9 29.2 18.4 14.7 62.3 
Table A.17: Clean pressure drop for each section of PHE, and whole PHE for flow rates 
ranging from 50-150 l/h, at section 3 outlet pressure 400 kPa. 
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Flow rate 
(l/h) 
    ΔP  
(kPa) 
( preheat ) 
ΔP  
(kPa) 
 (Section 1) 
ΔP  
(kPa)  
(Section 2) 
ΔP 
 (kPa) 
(Section 3) 
ΔP 
 (kPa) 
Whole 
51.0 -3.0 8.8 3.9 -0.3 12.5 
78.9 1.0 13.0 6.2 2.9 22.1 
98.9 4.6 16.7 8.4 6.0 31.1 
121.1 9.3 22.1 11.3 9.9 43.3 
149.5 17.2 30.9 16.7 16.0 63.6 
Table A.18: Clean pressure drop for each section of PHE, and whole PHE for flow rates 
ranging from 50-150 l/h, at section 3 outlet pressure 600 kPa. 
 
 
                                                                
 
Figure A.3: Clean hydraulic condition for each section of PHE for ranging flow rates from 
50-150 l/h, at section 3 outlet pressure 10 kPa. 
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Figure A.4: Clean hydraulic condition for each section of PHE for ranging flow rates from 
50-150 l/h, at section 3 outlet pressure 200 kPa. 
 
 
 Figure A.5: Clean hydraulic condition for each section of PHE for ranging flow rates 
from 50-150 l/h, at section 3 outlet pressure 400 kPa. 
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Figure A.6: Clean hydraulic condition for each section of PHE for ranging flow rate from 
50-150 l/h, at section 3 outlet pressure 600 kPa. 
 
 
Figure A.7: Clean hydraulic condition of the whole PHE; ranging flow rate from            
50-150 l/h, and various pressure drops. 
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